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ABSTRACT
The pmscnt smdy examined moralmasoning (Colby & Kohlberg, 1987; Oilligan
& Amucci, 1988), mowl orientation (Gagan, 1977), and seE-g

@amon

& Hart, 1988). The sample cdnsisted of41 average-ability and 47 @bd students aged 12

to U years. Cognitive dmlopment was sssessed on hypothetical moral dilemmas, a
~e~gcncrafcd
m o d dilemma mmtbe, and a s c l G m d i n g interview. Ability,

gender, and age comparisons were made. The rclationsbip between the moral and selfunderstanding domains was examined.
Age mnds were found within a d across domains. The gifted were iomd to be

developmc~ltaZIyadvanced. Complex associatiomwere found among moral orientation,
gender, and ability. Ability difkences were f o d in artidation of orientation, and
gender Merences were found in the orientation with which the self aligned. Ability and
age Merences were found with xspect to differential emphasis on aspects of self-

understanding. No relationship was found between moral orientation and seEasunderstanding emphasis.
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Rnpoaed the Study

The nnrlM1ying pmpose of this study was to apply devtlopmtntal principles toward
achieving a grcater andentadkg of the exccptiotlal cognitiveability and emotional
sensitivity often displayed by gifred childfen, adolescents,and young adults. Two

prominent theories of m o d reasoning, one developed by Lawercnce KoblbGTg and the other
by Carol Gilligan wac examine& The study focPsed on both dcvelopmc~lml
level and on

the orientation individuals adopt when making decisions in the moral dornain. The
developmental model of self-understanding developed by William Damon was exploredThe study focused on both developrnentd level and deveIopmenml synchronicitymss the
various aspects of sesunderstanding.

The relationship between development in the

domains of moral reasoning and ~e~understanding
was examined.

The developmental ststus of 88 giftcd and average ability studeats in grades 6,9, and
12 was assessed in the moral and self-understanding domains. It was hypothesized that the
two domains would show wnsisrmcy in temu of devt1oprncntaI 1 m l

It was hypothesized

that gifted children and adolescents would be advanced in their moral reasoning and selfunderstanding development; that they would adopt a cart-based moral reasoning orientation

regardless of genda, andthat they would focus on the psychological and distinctness
aspects of self--ding.

Fmther, it was hypothesized that the adoption of a care-based

moral orientation would be positively relatHf to an tmphasis on the psychological scheme
and the distinctness awareness of se~understanding.

RcscordQueSti~tl~

The d o ~ and
d theoretical foundationfor the following re~earchqucstiom is more
M y explicated in subsequent sections of the thesis. Briefly, the Jpccific questions through

from a deve1opmcntal paspsctive wat:
1.

Is cognitive develaprrrtotin thc domains of maalmsoning a d self-

undemanding related?
2. Arc the gjf'teddevtloprncntaIly advanced in m o d reasoning and self-

understanding as they are found to be in osba cognitive areas?
3. Does thc m d orientation adopted by g i k l males and f d t s align with gender

diffances revealed by Gilligan's (1977) critique and extension of Kohlberg's theory of

moral dcve1apment?
4.

Do the gibed diffetentiallyemphasize specificdimensions of =If-understanding?

5. Is then a rdationship between moral orientation and sehnderstanding?

Significance of the Qudm

Cognitive or intellectual devtIopmcnt is often discus& in conjunction with both

moral development a d identity dmlopmc~lt.As cognitive functioning matures, moral
reasoning matures a d the self becorns better d e h d Skoe and Marcia (1991) report that
a positive relationship exists between ego-identity and moral deve1opmeot This

relationship has been reliably established in Sttldics of males. However, little research is
found concaning the relationship between moral orientation and the gifted child's self-

identity development. One might expect that a corollary to exceptional cognitive and

emotional functioning wodd be an eady maturity in thc type of moral reasoning used
If cognitive and moral devtlopmcnt are accelerattd, moral orientation may be v g y
important to the developing sense of self. The balance of aspects developed within self-

understanding may be related to moral orientation pref~rt~lce.It seems, from an

examination of the timatme on the emotionaldevelopmentof the gifted,discwcd later in

this thesis,that they may adopt a m d reasoning orientation that i s more cambasad than
justice-based. If this is the case,gifted adoItscc11tsface thc same lack of synchronization

between their inclinations and whet is expffted hornthem as studies of womn's

development say women haw faced within past conceptions of moraldcve1opment It has
been suggested that women's c a d m s d moral orientation i s asJociMedwith an identity
based more on co~ection
and relationship with others than on the autonomy associated

with the justice-based moal orientation (Gilligan, 1993). 'Ibis may be the case fm the
gifted as well given the Iitctatnre reviewed within the context of emotional development that
suggests the gibed are highly aware of intapemod comection and relationship.

Research in thisana is important from several paspectives: individual well-being,
the impact of individuals on society, and advancement of the understanding of
psychological processes.
As Laning (1995) suggests, the idea that schools should somchow be involved in

moral education is stronger now than it has been in the last several decades. Finding that
gibed children are advanced in their reasoning about complex moral issues and prefer a

care-based orientation to moral reasoning would indicate that educational and parenting
approaches should include recognition and guidance at an cady age. Finding that the gifted
develop unevenly in their self-undtrstanding, being highly aware of their differences and

their internal mental proasses, may also be enlighteningfrom educational and guidance
perspectives. Sehnderstanding asynchrony and the choice of a camorientationto moral
questions may affect the choice of adaptive strategies made during social interaction.
The development of identity, particularly in adolescents, involves iutcractions and

comparisons between self and peas (Fkvell, Millet, P. H.,& Miller, S. A, 1993). Because
of their advanced cognitive and moral development, gifted adolescents may think and
behave diff~re~ltly
than their age PIS (Gross, 1993). If this is combined with a care-based

m o d paspectiveand an emphasis on psychological and distinctivcnt~~
aspects of selfrmciemdhg, the gifted and talented may bc challenged by a heightened awantIless of, and

concern for, others as well as an awamncss of their diffkzcnce- These extra challenges may
affect tbQ overall emotional deveIopment. In Qdathat gifted young people develop

balance, c o ~ n c eand
, d t y in their adult ycars, Cdpcationaland parenting practices
must ncognize their potential uniqueness in these two aspects of dcvclopmcnt

On a societal level, the @fWhave significantpotential to M u e n a and contribute to

humankind (Lindsay, 1988; Rocper, 1988). Thoughtful consideration of sacial issues is
desirable for all, but it is essential for those with the potential to be our leading thinkers,

inventors, discovacrs, and leaders. Roepa (1988) has observed that those who are involved
in the most dcspuctivt of human activities art those who arc the "intellectualor creative
giants and the ethical morons" @. 12). Passow (1988) has suggested that gifted studeats
must be encouraged to think about mod and ethical issees in the come of their studies. He

pointed out that curricula for the gifted must be strong in affective and leadaship skiU
development as well as in the cognitive dolllain. Support for this argument comes from

nsearch suggesting that these cbildrcn have the "potentialfor greater and more profound
social, moral, and ethical concerns"(Passow, 1988, p 14) end that it is ohen expected that
these children will be 1cadcrs and innovators of the fhm- A better understanding of factors
that influence m o d decisions may help gifpcd youth deal constructively with moral and

ethical issues as they develop their potential to impact our society and socialinstitutions
(Gmber, 1985).
At the level of scholarly inquiry, this research has the potential both to extend and to
integtate present understandingof psychological d m l o p ~ f ~ ~Laning's
nt.
(1995) citation
analysis revealed that 50% of the m o d m s c a ~ ~
reported
h
in four main somces during the

early to mid-1990swas focused on psychological and philosophical inquiry as opposed m
the more applied a m s of program description, advocacy and evaluation, and mcasurc~~ltnt.

Yet much remains to be explored (Gruber, 1985; Walfrcr, 1995), including issues

relates to o r h r areas of cognition.
Gcndcr ~ e r c ~ ~incnraral
t s orientation havc been discpssed in the themetical
Etcraturt (Mason, 1990; Pulrs, 1989,1991;Vieeke, 1991) and repomed m the scsearch

literatme (Gilligan, 1977,1982; Gilligan & Attanucci, 1988;Lim, 1991;Lyons,1983;

Rothbaa, Hanky,& Albert, 1986; Skoe & Mania. 1991). Howeva, the existence of gender
differences has also been disputed (Colby & Kohlberg, 1987; W.I. Friedman, Robinson. &

B. L. Friedman, 1987; Galotti, 1989; Walkcr, 1986,1991,1995). Many studies addressing
the issue have focused on the adult m
od of the lifespan. It is necessary to fimher test the

existence and differential use of multiple m o d orientations by fmsing on individuals at
diffkxent devclopmenml stages, as well as on those with demonstrated individual differences
in other areas.

Historically, a great deal of attention in psychology has focused on the nature and
developmart of identity, df-concept, and seIf-esfCcm, However, little of this research

has specitically addressed the cognitive aspect in a way that allows cornpanison of the
developmental proccsscs of this domain and those of other domains. Likewise, within the
gifad education literatme a great dealof attention is given to studying self-esteem and

emotionaldcvelopmtnt, However,&ere has been little study of the rclatiooship between
the findings of these studies,

end the poss'bility that the gated understand the various

aspects of the self in a unique way. Focusing research attention on these possibilities

may be enlightening in terms of dcvehpmeatal theory.

The developmntal model of self-understandingput forward by Damon a d Hart
(1988) and used in the prrseat smdy offas a means through which to examine the

developing self within a cognitive stage-model paradigm. ?'his study suggests that

children and adolcsctllts foclls on the "psychological"aspect of understanding seE-=-object

and the "distinctnessnaspect of understandingsesas-sub-

because of the emphasis

placed on their cognitivedif&cnce and cWktnas in their educational experiena. It may

be that revelation of an asynchrony in stlf--g

would provide a vehicle for

understanding the role that definition of the s
I
f plays in evaluation of the self. It may also
reveal the impact that diffmtial cognitive ability in one domein has on otbn aspects of
development, particularly m d reasoning- A greater rmdastaDdingof dmIopment in
these areas may also enrich our rmdersrandingof how the gifted d a t e with otbas both in
the immediate sense and in the global, societd sense.

Fmtfier evidence of a connection between s e ~ u n d ~ t a n d i and
a g moral
orientation would m e to enrich research &arts in both arcas and may lead to a more
integrated pic-

of human deve1opmea Dcve1opmcnt of a positive and secure sense of

identity and morality is generally accepted as necessary for fnlfillment and satisfaction in
adulthwd. Lindsay (1988)suggests that moral maturity is a "clearlydeveloped

intellectually defensible conapt of virtue and justicent@. 11) and that there must be a
tension between the self and society for the positions of moral integrity and autonomy to

develop.
Most theory and research in developmental psychology seems to consider the goal
of development to be autonomy and objectivity o v a co~mecoedness.A case in point is

Kohlberg's notion that humans univcrsalIydevelop toward a distanced, unbiased,
objective manner of moral reasoning. In light of me litcmtmc reviewed on the social and

emotional aspects of giftedness it is suggested that the g i b i may have difficulty

adopting this way of tbkhg. The reason may be found in what is describedin the
literature as their sensitivity,their empathic stance, and their difftrt~ltialawareness of the
psychologicd aspects of seIf and othas. It is conceivabk that the reactions and
atljustmcnts that gifted adolescents choosewhen faced with incongruity benmen
themselves and their age--

along these dimensions (Alvino. 1991;Bell, 1989;Cross,

Coleman, & Terhaar-Yonkm, 1991;Ford, 1989: H
-

Lerou~~,
1991)may be mae than ones of sts-asioa

of givingup oftbe selfin-gtbepaspcctiveof

1991;Kline & Shoq 1991;
The choiccs may also be ones

ochers,as isdescribedin

Gilligan's conception of empathic moral responding (Gilligan, 1977). The criticism that

Kohlbcrg's model i s cold and emotionless sems applicable in this instance where the
emotional sensitivity of the g i h d is repeatedlyemphasized (ALvino, 1991;&U, 1989;
b s s , et aL, 1991;Ford, 1989;Gross, 1993; Elamis, 1992;H

m 1991;Kline & Short,

1992; Lerc~ux,1991; Lovadry, 1992; Noble, 1989; Reis & rsllshan, 1989; Silvennan,
1994). In the process of farming an identity that is both diffaent hm,yet compatible

with, thek age peer$ both f e d e and male gifted adolescents must also deal with the

pressures of their abiity diffmce, their sensitivity to others, and their global awareness.

In summary, cunent conceptions of cognitive development in the moral and
identity domains must continue to be examined with regard to their comprehensiveness,

integrative power, and claim of universality- As well, psychology must seek to expand its

understanding of the processes at play within gifted individuals. These endeavors wilI
serve to enhance iadividualwell-being, societal benefit, and scholarly knowledge-The

present study represents an effort to contribute to those goals.

Definition of Tems

ln an attempt to ptovidc the naQr with ready and brief access, s o m of the tarns
and concepts appearing throughout this study an described below. The meaning of each

is mom fully explicated and rationaked in subsequent sections of the thesis.

Ileveloament
In general, human development nfm to systematic and succtSSive age-relatcd
change occllningacmss the life-span, traditionally divided into the following b a d
periods.. pnatal, childhood, adoltscencc, and adulthood (Bcmdt, 1992,W e n , 1992).

periods: pnnatal, childhood, adolesceocc,and addthood (Bendt, 1992; Weiten, 1992).

It is widely thought that each pedod, phase or stage, reflects smctud or qoalitative
changes in all aspects ofhctioning- The psychological theories providing dae

foundafionf a this Jhldy ot stage-theories of cognitive development UndrrIying stagetheories an the assumptions of stnrctmcd whole, invaziant SCQU~MX, and mivcrsality.

That is, the mental organization of a partiah stage is applied to all the types of activity

in which the individualengages, the order of stages through which individuals dcvclop is
always consistent, and all individuals follow the same devcIopmenta1trajectory although
not necessarily at the same pace.

Coenition
The cognitive system consists of interacting components organized in a complex
way ~ v e l let, aL, 1993). llris study uses the mm in its classical sense to include

imagining, creating, reasoning, infezring, pbIern solving, conmnralizing, classifying,
and symbolizing. Tbe term as used here also includes aspects of social cognition, that is,
those cognitive processes directed at, and imroiving, the world of humans.

The specific

aspects of cognitive dcvcIopmcnt addressedin the present study arc moral reasoning and

self-undcrstanding-

d%lQwws
Adolcsana is the period of the life-span that lies b e e n childhood and
adulthood (Violato & Travis, 1994). 'Ihe age-boundariesof adolcsccnct have never been

debeatmi with any degree of speciticity. Rather, a d o 1 ~ c ies most o h characterized

by the developmental tasks to be accomplished, In general, it is during this phase that the

individual's characta and lifeldirection arc developed. As at other periods, development

during adolescc~~ce
is influenced by both mannational and emTirT)nmcna faaors within
the stage-theoryparadigm.

Giftedness
Gftdntss is no longer conceptnaked 0s intelligence as measured by IQ alone
(Sternberg, 1990). Indeed, the influence, impaaance and

of the construct of

intclligcnct continues m be debated both m the field of gifted education and in

psychology in g e n d (FeIdhuscn, 1995; Pyryt, 19%). This debate is well beyond the

scope of the present study. Thcrefort, some of the characteristics most pmalent in
definitions of the constmct of Biftedncss aze the focus of the present discussion.
Giftedaess defined according to the Alberta Education (1986) guidelines includes

outstanding paformance or potential in any or all of the following areas: g e n d
intellectual ability, specific academic aptitude, crcative or productive thinking, visual and

worming arts, leadership ability and psychomotor ability. The components of this
definition a l l involve aspects of social and noasocial human cognition (Flavell, et aL,

1993). Indeed, most conceptions of gifkhess now include characteristicsreflecting the

cognitive, social, and afkctive domains (Tolan, 1994). Examples of characteristics in

nonsocial cognition inc1ude creativity, taskarmnitmtnt, inttUectual ability (Re11ZUlli &
Reis, 1991); intellectual curiosity, a wide range of interests, flexibility and originality,

and a keen sense of observation (U. S. Department of Education, 1990); advanced
comprthtnsion, ~tentivtllcssand an unusual informationptocessing capacity (Claric,
1988). in the area of social cognihon, gatcdaess may include leadership ability, social
poise, communicationability, and an akn and subtle sense of humor (U. S. Department
of Education, 1990). Lovecky (1992) obsaved that gifted children display a sensitivity
and perceptiveness that allows them to identify cmpathically with others, to view

situations fiom several aspects simultmmusIy, and to see to the core of o f e s quickly.

Roeper (1991) and Silverman (1994) observed that the gifted often display an eady and

heightened concrm for morality andjustia.

Children showing txccptional ability mpotential in these areas me identified as
gifted/talented through a pmcess of educational andpsychological asesmmt, The

ptimay purpose of identification is for educational planning a sccondaty pprpose is to
assist parents in guiding their ctdldnn's development,

The present smdy adopts a multilb'mcIlSio118tconception of giftedness that
includes both social and noasocial cognitive elements as well as affective elements-

For the purposes of this study, emotional sensitivity can be Mefly conceptualized

as an intense awareness of onersown fccliags and thoughts, as weU as the feelings a d
thoughts of 0th-

The definition of m d reasoning used in this study is talrcn from the work of
Lawrence Kohlberg and associates (Colby, Kohlberg, Speicha. Hewer, Cii~~de~,
Gibbs, &

Power, 1987). Moral reasoning is a cognitive psocess. The results of thc process are
judgments that concan values, not facts. Moral judgments are social in that they involve
the rights and respoIlSibilitiies of people. They arc pcsaiptivc, meaning that they
determine a course of action that should be undertaken.

In this study, the definition of moral orientation as the backdrop upon which
people concepfualize moral problems is drawn fmm the work of Carol Gilligan (1993).
Within a care-based orientation, m o d problems an conceptualized as conflicting

responsibilities within nlati0~1~hips.
Contextual, narrative reasoning is required for

resolution of moral confkn.

a justice-based orientation, moral problems arc

conceived as involving hrirncss in rhe 6 r e of competing rights. Formal, abdtnrt
reasoning is -aired

f
a ~ l u t i o of
n moral codiiict.

For che ptlfpose of this study, self-understandingis defined by the model posiad by

Damon and Han (1988). It is a wgnitivt developmtntal model tbat organha stKundcrStaDding along two dimensions: scKas-object and self-as-subject. Within each

dimension are subdirncnsions: the physical, active, sociaI and psychological self-schems

within the self-as-object dimension; and the agency,continuity, and distinctness subjective
awareness or senses of selfwithin the stwas-subjact dimension.
Limitatjobs
The pnsent study has several limitations that prevent definitive and uncritical
acceptance of its conclusions. The following limitations were acknowledged by the

author and researcher in advance. The mtkr is also cautioned to take thern into account.
1. Evay effort was made to ensure the compreheLLSive inclusion of previous
theoretical and enrpirical litaatm in this study. However, because of the expansiveness
of the anas nnda study, it is inevitable that some infomation was cxclodcd. Emphasis

was placed on literature relating to fundamtnd concepts and assumptions in each area as
well as on empirical qmrts with particular relevance to the specific research questions.
2. The study is explaratory in nature as the thearctical models have not b a n
tested in qaite the srwc manner with other samp1cs. 'Ihe intention of the present study is

consistent with that of any cxploramry research: to stimulate further thought, research and

analysis. Thus, replication of this study is needed.
3. The samp1c is limited within the gifted category in that all participants had

ken selected into a q m S c special education program ?Iris dictaas caution in

gencraliziaglCsPlts, wen to the gifted population as a whole, a necessary step in making
definitive, critical statements about thc ttmrctical models examined.
4.

An o

v d developmentalassessmcnt of participants was not c o n d u d Thus,

any differtbccs obsmed in this study must be limi#d to the domains studied and
alternative dcvdapmcntal explanah'omfarthe results me possii.
5. 'Ihis study =lied heavily on the vabsl responses of the participants to gather

infonnatio~~,
Thps the results c a ~ obe
t extended to actllal moral behavior. The use of
alternative data collection methods such as behavioral observations during role-playing
situations would be reqaindfor such an extension.
6. Researcher bias poses a threat to any psychologicaIresearch but is of particular

concern in the present study because of the interpretative nature ofevalllating the dam.
Several methodological steps were taken to minimkc the threat of biss AU scoring W

~ S

done blind to the ability, gender, and age group mmbership. Where available, standard
scoring methods wcre utilized When standard methods were not available, responses
were evaluated according to consistent criteria

Silveanan (1994) has made the observation, besed on the soldy of emotional
sensitivity and giftedness, that the gifted arc often described by those near to them as
being "sensitive":sensitive to the feclings of others, sensitive to injustices, sensitive to

issues in the world aroltldthem, and sensitive to the way in which they are regarded by
others. The concept of emotional sensitivity as c-c

of gifted individuals played

a pivotal Iole in formlllating the questions rrddrrssed in the present study.

In

contemptating how comprcbcosivelyexisting theory in the area of moral development,
identity development, adolescence, and the psychology of gender can account for

observations made about the gifted, a potential incongruity or gap in our present

understanding of psychology appears. The emotional sensitivity aspect of giftedness
repeatedly emergedin the author's mind as a potential complicating or problematic factor

h m a theoretical and empirical pcrspectivt. The issue of emotional sensitivity and its
impact on overall development therefoxc prompted the research questions addressed by

this study.

There is considerable literatim, usualIy geudcr-spuSc, addmsing emotional
aspects of gifledness. Most concan cenars mud the gifted child's display of

precocious cognitive or creative ability, and how the reaction of others to that prrcocity
&ects the gifted chill's current d fbtm emotional well-being and balance. In a

comparative, longitudinal study of gifted people, Harris (1992) rcportcd that gifted men

and women in their later years focllsed on societal connection and awareness and

sensitivity to o h m as being inseparable from sclf-actd&on and definitions of
success*

~ i s c o ~ b k s l l p p a n i n t h e l i m o t P n f ~ t h t i d e a t h a t g i f t e d c h i l dare
ren

basically WCU-adjusted(Battle, Grant,& Heggoy, 1995; Bland. Sowa, & CalUan, 1994;

D a u k & Benbow, 1990; Ford, 1989; ). However, it has also been suggested that some
gifted adolescents find their abilities pcqlexing

due to their strong empathic falings

for kss abk classmates, they often mhhizc their abiIitis in order to makc and keep
fiiends Ford, 1989). They often ful alien from their peas as "theyget caught up in

issues and causes that other studc11tsdo not seen(Fard,1989, p 134; Gioss, 1993). Cross,
et al. (1991) have suggested that some gifted young people fctl stigmatized by their
gihcdness and show a narrow range of strategies for dealing with that stigmatization in

social situations. They may cope with the stigma by hiding, playing down or distorting

their abilities. It has been found that the risk for social and emotionaI development
problems is highest for highly vabal precocious adolescents compared to the

mathematically taIentcd @ a u k & Bcnbow, 1990) because their seIf-estcem is lowet.
not because of peer acceptance or intcractio~fs.

F
The literature in the area of gender and gatedncss is replete with studies
exarrdning the impiications of high ability and intrapers0m.land intqersonal stlLSitivity
for the gikd female. Kline and Short (1991) claimd that increased levels of awareness,

sensitivity, and potential in gifted f Is can cause them to txpnicnce increased conflict
betweentheir identity as females and their identity as gifted youth who are expected to

develop their abilities and potential. Although this conflict was found to exist in school
girls of all ages, it appeared to be dealt with in self-denying ways between the ages of 13

and 15. Noble (1989) suggested that the very qualities that diffintiate giftedness can

lead some w o m n to reject the challenge of king gifted and drat downward changes in
wat aspirations aze often a result of seUa00bt or lack of stIfanfidcnce.

Bell (1989)

suggestedthat gifted girls sadice achiGvemc~~t
in orda to prrsavedationsips WhiL

these girls also value solitude and exprcss pride in their success, they do not want to
achieve at the expense of orhas, fearing the isolation they associate with success. Reis

and Csnahan (1989)lcpoRedthat yotmg women's &mates of their intelligence

decreases between high schwi and coIIege and tbat young women often do not develop a
positive enough atritude toward their abitities in mathematics end science to sustain the

pursuit of camas in those disciplines. Laom(1991) rrpoltcdresearch suggesting that
the adolescentgifted girl's need for love and belonging can overpower her need far

achievement and autonomy. It is thought that the gifted girl's sensitivity makes balancing
achievementand 1p-

with friendship a difficult task and that she might "go

underprmd" (Leroru, 1991, p 86) with her giftedness in favor of her need for belonging.
HOWCV
these
~ ~ ~concerns do not seem to apply only to females in the gifted
population. Then is a p w i n g concern about these same pressures in gifted boys.

Kliae and Short (1991) suggested tbat personalrelationships and the emotional
dimensions of life are king increasingly recognized as important in the lives of males
and that they are pdcularIy crucial to gifted males who "already experience heightened
levels of sensitivity, need, and vulnerability" (p 184). Htbar (1991) asserted that gifted

males, similar to gifted females, arc very vulnerable to the attitudes and emotions of

others because they are scmitive to them early in life, astutely nading the body language
and the tone of voice of those with whom they have contact. Alvino (1991)suggested
that, in general, boys' identityTboth of the self and of their role, is Mted by cultural
conditioning. The litnitation p k a d on the "rightand capacity" of males "to express

emotions'' prtscnts pb1cms fm the gifted, sensitive boy in terms of "dcvtlopabt~~t
of
their creativity, intuition and spiritdity" @ 175). These boys may develop personal

insecurities as a result ofexpectations to confbnnw the "predominantsocietal image of
male toughness"(Bald*,

1987, cited in Alvino, 1991). GifW boys d i c s c n i as

empathic, sensitive, a d perceptive of life's complexities, are mon apt to strike out at

themselves than at others,

When cultural expaations diffizr fnnntheir natural hcliaations, the gifted male
may experience inanal conflict that may result in these boys rejecting parts of
thernselvcs and their gatcaness. ?his, in mm, may result in falings of guilt, inadeqPacy

and low seIf-estct111,and/or a tendency toward perfectionism. Negative paer pnwmc

increases in the adolescent years as the band of acceptable behaviors becomes murower.
According to Kline and Short (1991), the masculine traits of dominance, =If-reliance,

individualism and aggressivenessare not helpfid for the young male although they
become increasingly helpfol in later years However, these authors also noted that social
confidence in high school gifted males is low. By this age, gifted boys perceive

themseIvcs as having poorer peer relationships and less leadership potential than their

female counfczparts aad they do not seek out or rely on relationships. Gifted boys in this

study demonstrpted more discouragement and hopeless fctlings duringjunior high than
did their oldcr gifted pars, leading the researchers to suggest these boys "decideto shut
1

the door on the emotional insecPritytfand "puta shield ova their vulnerability,

suppressing their potential for experiencing fcelings and having rewarding relationships"
@ 187). Adolescent gifted males may not d v c support from thdr peers for the aspects

of themselves that they cherish because those m not the aspects that are valued by other
young males (Hebtrt, 1991).

It is apparent not only that emotional sensitivity is often present in the gifted but
also that this sensitivity critically influences many other aspects of their lives as weLL Of

Motai Reasoning

The moral domain is traditionally thought to involve i s m of rights, duties, and
the welfarr of others, and to be compri& of a uniqueblend of reasoning, emotion and

behavior (Baodt. 1992). A brkf history of the h e y of monl reasoning will be outlined
Then the core ideas of several major apploaches to the study of moral development wiU
be m m m r i d to provide a context for the ~o theories, those of Kohlbag and Gilligan,
that are the focus of the present study. Elmr and Hogan (1991) provide a usefiul

organhational himew& within which most theories of moral psychology can be
considered. In this framework, moral concepts and processes can be divided according to
the traditions of psychoanalytic and aatmalistic theories, learning and social learning
theories, genetic epistemology, SdCi010gy, and the social psychology of p u p behavior.

The latter two will not be directly addressed in the following miew as they depart
signi€icantlyfrom the focus of the ~ICSCII~

study, which is primarily on individual

psychological processes. Following this review,the cognitive-developmentaltheory
posited by Kohlbag, representative of the genetic episttmo10gy tradition. will be
described in detail. Then, the debate arising from Gilliganlscriticisms of Kohlberg's
theory will be outlined and her extension of the theory described. Finally, research on

moral reasoning and giftedness w i l l be reviewed.

Tracing the tmCTgcna of the theoretical traditions in moral research in North
America can begin with two inaucntial studies of morality conducted in the 1920s and

1930sone by Hartshcmt and May and the other by Piagct flmie1&
Harrshomt and May (Koblbttg, 1%8) f

S m t a n a , 1984).

d primady on behavioral memrmmts

and on the question of whethamoral behavior c o d be predicted by m d knowledge.
Piagct (1%5/1932) f

k primadly onjudgmcnt ma~mcsand on uncovedag the

rrciprocal e f f m of systems of action and systems of judgment within the devcIopmcntal
process.

However, these initial investigations of morality did not generate a gnat dealof
interest over the following several decades because of the behavioristic tradition

dominant in North America @logan & Busch, 1984). Behaviorism, with its exueme

emphasis on situational specificity implied that "moralttaits [do] not exist as organized
inner entities in individuaIs" @ a ~ o n 1984,
,
p. 195) and thus do not wanant systematic
study. In the case of cognitive development, the lack of study on morality can be

attributed, in part, to the indifference with which Piaget's ideas were initially received in
North America.

Dming the late 1940s and early 1950s, the psychoanalytic concepts concerning
identification and superego gained popularity @ortan, 1984), and the sociological study
of characterdevelopment was renewed @avighurst & Tabs, 1949). Through its

emphasis on the &as of parenting practices, psychoanalytic concepts wgc translated

into the behavioral and learning orientation popular at the time. The socio1ogical research
sought to meal how the value systems of socialgroups influence character dcve1opmnt

in the individuaL Within this context, the study of moral dcveIopment received mewed
attention in psychoIogica1research.
The idea of moral development as primarily a cognitive process emerged with
Kohlberg's intapretation of Piagtt's theory of genetic epistem010gy in the mid-1950s.

Over the next 20 years, the cognitive approach gained favor over the behavioral approach
tbropghoughout the field of psychology and it Rmains the dolllinant paradigm for moral

dtvclopnmt research (Burton, 19% Hofbm, 1984; Gmba, 1985). The introduction of

the notion that arousal and a&ct play an impamratpart in moral dcvcIopmentemerged in

the 1960s Pad continues, with varying dcgtecs demphasis, in most modan conceptions
of mnal dcveIopnmt,

The Psychmdjtic Troditha

The psychoanalytic or namaalistc tradition places moral development within the
broadcontext of pefsonality devcIopm~tin that "mod wnduct is organically related to

the structure of personality" (Hogan & Busch, 1984, p. 238). Htnnan action is considered

in an evolutionary framework whneby behavior is thought to arisefbm biological
impulses, products of aaawlselection, which are then controlIed by social influences

(Cameron & RychlaL, 1985; DiIman, 1983; Hoffman. 1984, Hogan & Busch. 1984).
Morality is conceived of as bthcml controI, equivalent to civility as encoded laws

(Camaoa & Rychlak, 1985; Dilman, 1983; Shaffer, 1979). Although the psychodynamic
tradition emphasizes the affdctive component of morality (Shaffer, 1979), it does not

deny the existence of a cognitive componentof personality development (Cameron &
Rychlak, 1985). Rather, the cognitive is thought to becorn uncoascious and thus is taken
for granted without kjngmfkctcdupon (Hogan & Busch, 1984). Children arc born

amoral,egoistic and hedonistic and then become moralizedinto the society in which they
live @ilman, 1983; Shaffa,1979). Thus. according to Hogan and Bus& (1984).

morality is both social ( i a,external codes and rules that specify rights and obligations
and restrict Msacialacts), and individual 0.a,each person's subjective orientation to
those rules and values).

Theories in this tradition arc relativist in that there is no prcfercnce for one kind of

moral character o v a another, as is required in t h d e s ascribing to an ideal-endpoint of

moral dmlopment (Hogan & Busch, 1984). However, as personality thco&s, they do
imply that moral c h P r a M is a consistent a m i i t t of the individual (Cameron & Rychlak,
1985; Shaffer, (1979). A particular moral cbara*cr is not, in aud of it&, mature.

Rather the maturity of the individtlalis displayedin h ~ / b ichanuncr.
s
As dcscridesaibed by
Dilman (1983), the mature individual is one who deals with the conflicts prrJent in the
adult world by way of responsibility, scU4mntrol, and autonomy.

The development of the personality stxucnat as d e s c r i i by b u d (Camaon &
Rychlak, 1985;Hogau & Busch, 1984). first involves differentiation of the ego, that part

of the personality that strives to be moral, h m the id, wbich cozmkts of amoral instincts.

The developmntal process continues with the emergence of the sapcngo, composed of
the demands and expectations of others and eventually the self, from the ego.
*

.

Development of the superego is the most important aspect of soadnation because it

prevents individuals from ~xpmsinginstincts, sexual or aggressive, in ways that would
threaten the social order @ilmaa 1983;Shaffer, 1979). 'Ihe purpose of the superego is
to determine whctha the impulses of the id and the means of satisfying those impcllses

chosen by the ego are moral or immoral (Shaffi, 1979). In other words, morality is
"imposed on the individual and in conflict with his instinctual matme". Impulses or

instincts an neither good nor bad, it is what is done with them that determines whetha
they become good or bad @ihnan, 1983, p. 5). Negative impulses of the id must be

inhibited (Staub, 1984). and may be displaced (Sbaffcr, 1979). until the ego finds an

appropriate object for expressing them. Thus, moral acts can be interpreted as reactionformations @ilman, 1983).

The supcrcgo is an inatioml, uncollscious, and even harsh pan of the personality
structure (Elogan & Busch, 1984). It rigidly pdhms to the s o c i o c u l "etbico-moral
~

principles"it has intcrnaSizcd (Cameron & Rychlak, 1985, p. 109). As described by
Shaffer (1979), the superrgo develops during the phallic stage (ages 3 to 6) through

resolution of the Oedipus compIex. The origin of the child's morality is anxiety aad
replession of tk negativefctlings towad the parent that, if expressed, would rrsolt in the

loss of that parent's affixtion. The c h .he&" identifies with the parent to deal with
the potential loss and the resulting anxiety. Dming identification, the son intcrdhs the

fatha's aaributes inchding his r n d standards, the foundationfor the superego.

Females are thought a develop weaker superegos because their cxpaicnct is diffc1znt at
this stage of development Females experience penis envy but they have no fcar of
castnition and t&crefoteno drive to identify with and internab the parent's values. This
led Ereud (1925/1952) to observe that
1canriot evade the notion (although I hesitate to give it expression) that for
women the level of what is ethically normal is diffmnt from wbat it is for men.
Their wpezego is never so inexorable, so impasonal, so independent of its
emotional origins as we requirt it to be in we ChraPnatraits which critics of
evay epoch have brought op against women - that they show less sense of justice
than men, that they are less ready to submit to tbe great exigencies of lifh that
they are more Muenced in their judgments by fwlings of affection aml hostility a l l these would be amply accounted for by the modification in the formation of
their saperego-.. (p. 196).

The ego-ideal and t
k conscience arc the two components of the sapngo that form

internal morality. The ego-ideal is the intaaalizetion of the parent's standards of good
and virtue, and the conscience is the internalization of the parents standards of evil or

immoral, The quality of the relationship with the parent deannines the degree to which
principles arc internalized (Shaffer, 1979). 1)aring adolescence, the inmnalized parend
standards are questioned and the alignment of the id, ego, and superego is integrated into

an identity unique to the individual (Camaon & Rychlak, 1985).
MacNamara (1991)criticized psychoanalytic thmqts total reliance on authority,
in the fonn of superego, as an adequate foundation for morality- Coles (1993)suggested

that understanding the basis ofmmlity within the psychodynamic tradition

~~

more than an PndeRtaeding of the inhibitory fpnctionof tbe ego and the regulating

frmction of the ego-ideal andcoIlSCienct components of the superego. Coles was
attempting to lmderslandthe moral actions he obsaved in the v g y young and the

disadvantagedd e g the early years of the civil rights movaamt in tbe United Statcs.

The actions he observed implid a level of reflection and ondastanding not expcctad by
either cognitive-dcvclopmt~~tal
nor social-learning thcocics. He suggested a s e p d o n of
the ego-ideal (Wined as the self-love felt by the child in the pn-social condition of

nurturance, unconditionallove, and approval) and the superego (formed as the result of
learning experiences involving parental action. reaction and self-judgment). Further,
a l e s suggested cW,
as the child attempts to rr-establisb the ego-ideal state, perhaps the

"fate" of events occarringwithin the imnrAiatc and proximal culture of the individual
mixes with the identification process to produce either exemplary moral actions and
attitudes or reprehensible morality.
Social lnteramonist
Arising from psychoanalytical theory is the social interactionist p c q x d v e
(Haaa. 1991) on moral development, M ' t y is d e f h d as "aninevitably shared,

interactive mckstanding that arises from social intcrdcpendence"@. 257) and is aimed
at achieving equalization of either leg-

or n o n - I c g i M imbalances.

Equilibrium is achieved through dialogue with othas and/or the self, an essential part of
moraliiry. DNelopment is thought to be continuous rather tban stage-likeand may reflect
an inCZt8SCd capacity for problem solving rather than an increased moral capacity in and

of itself. Like the socialcognitive and behavior-analytic perspective, this pmpective
points out the importance of making a co~mectionbetween judgment or thinking and

action. In this casc,the action is the dialogue through which the individual copes with
conflict and vulnembdity.

Behaviorist Tradition

In general, the behaviorist tradition considas maalQcvcl~pmcat
to be a process
of increasing sophisticationwith which individualspursue their short and long-tamself

interest and in which chikhm -1

desiredmoraImsponscs though expIicit teaching,

consistent modeling, and rtliabie nwarding(Liebcrt, 19% Mrmss, 1988). Gewirtz and
Pekz-Noguexas (1991) presented a behavioristic, or social-conditioning, perspective on

moral development This perspective focllses on action and eminsic stimuli to account
for both moral behavior and moral rales. It considers both the cnvironmeat aad the child

as active, with the child's responses being in "cuntinuousdynamic i n d o n with stimuli
that constimu his/her hctional n r . n m c n ~@.
" 157). hihiduals form and select

rules, that in tnrn guide thcir moralbehavior, based on their history of social
contingencies. Rules arc & b e d as overt verbal behaviors that ttaect judgment or
reasoning occllrring prior to,or concment with, that verbalization.

.

Devdopmcnt is based on "opcmt-dwmmmative and -d&vative imitative
9

.

processes" @. 155). Thus it is relativistic, depending on contexts and consequences,
u d y provided or explained by parents or teachers- In the pre-linguistic chM, implicit

d e s an developed through direct contingency-shaping. Explicit mles arc f o d by the
reconstnrctive explanation or vabalitarion provided by the pazcnt that signals to the child
what behaviors arc appmprhte in particular contexts- The explicit ride thus controls

behavior in the absence of actual consequcaces. Through direct and indirect shaping, the

child eventually comes to anticipate consequences. Ultimately,a second-order rule or
moral concept is abaractedand then directs actions across diverse contexts. Although
they refrain from a discussion of strwtme or mechanisms because it would n q u h

indirect probing, Gewirtz and PcMez-Nogucras(199 1) described four kinds of moral

judgments. Effecti\tt moraljudgments arc controlled by implicit des. Vabal moral

judgments, bound to the fanaa, allow expIicitevaluation of actions. V&al imitative

judgments,not naxJsarily m o d rules, imply StafCIIlcnts that arc copied fkoman
innucntial model. Vabal exploratory rcsponses mcrely involve seeking the approval or
avoiding the disapproval of an audience.
Social k m i n g

The sociallcaming perspective consists of an eclectic grwp of theories tbat draw
freely b m the psychoanalytic and behavioristic leiuning traditions as well as culaaal

anthropoiogy (Muuss, 1988). k genemi, social learning theories are not as rigidly

conceptualized as 0 t h traditions and they are committed to empirical verification of
theoretical constructs. Them is considerable variation in emphasis and concqtuahation
but most apply "behavioristic constructs to basic social and developmental problems" and

believe "thatenvironmental, situatiooal, and social,rather than biological and

maturational factors are primarily resjmnsible for learning and development"(MUUSS,
1988, p. 280).

Perhaps most influential in this tradition is Bandura's (1991) sociobehavioristic
theory that adopts a cultural transmission paspective and an intcractionist approach to

development According to this theory personal htors, such as moral thought and affect,

interact with moral conduct and envi~~nmcntal
factors to detennine morality. Each of
these sets of factors affects the athas in a bidirectional manner. M o d thinking is
a process in which multidimtnsionalrules or standards are used to judge conduct

Situations with moral implications contain many decisional ingredients that not
only vary in importance but may be given lesser or greater weight, depending on
the particular consteUation of events in a given moral predicament, (Bandura,
1991, p. 64).

M o d dcvtlopmcllt proceeds by a process through whifh the shared or conseosllal

maraliity of the society, initially used a,control the child, becomes in-

through

individud experience and comes to gui& personal conduct through scwafp'uval or selfrrpdmand Thus, s~~regplarion
ofmcsralconductchangcsh m the exmnai ?othe

inmnal md t h d o r t depends on both social influences and moral thought

Ellenwood and Ryan (1991) addnsscd the importance of CPItmt, context and
emotion in their dcsaiption of moral m a t d y . The propositional or logical thinking
inherent in cognitive-deveIopmcntal accounts of m a dcve10pmcnt is seen as necessary
but not sufficient fm moral maturity. Two other necessay elements arc moral faling or

commitment,and moral action. Moral feeling is described as how socadtastly one holds
to m o d ideas and how committed one is to living a moral lift which essentially involves
putting aside seE-interestand short-term gains for a larger good. Moral action requires
that the individual be able, through miningand practice, to personalize events, recognize
that the actions of individuals affect the oatcome of events and the course of history, and

perceive morality as "LivepIincipIes instead of sterile abstractio11s."@. 61).

Matute moral judgnmt requires that the individual employ not only clear,
rational evaluationof right and wrong but also mierstandthe complexity and subtlety of

context, cultural tradition, future consequences and individd personalities. Mamre
morality is thus seen as a product of the absorption of culturally approved virtues and
values, and also as the means through which the moral integrity of culture is maintained.
As in other cultural transmission models,children an thought to develop by a process of
exposure, teaching, and modeling provided by their elders. ELders possess moral

authority by virtue of the Durkheimian sociological view (Durkheim, 1925/1%1) that

authority is to be found in the society itself and that thc origins of morality are found in
the collective beliefs of a group that forms a system above individual beliefs.

The u n i v d featlaes of these views of development are two-fold. First.

incmsd ~ o t n c an
ed autonomy fesdtsin a change in the situations that the child
expaitllas as well as in the socialstructure within which the child acts.

As this social

reality changes, the nature of moral concerns and the "socialsanctions for transgressive
conduct"(Kohlberg, 1981, p. 51) also change, becomingmore generalized as more
complex moral smdards arc required Second, m o d pcRpoaivc broadeash m the

individd a,the institutional as reasoning changes fkom the concrete to the abstract
through matmation and experience. Development according to this view is gradual not

stage-Iikt.
S o d Cognition

Because of its focus on social and societalrelationships, moral developmentis
often studied unkt the rubric of social cognition @aveU

ct aL, 1993). The social

cognition tradition analyzes cognitive developmnt "interms of sets of cognitive

competencies goveming given domaias of functioning rather rhan discrete d o r m ways
of thinking" (Bandma, 1991, p. 60) as do co~wedevc1oprnentaItheories. Within the

social-cognitive Oadition an those theories that emphasize the rolc of prspective-taking
in m o d deveIopmcnt. K e k and Edelstein (1991) posited a theory of socio-moral
@

meaning-making that is integrative,phenomenological, and hcmeneutic. W
~thinthis
theory socio-moral meaning-makingabout an action consists of lmowlcdge of actions.

people, and lati ti on ships specific to the situation and in general, as well as knowledge

about rules that govern interactions and relationships. Naive concepts of action include
both social and pnscriptive knowlaigc componcn~Specifically, social knowledge

includes knowledge of socialfacts; subjective pnfcrcnccs, intaests, hopes consequences

of actions for sclf, others, and relationships; and strattgies that serve ccnain goals.
Rescriptive howledgt includes thc actions that arc pFcrcrrtd, disfavored, or prohibited

by normative @e. m o d ) staadruds. The theory considers paspcctive-taking within the
framewodr of social action, describingnaive tbcory of socialaction and moral agency in
tams of the diffmntiationandcoordination of pcqmives.

Development, a stage-like process, "impliesgrowing awareness of the self as an
intentional and q n s i b l e agent." @- 96)and pmceeds through cbree levels with

transitional levels between each. The dcvclapmcntatp c c s s &scribes how individuals,
through acperimct, fim begin to anticipate O Mevaluations
S
of their action and

eventually to develop a seIf-eva1uati.esystem that includes a moral ideal, which then

guides their choices Although development is thought to occnr in a systematic and
interconnected way, context effects are also said to play a part in choice of action.

Some theories more strongly emphasize the role of affect along with cognition
and context in their accounts of moral development Nurm and Hazler (1990) suggested
that it is necessary to includc the role of emotions in cognition in order to address the

gaps evident in existing cognitive theory. Two examples will be briefly described by way

of illustration.
Damon's (1988) description of m o d development in children, following Mead's
precedent, places a great deal of emphasis on the role of perspecrive taking and social

interaction. Countering the notion thatmorality is transmitted to the child h m the
externat world, Damon ascribed to the view that cbildreD consider and solve moral issues

fiom the time of their earliest social relationships. Using distributivejustice as au index
of m o d principles, Damon (1984) assemi that the young child is conscious of fairness

as equality of trtatmc~ltaad compensation for mrit By 10 or 12yuus of age, the child
has coordinated, elaborated, and integrated these notions and includes pas?, present, and

future in reasoning about reciprocity. M o d reasoning and action depend on social
interaction and arc limited by the child's socialhow1edge. What may be considered

wrong within an adult-child relatiomhip, is condoned among peas,at least until

ado1cscencc when the same principles can be applied to both contexts.

Damon (1988) also emphasized the impomna of bothcognition and emotion.

Moral emotions such as empathy, shame, and g d t an in

par^ constitutional and in part

expaicntial. They motivate m o d action as well as infIucna both behavior in, and

intaptation of, social situations. Tbe emotions of shame and guilt included in Damon's
view nly heavily on psychoanalytic thwq although they arc consided as orienting selfcriticismtoward adaptive relations with others rather than as seeds of neuroticism. ?be

cognitive ability to take the perspectiveof another is necessary, and thus precedes, moral
emotion. It is cognitive ability, by itself morally neutral, that changes developmentally.

Children must come to identify a wide range of emotional states in others and to
anticipate the h d s of actions that could improve those emotional states before effective,

appropriate and purposeful m o d action is possible.

Moral development, a gradual process shaped by social communication,
culminates in inmnalited standards and consaaining emotions that dictate actions.
Context and culture are integral parts of this model in that they provide the social rules

necessary for the competence that the child Stfives to develop. On the issue of
universality v s relativity, Damon suggested that both play a part in moral action for

...even the most mundane moral act requires a creative application of moral
values to an always-unique life sibmion [and both] universal and contextual
forces corn into constant interplay, as a pason stmgglcs to find specific everyday
solutions to moral concans that u s d y are g e n d to the human condition.

@=%I.
Hoffmsn (1991) was in accord with the idca that affect motivates and

accompanies mod principks and moral action. He described four developmentallevels
of empathic disaess which detcmint which principles wilI be anployed in m o d

situations that, by delinition, involve "potentialvictims of human behavior"@. 276).
Gibbs (1995) suggested that this line of tbinlring hss the potential to conaibtrte to the
lmicREandingofmozality in a way as important as did KoMbg's initial

c o n c e p ~ o n This
. point w i l l rremergein the later discussion of gender and
individual diffknces.

Cognitive-DevelopmentalTrdtion
Kotrlbcrg's thcory of moral devclopmcnt falls ckerly within this tradition and will
be described in detail in the following section. It is also useful to examine several other

theories associated with this paradigm as they contain elements that do not exist, at least
prominently, in Kohlberg's work.

Moving toward to the purely cognitivedevelopmentaltradition i s the interactional
model of moral judgment put forward by ictebs, Vermeulen, Carpendale, and Dcnton
(1991) that bases its developmental tmj-

on that of Kohlberg. This model differs

h r n cognitive dmlopmcntal theories in that it addresses context e f f i in a more
specific way. These tescan:hm emphasized that, although it is largely possible to
structlln moral judgment according to Kohlbagk stages, judgments are neither consistent

(homogent~us
to a particular stage) nor an they complctcly situational. Lnstead, Krebs et
al. suggested that moral judgment results from an interaction between the way a situation

is interprttcd by the individual and the degree to which it is possible to inrapret that

situation accardingto the stages available to the individual. In this model, individuals

possess a range of stage-structures ard are pulled to iatapret situations according to the

features of the particula~situation. "Strong"situations an defined as those that call for

d o r m interprctationwithin a single structure and "weak" situations as those that can be
interpreted within more than one structure (p. 163). The stxength of a situation is

determined by its moral otder, normative structuxe,role-expectationsand the extent to

which it allows seIf-intemsW choices. In general,judgmentsmade by people at lower
stage levels arc more consistent than thost made by people at higher stage lmls

Liekrt (1984) described the cognitive-dtvelopmcntalparadigm of moral
development as absolutist, acing it back to the w& of McDougaII in the early part of

the antlay. Intcrdngty, this thisearly view contained klcss common to all of the traditions
presently under considcratio~According to McDougaU's view, humans are prc-wid to

develop toward increasing goodness through an innate, stage-like process. He described
four m g e s v a y similar to Piaget's and Kohlberg's. Instinctive behavior is modified at
the first stage by the "pains and plcaspns" (McDougaIl, 1908, p. 108, quoted in Liebcrt,
1984, p. 178) resulting h m that behavior; at the second stage by the rewards and

punishments provided by the envin,nmcnt; and at the third stage by the anticipation of

such rewards and punishments. At the fourth, and highest, stage the individual regulates
conduct according to a m o d ideal which is autonomous.

The rightness of action is

evaluated without direct regard for the reactions of the immediate social environment.
stonmory

In slmrmay, psychoanalytic, behavioristic and social learning approaches to

moral development define moral thought and conduct as that which conforms to socially
or culturally accepted nonns. The process of becoming moral is, according to these

views,essentially intcrnaIization of those norms and sraDdards (Nisan & Koriat, 1989).
By contrast,cognitive-developmntalapproaches define an action as morally right
if it is supparted by UIliverSalizable principles that an defined andjustified by

philosophy, spahlly at the highest levels. Although most cognitive theoriesrecognize
a role for social factors, an ~dedyingcognitive structure is @venthe primary tole in

moral reasoning development (Nisan & Koriat, 1989).

Theoretica(AYung,ria~~~
Kohlberg's cognitivedcvtlapmcntaltheory d i f f i fidamcntally from otha

traditions by a s d g that m o d dcve1opmtnt is a process of consrmcting mental
structures that art dmned by universal, rational principles.

Further, it asserts that

autonomy and maturity are synonymous in the m o d domain (Elma& Hogan, 1991).
According to Kohlberg (1981), socio1ogical, psychoanalytic, and learning thCOrjStS all

consider moral and socialdevelopment to be the "intearalizationof extemal norms of a
given culture'' (p. 105).

Thus,the process of moral learning is emotional and M O M L

In o t h a words, those theorists either mah the relativity assumption, viewing
development as the "inculcationof arbitrary cultural beliefs."(p. 106) through

increasinfly internalizedc o a f d t y to mealrules; or they arc reductionistic, reducing

moral phenomena to unconscious factors such as libido and instinct, or to nonmoral
factors such as biological and social needs (ECohlberg, 1984).

Kohlberg (1981.1984) challenged these views of the m o d domain on a
philosophical and empirical level suggesting that mKalreasoning be considered univelsal

and based on a single principle of justice. The philosophically based assumptions of
universalism, fomralism or structuralism (Colby & Kohlbag, 1987; Colby, et aL, 1987),

princip1edness, and justice (Colby ct al., 1987; Kohlbag, 1984) all deal with defining the
moral domain, the nature of the developmental process, and the competence of moral
reasoning.
The £itstassumption of dversalism (Colby & Koblberg, 1987; Colby et aL,

1987; Kohlberg, 1981,1984) is based on Kant's philosophicalcategorical imperativeand
the empirical observation that the same categories of judging and valuing are found in all
cul-

just as llzc the categories for logid reasoning about space, timc,number, and

causality in the physical domain. All stages arc sea in alI d ~ s
although
;
age-level

correspondence snd stage prcvalenct may MCT.
What appuns to k cultudy
d v d e n t is actually conventional moralrca~~ningdcfined
univCTS8Uy as an appeal to
sociaf nams in decision making- Rccogniziag the need to define an end-point for any
normative theory, Kohlbag sought philosophical justification for his notion that h i e
stages of reasoning are qualitatively mo= adequate than lower stages.

The second assumption of formalismor stmctllralism (Colby & Kohlbag, 1987;
Colby et aL, 1987; Kohlberg, 1984) dictates that mental structures, sets ofrrlations, and

transformations of thought have caraiaformal characteristics that can gencrate
arguments. This asassumption thus avoids defining m o d development in tams of content

or the bag of virtues approach.

Principledncss defines universal principles not as absolute rules but as a way of

seeing human perspectives in wncme situations, a sharp contrast with behaviorism and
contextual relativism. The justice assumption is legitimated on the basis of philosophical

conceptions of morality and vimm Thus, the third assumption of a single principle of
justice is derived from s e v d somes: the Socratic argument that "virtueis not many but
one and its name is justice" (Colby & Koblkg, 1987, p. 11). Rawls' view thatjustice is
the first virtue (Colby & Kohlberg, 1987; Colby ct aL, 1987; Kohlberg, 1984), and thc

Platonic argument that virtuous action is only virtuous if it i s guided by knowledge of the
virtue (Kohlberg, 1981).

According to Kohlberg (l98l), justice, the most fundamental socieralvalue for

resolving competing claims, b neither a cbrrrana trait nor a set of behaviors, but "amoral
principle ...a mode of choosing that is universal, a rule of choosing that we want all
people to adopt always in all situations." (p. 39). Justice pvidts the structure for

inmpersonal interaction, and the opaations of mcipmcity and equality parallel the
logical operations in the non-moral cognitive domain (Koblberg, 1984). Prcscfiptive role

taking and eqyity arc the other operations of the e e s s orientation in the justice domain

that are used to balance conflicting claims (Colby & Kohlbag, 1987;Colby a al., 1987).
Regression toward m o d maturity is described as a cognitive-deve1apmeatalprocess

whereby reasoning-u

justice operations, in some f

q at all developmental levels

but becomes more morally adeq,, or principled, with movement through a hierarchy of
cognitive complexity (Kohlberg, 1981).

Kohlbag also noted that the justice f m r emerges consistently in the empirical
study of moral reasoning where 0th- possible principles do not For example, Kohlberg
(1984) pointed to the observationthat "morallyvalid forms of caring and community

presuppose prior conditions andjudgmentsof justice" @. 305)as empirical support for

his position that justice is the primary principle d m g the moral domain. Justice
reasoning is also most amenable to s t r u d developmental analysis in that it is possible
to outline structuring and appilibrating operations within justice nasoning mataiaL

Justice operations, parallel

logical opedons in the physical domain, are value

elements or internal actions of distribution and exchange that equilibrate or balance

conflicting claims. This equili'brationimplies zcversibility, the notion that a judgment is
valid regardless of the initial standpoint or paspective taken by any party involved

The four orientations or formp of operationaljustice reasoning are: normative
order or rule foUowin8; egoistic and utilitarian consequence;perfectionistic or harmony

finding; and fairness. Nonnative order and harmony fiading arc implicit in the operatiom
of the other two reasoning forms. The justice operations,implicit within the utilitarian

orientation and explicitly used within the fairness orientation, are equality, equity,
prescriptive role W g , and reciprocity.
Several otha assumptionsdefiningthe domain of m o d judgment and the nature

of moral development difkentiatc Kohlberg's cognitivedtvelopmentalapproach from

behavioristic and psychoanalytical approaches (Kohlberg, 1984). These an value-

*

reIevmot, plescdptivemss, aud coasmrtlwm. Assuming v ~ u c - I c ~ ~rather
v ~ Ithan
~~,
0

the logical-positivisticassumption that the language used to describe events is valueneutral, is tied to the notion that dcvelopmcatal change occl~stoward greater adaptation

or adequacy (KamiosLy, 1984; KohIbcrg, 1984). This contrasts with the relativist
position that moral dcve1opmtntmows toward gm&r confdty with a LIlOIBJity
neupally defined by common agrccmcnt. It contrasts with the befiaviorist position in that
the change is specific, not a mae lIlAisMiminate
'
change in behavior.

The methodology used to study moral phenomena under these assumptions aLso
differs from the other two traditions. Adopting a phcnomcno10gical approach (Colby &
Kohlberg, 1987; Colby a al., 1987; Kohlberg, 1984) flows from the value-ft1cvanct
assumption allowing that moral reasoning be treated as a conscious, rational process
using oFdinary m o d language and thus rqairing that motivation, interpretation and
judgment be considered in dettrrainiog whether an action is moral, In addition, a
hermeneutid approach is neassary to identay and analyze an individual's organization
of thought (Colby & Kohlberg, 1987; Colby a al, 1987). This con-

with

behavioristic analysis of moral activity exclusinly in reference to ovat actions and
consequences. It contrasts with the psychoanalytic analysis of moral activity as reflecting
unconscious motivations such as guilt avoidance, or as expnssions of irrational feelings
(Colby & Kohlberg, 1987; Kohlbag, 1984).
The prrscriptivencss assumptionallows the definition of moral judgment as an
impIicit commitment to action specified by a rule or principle (Colby & Kohlberg, 1987;

Colby et aL, 1987;Kohlberg, 1984). Kohlberg (1984) assated that this assamption or
requiremnt in his theory prevents c o ~ s i o of
n the naturalistic and the psychologids

fallacies. The naturalistic fallacy suggests that the answer to the question of why an
action is good or right CL e., what it ought to be) can be answered directly by social

scientific stat~aentsof causation or motivation for the action (i. eo,what it is observed to

be). The psychologistls fallacy refus to the notion that what makes a theory good for

assembling and orgsnidag psychological mearch data Q a,far organizing what is
observed) is what makes it good fot defining the aims and methods of education (i e., for

what ought 0 bc taught).
The supposition drat the process of m o d decision making is cognitive rather than
emotive is related to the assumptionofpresaiptivencss. Kohlbcrg (1984) acknowledged
that thete is an affective component to mdjudgmtnt but suggested that the affective

component is organized or m d i a f d by cognitive processes such as role-taking. For
example, empathy, sympathy, and indignation all q u i r e cognitive activity in taking the
role of another.. Howeva. cognition defined as forms of thinking that arc g e n e d h d and

symbolic,is not in direct opposition to emotion. 'Ibatis, cognitive structures can be
"hotlyemotional, arc manifestiy so&& and are related to choice and action." (p. 49).

Further, Kohlberg suggestedthat expressedemotions speak to the affective or ego
development of the individual and not to moral development specifically. These
propositions contrast with the psychoanalytic view that m o d judgments are only
expressions of emotions and thus cannot be judged as right or wrong. Forthermore,

theorists who ay to dcrive moral judgment fiom emotions inevitably introduce a
disinterested, ideal obsava that approves or disapp~ovcsof a judgment. That observer is

necessarily using a cognitive process to makc that evaluation.
The consa~ctivism
assumption is concerned with how individuals develop (Colby
et al., 1987; Ca1by & Kohlberg, 1987). When there is a conflict between the principle

being used and the intuition of right, the individual either nconsrrpcts the principle or

concludes that the intuition was in mor. Thus, development is a continual p e s s of
applying the principle and rtsohring the conflict until a reflective equilibrium is reached

between the two possibilities (Kohlberg, 1984). Each successive level of development

involves a rrorganimion of previous pattam of thought The reorganization integrates

prior insights within a broader pefspcctive, inplying that dcvelapmtntoccurs in a

predictable, invariant supma of stages (Colby et al, 1987; Colby & Kohlbcrg, 1987).
Rinciplcs are const~~ctions,
not a Noti biological innates, as suggested by the
psychoanalytic tradition. Nor arc they inductive habits passively leamcd from past
experiences, as suggested by the behavioristic tradition Sohlberg, 1984).
It is worth noting that the implications of assuming a u n i v d principle of justice

are what evcntuaUy has led to the most telling criticisms of Kohlberg's theory.

Kavathatzopoulos (1991) suggested that had Kohlbag adopted Piaget's Spinozian nature
of coastructivism,instead of the Platonic principledness and universalismas outlined, the
criticisms surrounding issues of universalismand autonomy could have been avoided

Rather than conceptdizing autonomy as the tmfolding or construction of a specific

universal principle over other possible princip1es, Piaget's notion conceived of autonomy
as allowing the developmental process of construction itself to &old independently.
Description of the Theory

With his theory of moral deveLopmcnf Kohlberg attempted to integratethe
cognitive-dcvelopmentaltheories of Piaget, Baldwin, a d Mead (Kohlberg, 1981).
Kohlberg (1973) described "cognitivc-developmental"as a philosophy and psychology

that "was born in Hegelian Gaman idealism. but becgme naturalistic and scientific in
America with John Dewey, W
i
l
l
i
a
m Jams. and Jams Mark Baldwin, in Russia with
Vygotsky, and in Switzerlandwith Piagtt" @. 116). The goal was to provide an

alternative to "mmantic"conceptionsimplied by maturation and phenomenological
views, as well as to cultural transmission views such as those ofeavironmentaiistsand

behaviorists (DeVrics, 1991, p. 7). The thcoty is built primetily on the co~srmctionist

ideas of Piagtttsgenetic epistemology @eVrie$L991; Piaget, 193211965) although tbae
,

arc some fidammtal philosaphicirldiECamccs as noted above (Kavatbaaopodos,
1991).

Both Piaget (193U1965)and Kohlberg (1981)suggested that dcvclopmental
change can be explained as a structural change in chddmds cognition involving an
invariant seqocnct of diffbxmtiationsand integrations. Change is the result of an
interaction between the chiId's stmamhg tendencies and the stmmal features of the

environment (Kohlberg, 1981) or the netwodc ofmles constitutingthe essence of
morality (Kurtincs, 1984). Both theorists considend the basis of moral reasoning to be

principles of rights andjustice; and both defined the goal of development as autonomous
morality (Bmdt, 1992, Kohlberg, 1981; Pieget, 1932/1%5). Both conceptualize moral
development as a cognitive process that invoIves succtssive modes of role-takingin

which opportunities for either equilibration or discquilibration are provided by the social
environment (Kohlberg, 1981; Piage& l932/1%S).

Moral devdopmnt as described by Piaget (1932/1%!5) moves from a stance of
heteteronomy, arising out of unilateral respect for adults in the young child, to one of
cooperation and autonomy in the older child, arising b mthe mutual respect developed
through increasing social interactions with peas. Kohlberg based his theory of moral

reasoning on these ideas about moraldcve1opmnt as well as on Piaget's stages of
cognitive developmc~~t.
His initial fontlulations bore resemblance to Baldwin's view of

moral development (DeVries, 1991; Piaget, 1932/1%5) and to the stages of character
development identified by Havighurst & Taba (1949). Kohlbag's theory involves thne
structural levels of reasoning: preconventional, conventional, and postconventional.

Each level has a corresponding kvel of sociornoral paspective that M e s its reasoning
characteristics:connete individuaI, mernbcr-of-society,aad prior-to-society(Colby et al,
1987; Colby & Xohlbcrg, 1987). Each of the levels contains two stages, the second more

advaaadruldorgMthanthefirsr.

The precomtentionai level of judgment first involvcs h~t~onornous
morality
(Stage 1) whereby adult authorities cicfine m o d behavior and cbildren accept that

definition because of the authority in which they hold the Wt (Bema 1992). The
sociomoral perspective of Stage 1is egocentric in that the individual docs not consider or

recognize that the interests of others may di&r f-

the actor's, and considers actions in

terms of physical rather than psychological interests (CoIby & Kohlberg, 1987; Colby et

aL, 1987). Thus,Stage 1 thought i s charam&& by the uncoordinated use of the
operations of equality and nciprocity. The next stage imrolves individualistic,
instnu3lcatal morality (Stage 2) in that children hold that the best way to lcsoIve conflict

is to allow each individual to do what they think is right as an individual. "be sociomoral
perspective adopted at Stage 2 is concrete and individualistic. The individual is now

aware of diffcrc~lcesin interests, views, and g&

among individuals but considers those

individuals as isolates, each negotiating in their own interest. Conflicting claims are

resolved through instnuncntal exchange, that is, through strict eqaality and literal
reciprocity in tefance to individual netds (Colby et al., 1987; Colby & Kohlbag, 1987).

Children below the age of 9, some adolescents, and many aiminaloffenders fuaction at
this pnconventional level (Colby & Kohlberg, 1987).

The conventionalkvel ofjudgment focuses on socialnorms for behavior because
those norms save the good of society as a whole. The sociomoral Perspective of this
level is a viewpoint, sbared among the participants of a group or relationship, that
subordiaates single individual needs to group or shared relationship needs. The first
stage at this level iavolves intc~pcfsonally
nonnative morality (Stage 3). The ways in

which individualsshould behave is defined by the cxpectatioas of others or by the social
role the individual occupies @ern& 1992). The opaations of quality,reciprocity and
equity are m a d by mfcrcna to informally shared no-

motives or needs (Colby &

Kohlberg, 1987). The &omoral ptrspcctive of Stage 3 is that of a participant in a

relationship or p u p , and conflict berwan nhtionsbip obligationsis resolved on the

basis of the authority of the role held by mmbas of that nlatiollship. The next stage
involves social system morality (Stage 4). The individual is expecocd to behave in a way

that msintains order in the socialsystem andpromotes the common good @en&, 1992).

Operations ofequaIity, reciprocity, and equity are embodiedin a sysmnstic way through
legal, social ornIigious systems or institutions so as to ensureimpartiality and

consistency (Colby & Kohlbag, 1987). Accordingly, the sociomoralperspective at this
stage is a system paspcctive.

The impormnceof mIts an considcnd in the eyes of

society or the institution. According to Colby aad Kohlberg (1987) most adoIcsccnts and

aduIts operate at this second, conventional level of reasoning.

The highest level of moral reasoning is the postconventional level, "reachedby a
minority of adults and usually only aftcr the age of 20-25" (Colby & Kohlberg, 1987, p.

16). The sociomoral pmpective adopted at both stages of this level involves the
individual orienting to a moral point of view considered necessary for accepting societal
laws or values, wonM be that of any rational moral individual, and that any individual

should adopr Witbia thisperspective, moral obligations take precedence over societal

laws when the two conflict, Postconventionalmoral reasoning includes human rights and
social welfare morality (Stage 5), and a morality that is uaivctsalizablt,mersible,

prescriptive, and incIudcs multiple acceptable ethical principles (Stage 6).
At Stage 5,decisions are based on a belief that the function of society is to ensure

the rights and wclfiwe of each individual w i t h that society. Societal rights and values
exist to fulfill this function arid they daive from more basic human rights and concerns

for human we-

(Colby & Kohlberg, 1987). Operations are formalid or abstracted so

that laws and social systems can be judged on rhe degree to which they preserve and

protect the fundamental, intrinsic righa due any human being. or to protect the social
agreements fundamental to human relationships.

The end-point of this hierarchical developmental stmctme is Stage 6 where the
individualconsidas moral principles to be (a) ~ e r s a l i z a b l across
e
individuals and
simatio~~~,
(b) prescriptive, ckbing what people shoulddo, notjustproscriptive (what
people should not do) or dcscriptivc (whatpeople acaually do), aud (c) mrtrslile Q a,
acceptabk fhm all possible positions). Because of the paucity of empirical support for
the existence of stage 6 masoning, it is considaed a theoretical couslruct thatjustifies the

hierarchical nature of this normative theory. Stage 6 reasoning involves the selfconscious and deliberate use of the operations of equality, @ty,

and andprocity as

principles. These formal or abstract procedures govern pscriptive role taking to ensun
fairness,impartiality, and mersibility.
Justice and r r ~ p e for
a human dignity is not the only single universalethical

principle that can be adopted at this theoretical endpoint of moral development Another
single ethical principle that could be uscd at this stage is various1y tamed utility,

benevolence, or agape. It is a principle used to mdxinrize the welfare of all concerned, in

moral situations that do not center on issues ofjustice but instead on supererogation (acts
ofdoing more than what is required or expected), nmral goodness beyond duty, or special
responsibility to fjcicnds and family (Colby & Kohlkg, 1987;Kohlberg, 1984,1981).

Multiple principles such as maximkbg quality of life for ail involved in a conflict,
maxhbhg liberty of individuals that is compatible with the liberty of o w , and equity
or fairnessin the distribution of respect or goods, may also be used in moral reasoning

(Colby & Kohlkg, 1987). A direct parallel can be &awn between Stage 6 reasoning

and Kant's categorical imperative (Emins&, 19&1; MacNamara, 1991).
The orientation an individual adopts at each of these developmental levels is of

particular interest to the present study. It is rtfericd to h a e as the justice-orientation*As

summarized in Table 1, Kohlberg's madel has six sequential stages of orientation (Dana
& Lynch-Brown, 1991) from which a pason makes moral judgments: (1) punishment/

obedience, (2) instrumcatal/ relativist, (3) winning approval of

(4) law I otder,(3

social contract / legalistic, and (6)a universal ethical pEiacip1e of justice (oragape). The
last two stages @ostconventional level) d c c t tbe g d toward which Kohlberg suggests
aIl humans should strive, ultimately nosoning on a sympathetic bat distanced, objective

basis.
Table 1

K o M k g ' s Moral Reasoning Onerrtotions

Chientation
1. Punishment#Obedience

Characteristics

- blind obedience to power
- avoid punishment
-seekrewards

2. Inmumental Relativist

- "you scratch my back and I11
scratch yours"

3. Good boy / Nice Girl

- winning approval of others

4. Law and Order

-maintain rile rules
"Do one's duty"

5. Social Contract/ kgalistic

6. U n i v d Etbical Principle

-

- legal point of view
- a possibility that laws can be changed

- obligation to principles
- principles apply to all human kind
-justice
- respectfor human dignity

Note. Adapted h m Dana and Lynch-Brown (1991)

The Original Crii&ue
-1

GiIligan (1977) began the criticism of Kohlberg's traditionalview by

positing a care-based orientation to mnalr#lsoning bgJCdon her study of women
considering whether or not to undergo an abomion. The can-bascd orientation arose from

criticisms that KohIbcqg had developed his theory besed on obbervations of a male-only
sample and that he ova-emphasizcdindividllalism and the principle of justice (Gilligan,
1977;Puka, 1991a). V
&

(1991) outlines three f o d areas in which the justice and

care modes of reasoning differ=the intefpretationof moral prob1ems, reasoning about
those interpreted problems, and the centrality of the context of the problem

It has been suggested that progression from Stage 3 to Stage 4 of Kohlbag's
developmental model may present problems for women because it quires
"subordinationof the interpersonal to the societal definition of good" (Gagan, 1977, p

489) where women's sense of identity is integrally associated with "theircaxe for and
sensitivity to the needs of others" (Gilligan, 1977, p 484). In Kohlberg's theory,
individuals "use issues of justice,equality, and competing rights to guide moral

judgments" and the fundamental moral unit is "theamonornoas individual" (FIavell ct aL,

1993, p 223). The alternate, care-basedview of m d reasoning emphasizes relationship,
caring, fcsponsivencss, c o d t m e n t and conflicting responsibilities (Flavell et al, 1993),

with the comecttd individual as the fundamental m o d unit. Autonomy appears to be
viewed diff~rtlltlyfrom these two perspectives. Fromthe justice perspective autonomy

and independence connote a detached self, whereas fhm a cart perspeaive autonomy
connotes selfwithin a relationship, at least in the con-

1991).

of redolife dilemmas &h,

Although initiated as a criticismwith respect to gender, the implications of the
challenge have been badencd comide&Iy. For example, it has kensuggestedthat rhe

care-basedmodcl is neas~ayto rmdastsaddecisions and behavior in red life situations
such as wartime combat, hwism, and pa&vism (Linn, 1993; Linn & Gilligan, 1990).
Pulca (1991a)points oat rhat positing an alternate concept of moral reasoning has

important implications for research mibodology but also, and more importantly, for the
centuries old philosophical debate involving the "conflictingyet somehow

complementary linlcs &ween just Iaw and benev01cnt virtue." (p. 63).

In the following sections, thecan-based mock1 will first be described. Then some
of the research diru:tly related to gender differctlccs w i l l be reviewed. Lastly, the
theoretical and philosophical implications of the cart/justia debate w i l l be summarized

Desmptbn of the Model
Despite fundamental Wereaces in focus and orientation, it has been noted that
the care andjustice theories have many smcmral parallels (Muuss, 1988). Gilligaa's
(1977) model of care-based moral reasoning consists of ttme developmentallevels and

two aansitiod levels. The ftm levd involves an orientation to individual survival and

the focus in decision-makingis a pragmatic concern for self. M d t y is considered as
the restrictions society piaces on the helpless self. Situations art defined as moral only if
the person's own needs are in conflict Moral reasoning involves weighing which need of
the self is more important, without consideration of others. This level is said to
correspond to Kohlberg's preconvartional level in that both involve scff-interest and
egotistical seltisbness (Muuss 1988).

The transition from selfishness to responsibility leading to the second level
involves discovering the concept ofresponsibility. It creates a new awareness of self and

other. Moral issues are redefined to include the responsibilityof adult choice that now

embodies not only the eeeds of self but the nsposlsity of attachment or connection to
others. Moral reasoning hvolvlvcs decidingbetween what one wants and what one thinks

one ought to do.
The second level, goodness as sacd dice or mponsibility for others, allows
social participation but d o e so on the basis of gender-mIe as defined by society. Thus,

societal norms and eqectations define moraljudgment. For women, that means
goodness based on the ability to care for and protect others. When f

d with conflicts in

which no option is in the best interests of everyone, the decision is made to sacrifice
persod needs in favor of the needs of others. In this way, the woman absolves herself of

responsibility because othas are ultimately responsible for her decisions by virme of their

need. But at the same timc she relinquishes control over her own circumstances and
decisions. The choices made are those that others want or think are good Asserting
oneself is considered dangerous because it risks criticism or abandonment by others.

This level parallels Kohlberg's level of conventional moral zcasoning because both focus
on conforming to social expectations and societal wnventions (Muuss, 1988).
During the second transition, from goadaess to truth or from conformiity to a new

innerjudgment, the needs of the self arc reintroduced and the idea of responsibility is

reexamined. Consideration is given both to the needs of others and to those of tht selfMorality in this transition criticizes total ~e~sacrificx
in the name of responsible care for
others. It expands to include responsibility to the self in comection to other. Moral

reasoning involves deciding if it is possible to avoid hprtiog the other while rrmaining
true to the self aud whether rcconciLiaton between hmr and care quires compromise-

The individual accepts responsibility for decisions but still does not consider self as fully

equal to others.

The third level is c

m by a moralty of nonviolence and a focus on the

dynamics between self and others. The "initially disparate concepts of selfishness and

responsibilitynarc rccoIlCilcd "througha ttaLlSfdzmcd understanding of self and a

correspoading redefinitionof morality" (Gilligan, 1977, p 504). Care, including the
responsibility for makiag choices, becomes a universal principle in that conventions that
have the power to hurt self or other arc rejected. Dilemmas arc l ~ ~ ~ n s t r u C fthe
C d ;bases
for decision reconceived so that sdf a d other can remain intact M o d reasoning
involves deciding what action would minimirr h u t for other and for sdf.

With movemnt to each higher level, the "dcrstandingof the relatiombip
between self and other" (Gilligan, 1977,p 515) becorns more ampiex. Throughout the

course of development according to this model, the basis for moral reasoning is the
conflict be-n

selfishness and responsibility and the goal is comectedness with others

in such a way as to avoid h m

Skce and Marcia (1991) smmuhed the three primary levels and the two

transitional levels in tams of the orientation taken to m o d decision-making. As can be
seen in Table 2, moral reasoning moves from a position of seIf-concem, to one of
questioning the "self'focus as a criterion, to exclusive concern with "otherf',to a
questioning of the "~thcr'~
focus, and finally to a position of balanced self and other

concern,

Gilligm (1982) was quite clear that she meant to challenge Kohlberg*~
theory as

not sufficiently inclusive of themes of thought and on issues of inteqretation, rather than
on gender or sex diffcztncesper se:
The diffircnt voice I describe is chanrctaized not by gender but by theme ...[the
association with gender] is not absolute, the contrasts between male and female
voices are presented here to highlight a distinction between two modes of thought
and a focus a problem of intapmation rather than to represent a generalization
about either sex. @. 2).

Table 2
Levels ofcare Descriptionsfor

1. Survival

tk Ethic ofcare interview

- pragmaticconam

- undiffixentiatcdfrom "want"
- protect self

- ell!mIc own h a p p i s

- avoid s u f f i ~ gor hurt

1 5 Trausition

- selfishnesscriticized

- aware of needs of others

- cares for self in the context of others
2. Conventions
of Goodness

- "good" defined as aring for others

- "right"externaUy defined concem with hurt of
-

2.5 T d t i o n

3. Ethic of Care

others
care and protection of others at expense of self

- shift h m "goodnesst'to "tmth"
- rahinks caring for others at expense of self

- interco~cctionof people
- no tension between sel€ishness andresponsibility
- concern with relationships
- IlllivetSalcondenmationof hurt and exploitation

Nore. Adapted h m Skoc and Marcia (1991)

The tams "voice"a d "modes of thoughtwhave bem intqmtd by other
resea~~hm
including
,
Kohlberg, Walker, andRest, to imply MQC~CCS
in the form or
structure of msoning, As will ~~bsespcntly
be discus&, their intcrprctation may be

w p p p z h c . M u m (1988) mggests that the two theories have many structural parallels

but cliff= -tally

in the definition of good. 'Ihtjustice orientation &fines good at

the societal IeveI, whereas the care orientation defines good at the intcrpemnal leveL

Yet,a major result of the conception of m o d rrasoning as care-based was to suggest that
gender differcncts exist in this area of cognition, a suggestion that spawned a grrat dcal

of research. Some studies found differences, others found none, but most have found that
both genders use both orientations, with any di&rcnce being one of prcfcrred orientation.

Gfigan and Attanucti (1988) acknowledged, from studies using subject's
personal experience of moral conflict and choice, that both care andjustice perspectives
are used by both gendm However,their tindings also suggestedthat women present
more care focused dilemmas and mm more justice focwed dilemmas when describing

personal m o d dilemmas. One of the h
t studies to operationalize Gilligantsconception
and test it empirically (Lyons, 1983) cam to the same conc1usion, as do the repeated

findings of Gibbs (1995). Rothbart a aL (1986) found that college studcnts showed the
expected orientation preference. However, their study did not support the contention that
each gender would almost exclusively use the expectedorientation. The only significaat
effect found was for type of di.lexnma, not gmda. This test of Gilligan's hypothesis used

hypothetical dilemmas designed to elicit one of the two orientations as well as a nondhxted, ~e~genctatcd
dilemffla. Raa,Golding, Honm and Sampson (1988) also used
both hypothetical and personal dilemmas in their study of adnlts. The results suggest that
gender d i f f m c e s are influenced by age, stage level and dilemma content Women in

this study were found to prefm a care orientation, particularly in reasoning about p e ~ n a l
dilemmas* Walker (1991) included both seKgtnefatcd and hypothetical dilemmas in his

study involving childrea adolescents and add& InftrcstingIy,the d t s showed that

although k c was no diffcrc~lcein dcveloptlltntal level ktwccn the orientationsin the
hypotheticaldilemma condition, care and mixed orientations showed evidence of higher

developmental 1 m I s on real-Hedilemmas. Walker also found that individualsat higher
developmental levels showed use of both orientations in their reasoning. Although
Walker, in light of his extensive researr:h (1995) did not suppt the idea of gender
differences specifically, he has advocated the use of real-lift dilcmma~to explore how

people define the moral domain, There are several reasons for this: evidence of
individual diffc~cncesin moral sensitivity, to rocova moral concepts not voiced in
hypothetical situations, and the possiity that the types of dilemmas recounted meal
whether individuaIs view moral experience as intrapyschic 0s relational,

This research suggests that it may be necessary to include GiiIigan8sideas in their

entirety More the diffinces she suggested can be detected. If it is found that it is

possible not only to base reasoning on different criteria but to actually define moral issues
differently, individual diff~~ences
may be seen more clearly, whether or not they are

connected to gender. Weinberg, Yacker, &enstein, and DeSarbo (1993)usexi a
multidimensional scaling methodology to exaxnine the underlying structure of reasoning
and to relate the structlm to individual diffinces. The fiodiags suggested tbat a mix of

orientations was used, depending on the scenario, with d i f f ~ ~ tsubjects
nt
showing
"differentpropmsities for a care response in diffemt situations"@ 449). It also
appeared from these results that the care response is diffiatially evident depending on
the degree to which the nsolution is subject to public scrutiny, and on the degree of
interpersonal conflict pmscnt in the situation. The degree of public scrutiny was related
to age and the degree of interpemaal conflict was related to gender.

Many studies &tecting mhimd or no M i n c e in moral reasoning related to
gender have used the traditional mthodology of presenting hypothetical dilemmas

involving conflicting rights a d scoringdevelopmental level according to Kohlberg's

interview manual (Corowe. 1989;Fricrlrrr?ur, et aL, 1987; Ratt, Golding, & Hunter, 1984).
Baumind (1986)provided a contrast, &ding gender d i f k m c e s in levels of functioning

on four of Kohlberg's traditional dilemmas, depending on the educational level of
subjects.

Walker (1991) has provided a coinprchensive review of empirical evidence
regarding gender diff&enccs in moral msoning, the d t s of which strongly support the

conclusionthat males and females art more similar than diffirtnt in their moral
reasoning. WalLa included 80 studies, consisting of 152 sampIes and 10,637 subjects,
in his rcview and used both a vote-counting method and a mta-analysis to integrate the
findings. Of these studies. 85.5% showed no significant gender difference, 8.6% showed

a difference f'avoriag males, and 5.9% showed a c l i f f i c e t a v o ~ females.
g
The mean
effect size of +.M
found in the meta-analysis indicated fhat males are not more
significantly advanced in moral reasoning. Walker also tested the hypothesis that earlier
versions of the scoring scheme used in Kohlbag's model contributed to sat differences
because of the confiuion of content and form, a condition said to be rectified in scoring

revisions (Colby et aL, 1987; Kohlberg, 1984). He found that differences favoring males

were in fact more Likely to be found with the new scoring system although, again, the

Wercnces were not significant
It is inmcstiag to note that many studies have used subjects of high educational
and/or soci~lecoaomicstanding and, although o v d differences were rarely found,
when ptesent diffmnccs are u d y found only at the highest levels of Kohlbcrg's model
(e. g. Ratt et al, 1984). W a k r (1986 1991) suggested that the reason that evidence of

gender differences are found when these factors are taken into account is because they

reflect the reality of "amaledominated society that restricts females' opportunities for
gn,wth" @. 360) by limiting their exposure to the sociomoral experiences that contribute

to development. Although uscd as a dcEcnse against the notion that Kohlberg's theory is.

itsew, biased, this oobservathn is not contladictory to Gilligan's position. It couM also be

inmpretcd to say that the findings are more m d h g of individual or group di&rrnccs

than of universal human pmcascs and thus that Kohlberg's &coy may appear biased

because of the lirnitcd scop of morality which it addressts. This inmpraation requires
that the debate be discussed on the basis of whether diffkmces are diffkrences in fann
(struchlr~)or differences in content

The lamrfmther nquirtsthat the debate be

addresd at a philosophical level Both of these discussionswill be presently outlined.
Structure or Content?

Kohlbcrg (1984) has agreed that most influential theories of personality
development have kenconceived by males and have r e d a d in an increased
understanding of male development. He conceded that there may have been a su bias in

his original scoring mcthod but countered that this was wrrected by scoriag revisions that
increasedthe distinction between content and form, and further discounted content in
SCOM~.

Whaas Gilligan'sconception of different mmodes or forms of thinking implies

two distinct developmntal tracks, Kohlberg countered that kue andjustice are

intawoven in solution finding and that Stage 6 of his theory provides the end-point
where they are integrated to form a single moral principle.

Vreeke (1991)also noted that many consida Gilligan's conception as a diffetence

in form of judgment and suggestedthat the cambasadmodc1, by -tion,

does not

conform to univQSalizability, a necessary criteria for thinldng to be considend

structured. The care-based model has also bcen criticized as making ref-ce

both to

universal principles and to conttxtualiify in moral reasoning. Fbr cxampk, Mason (1990)
suggested both that the principle implicit in the care-based model is that of promoting the

weU-being of others, and that the application of this princip1e requires emotional

sensitivity not mgely cognitive activity. Mason (1990) went on to suggest that the
diffctcnce between care andjllsticc is better conccbad of as a diffkrence in Codifiability
than in contextual d q e d a c e ot iadepcadmce, with princip1cs of rights being more
easily codified than principles of m.

Puka (1989,1991a) challenged GilliganVs
conaption on the hasis that, whaeas
Kohlberg has identified devclapmtntal stages, Gilligau has not His challenge suggested
Gilligank model may not represent a developmental phenomenon. Muuss (1988)

concurred that the invan'atc sod q e n t i a l nature of devcIopmcnta1 stages has not been
cleatly eseabiished for GjlIiganrsmodel even though the description of stages and

transitions has begun. Skoe & Marcia (1991) have dcvdopui the Ethic of Care Lntcrview

(Emwhich uses hypothetical dilemmas to examine the developmnral progression of
care-based reasoning. This line of research has found age-related trends in s e e s

including female subjects aged 17 to 26 years (Skot & Marcia, 1991) and subjects of
both genders aged 16 to 30 ycars (Skot. & Diessner, 1994). No agedated a n d was
found in a study including adults of both gendas aged 60 to 80 years (Skoe, Ratt,

Mathews, & Cunr,r, 1996). Analysis of gender differences in care-reasoninglevel have
been found favoring females in eady adoIescence (Skoe & Goodtn, 1993) aad in mid- to

late adulthood (Skoc et al., 1996). Dcvelopmnt in cambased reasoning as masunxi by
the ECI has been fouad to be dated to dcve1opmcntaI level measlmd by Kohlberg's

Moral Judgment Ihtcrview for both genders aged 16 to 30 ycars (Skoe & Dicssna, 1994).
Brown and Tappan (1991) have comtued that the criticism that care-based
reasoning may not represent a developmental phenomenon equates development with
Piagetian structuralism. This would seem to imply that Gilligan has not accepted the
structural conception of development and thus need not document developmental levels

of crue for it to be a comparabk phenomenon. However,proponents of the care-based

model must be more disciplined and clear about the philosophical assumptions

udcrlying the model as well as the basis for the caiticismof Kohlberg's model btfm

such a dcflcction of criticism can considered authoritative. If the implication that the
phenomenon Gilligan described i s not dcvc1opmentaI were taken as tmc, the debate over
whetha the carr/justicediffmna e

t

s a diff&renain farm or content may

be

Snpemuous. Muuss (1988) suggesocdthat Gilligan's ultimatecontribution may not be

related to sex diffkmxcs or to the dcvelopmc~~t
of a new f

e theory but instead may

be the "broadeningof om assPlIlpdons and ...ntining our undastaadingthat the really

moral pason must integrate the concept of abstractjustice aml the concern for pgnicnlsr
other'' @. 237). Kohlberg (1984) considered Gilligan's notion of a cart-orientation to be

an enlargement in the definition of the moral domain which has philosophical suppon
Indeed, Kohlbag came to emphasize that his theory addnssed the athamore m

w

issue of justice reasoning as opposed to the mon global concept of m d rcasoning. This
implies that justice and care differ in content rather than fomt It is also interesting to
note that some of the recent restarch into the care orientation has shifted fiom traditional

developmental cpcstions toward mapping the moral domain and to developing

methodologies that can sort oat the relational voice horn voices of convention (Brownet
al., 1988; Brown & Gilligan, 1990).

VneLe (1991) provided support for this position on Gigan's contribution in
several respects. Many of the charactaistics considered to be distinctively care-bad am
also found in Kohlberg's theory. The carc-based mode1 relies on notions of norms, rules,
and principIesjust as the justice-based model docs and thus the two orientations are not

clearly separated. It is impossible to determine thatjudgment d a i n s from either context
or thought smctuccs. Hastt and Badddey (1991) provided support for Gilligan's gender-

associated moral orientation pattan by suggesting the quasi-dturalnature of gender

membership as an explanation for differences.

Cplture may dictate @erred m o d conclpsions and tberdo~ltthe stages or

reasoning may look differat tbanjusticein cultmcs not sharing Wcstcrn values, even
though the issues of morality may be the sunt. For example, stealing, loyalty, promisekeeping, rodlaw-bmking may be shared issues bat the "muktlyingethos sustainbg
social ard maal order" @ W e& Baddeley, 1991, p. 226) may be honor not justice.

Similady, the importance of keeping a promise can be consided fiom the m
either a separate or connected fhncwodt h the sepaate interpretive -work,

e of

v

the

issue involves a contract llequiringtrustworthiness which is seen as a quality of the
promisa rather than a fpnction of the relationship. In a connected interpretive
framework, situations arc considacdfluid and negotiation is aimed at maintainiug the

relationship with others rather than at arbitrating between others. Thus, promise-keeping

is important for maintaining trust as a &fining feature of fiendship (i
e.,
.as an amibute
of the relationship, not the individual). Mason (1990) summadzedthe difference between
care and justice as a difference in views of the need for morality. In the case ofjustice,
individuals come into conflict because they arc thought to have irreconcilably d i f f e ~ ~ ~ l t
goals. In the case of care, the necessity for morality is due to the conflicting

responsibilities that arise because individuals are thought to be embedded in a network of
elations ships through which individuals arc given value and the social world is given

coherence.

Thus, it is possible to conceive of the debate as a challenge to Kohlberg's claim of
universality. Although the justice-based model has rcceived support in many cross-

cultmal studies (Heubnn & Gapod 1993), there is nccnt evidence that it docs not

adequately include aspects of moral reasoning impomtnt in cultures that differ
substantially h r n those of the Western world. For example, Heutmer and Garrod (1993)
studied the adequacy of the model for Tibetan monks,£indingthat justice is not the

pafamount concun in that culture, psrticulady at the highest levels of reasoning. Walker

and M o m (1991) applied the model to a sample of Communist Chinesc adolescents and
adults and revealed concepts not tapped by thejustice modeL fntcrtstingly,the additional
concepts u n c o v d by thcsc cwostudies all involve some conception of contcxtpality,
connection, cornpassion, and cafe that are remjniscent of, although not directly

translatable to,the Gilligan notion of care-based rrasoning.
C o ~ t(1989)
~ t conc1odcd fnnnhis cross-culmral study exmining gender

differences, that there is wcturaluniversality in moral judgment and that thaeis little
difference between males and females in devtlopmcntal level on the Kohlberg dilemmas-

However, the study also concluded that issues of care, communication, and omission
characterized women's responses. Women in this study appeared to conceptualize the
problem as one of responsibility rather than justice and thus a p p e a d to be answering

different questions (e. g. how to act not whether to act). In the final analysis Cortese

(1989)suggested that care and responsi'bility cannot replace the justice orientation but
that both contribute to anderstandingm o d development Galotti (1989) assessed
thematic differences in responses to the question of what issues intluence decision

making in personal situations and found that both orientations are importaat to both
genders. He went on to conclude that focus on these two themes stin leaves out 0thconsiderations also used in m o d reasoning.
Room for Two Orientations?

Vreeke (1991) outIineda way of thinking about morality that can encompass
differences in both form and content and is reminiscent of Kohlberg's own struggle with

defining and operationaiirringStage 6 post-conventional ~asoning,supererogation, and

what he came to d the "soft-stagevt
development of adulthood (Kohlberg, 1984).
Vreeke's (1991) framewodc consists of two levels of moral thinlcing: habimal and
reflective. Habitual tbinldng, indicative of difference in form, is used in the immediacy

of a m d situation whac eitha care (LC. apmbhistic ppdastsadingofthe situation

and perception of needs) or justice @. mks) can inform thejud&mcllt Reflective
thinking, containing content diffefc~~ccs
only, applies to situations whge norms,

principIes, and relationships, etc. are activelyn&ctedupon andjudged

It is notable that neither Kohlbag nor Gilligan bave complcfflyclarified their
highest dcvelopmtntal stages but that both iadicatc that can adjustice come together in

some way at the highest 1weIs of moral reasoning (Gilligan?1982; Kohlbag, 19&1;Fuka,

1991a). In pan. Kohlberg achiaed that intuition, heart, and conscience may play a pan

in high level moraljudgmtnts @itgut,1991). Kohlbcrgts(1984) response to the
difficulty in establishing the developmental end-point as a normative stage was to discuss
Stage 6, and a possible Stage 7, as theoretical const~~cts
only or as the development of

spirituality, fiiith, and expanding adult expaieuce. This difficulty is an important one
because, as Walker (1995) and Hague (1991) have noted, although Kohlbergs mcsdel is

bereft of formal discussion ofreligion, faith and spirituality, people often explain their

real-life m o d actions in terms of such concepts. Gilligan and Att8nucci (1988)

suggested that the convergenct, infegration, or divergence of the orientations employed
by the morally mature quires fimher tmpmcal smdy. Gilligan (1982) has suggested
both that care and justice are cornplcmtntary and can be integrated in the morally mature

individual, and that the morally mature individual switches between the orientations in a

gestalt like marma. Arguing h r n a philosophical position, Mason (1990) suggested that

these two suggestions are not compatible. He also suggested that it is possible that both

orientations can be p a y integrated,and that in situations whcn the lack of full
integration causes imconcilable d i f f e t t n a (e. g. where one occupies differtntkinds of
relationships to one individual that demand conflicting moral stances) there may be a
gestalt switch between the two orientations. In the case of integration, both orientations

are transformed by the full a m o n of the o k .

It appears that tbaeis mom fm both odentationsin conceptdizationsofmoral

reasoning even though the nature of their use remains far from clear. As i s common in

scientific inquiry in geaeral and in the social sciences in particular, nctnt devcIopments

in the can/juStia &bate do provide ample m

n to r r d t the assumptions and

inmprctations of earlier work.
A Phibsopiir'cal or Ehpirical Debate?

Puka (1989.1991a) suggested that the debate between the can and justice
orientations is not fandamentally an empirical or methodological one but rather a

conceptual or philosophical one. Thus, it cannot be settled through empirical means
alone. According to this analysis, Gilligan's criticism of Kohlberg's model is
conceptually, not empirically, based. The criticism attacked the assumptions upon which
bias towardjustice reasoning nsts, primarily by using an interprttive account of moral

responses and an ideological level of analysis. For example, two of the assumptions

challenged are that adequate moral reasoning resolves problems decisively, and that
m o d judgment can be defined as a form of conflict resolution. In addition, Gilligan
expanded the conceptual base by explicitly relating moral reasoning to self-concept, one

of the most notable ways in which ha view diffkrs conceptuaUy from Kohlbcrgtsview
(Puica, 1989; 1991a). It is m c u l t to fhitfdIy debate the Kohlberg and Gilligan views of

moral development without attemptingto equate the levels of analysis beingdebated
(Puka, 1989) and without recognizing the dcvelopmcntal nattlre of theory-building (Pub,

1991a).
*

In fact. Puka (1991b)suggested that many of the assumptions Kohlbag has
adoptad are unnaxssary to suppon the idea of a logical developmental sequence and that
the need for philosophicaljustification of the ultimate adequacy of the end-point of

dcvelopmt is also u n n ~ ~ ~ ~ s aPllLa
r y . (1991b) mmmarkd the theoretical criticisms of

flaws and hitations of (a) justice them (b) fad priaciplles (c) Kantian
deontology (d) liberalism (e) Wt%dua
rights,
I
or (0somecombinationof these
stances- Rights are said to rdlcct individuals, PrincipIcs show a k i d of rigidity,
abstraction, and impersonality. Justice shows a lack of compassion, concern, and
helpfirlaess; it harbors a degree of callous disregard and the threat of violence.
The liberal brandof justice d k c t s a Western cultural bias. It shows an
intellectual bias as we& toward social c o n t r a c ~And behind these flaws,
biases, and h&ati011~, according to critics, -1
the more funrIamtntal bias of
patriarchy. @. 381).

He then procecdcd a either discount or challenge each from a philosophical perspective.
Although beyond the scope of the present discussion, Puka's conceptdization of the
justice/care debate serves as a cogentreminder that the debate is both fundamental and
compkx, not to be rrsolved merely by adding supportive evidence to one side or the

other.

It sams evident that the stady of moral reasoning must include consideration of
bothjustice and care orientation, as well as related psychological const~~cts
and

situational factors, in order to uncover the nature of underlying human processes. Indeed,

Kurtins and Bcnnan (1995) suggested that the context of the gender debate has renewed
interest in the nature of morality itself. Hague (1991) fuulcd that if the cadjustice debate

remains within the context of gcada alone, the more holistic appmach included in many
of Kohlberg's later writings may be precluded and may prevent future rtscarch from

exploring morality as including but going beyond cognitivism, Further reflection on the
philosophical foundations of what is good and right provides important future diredon

both for psychology and for thc nOLmatjvt abics braach of philosophy as both have

traditionally bcld diverse views on the subject.

The moral component of the collsccpct of girtcaoess has long bcen mcogniad

(CoIangclo, 1991; Gross, 1993; Kanres & Bmwn, 1981; Roepa, 1988; Silvcman, 1994)
although it has not been emphasized to a consisrmtly highdegree throughout the history

of gifted education @car, 1983; Eby & Smumey, 1990; Dana& Lynch-Brown, 1991).
Many have advocated for inc1usion of moral development in educational programs for the
gifted although the s p d i c recommendations conccming how that should be done vary

(Qark, 1988; Dana & Lynch-Brown, 1991; Laoux, 1986;Lindsay, 1988; Passow, 1988;

Roeper, 1988; Shore, Cornell, Robinson, & Ward, 1991; T a n - W m & Guttcddge,
1981; Thorkildsen, 1994). The imponanceof moral integrity to bcncficent leaded@

and societal contribution has also been widely acknowledged (Gardner, 1995; &be,
1985; Rarncy, 1991; Silverman, 1993; Tan-William & Guaesidge, 1981; Tolan, 1994).

There is considerable research indicating that inteUccWy gifted youth arc advancedin
justice-based moral reasoning (Andrcani & Pa@,

1993;Chovan & Freeman, 1993;

Gross, 1993; Howard-Hamilton, 1994; Howard-Hamilton & Franks, 1995; Janos &
Robinson, 1985; Kames & Brown, 1981; Narvhz, 1993; Sandcrs, Lubinski, & &nbow,
1995; Tan-W-

& Gutaidge, 1981; W c d m & Hemy, 1996). Many of these studies

used participants in late adolescence, used intcllcct\ral ability or academic achicvemcnt as

criteria for selecting gifad sampIcs, and used the DefiningIssues Test @IT) developed

by Rest as a measure of m o d reasoning.

Bear (1983) provided somewhat of a departure from this methodology by
assessing the moral reasoning of 60 sinb grade males and females according to the
original Moral Judgment Interview developed by Kohlberg. He found that the moral

development level of the 14 students in tht sampk who w a e identified as inte1lcctuUy

gifted crcording to vocabulay achievement scolc~was approximately one-thhd of a
stage m
on advanced than the rest of the samp1e.

He also tested Kohlbag's

early findings

that thae was a linarrehionship between moralreasoning and inaciligence f a the

average and below-average ranges bmthat there was no significant relationship for those
with abovcavcragti n ~ g c n c e -Bear found that the variance in m o d msoaiag level

was similar for the gifted and non-gated students in his sample. He also found that
superioriateUigence (95 pacentk) was not ncce~saryfor m d masoning to be

advanced by one-half stage but that it was necessary in the majority of cases whae
reasoning was advanaced by one fidl stage.

Somerecent studies involving m o d development and giftedness have followed
the early lead of gcating (1978) in focusing on the question of whether inteIligence and

moral reasoning are distinct psychological constructs. A study using the Mining Issues
Test to measure the m o d reasoning of a sample of high achieving and high IQ high

school students (Headcrson, Gold, & Clark, 1984) found neither age differences in moral

reasoning,nor abiIity diffcrtnces that c o d not be accounted for by differences in IQ.
Nw&z (1993) also sddressed the question in a study of moral judgment precocity

among eighth grade students. Thc results showed that high scholastic ability was
necessary but not sufficient for principled thinking as defined by the Defining Issues

Tes+ Another study (Sanders et al, 1999 artctrcssai the issue of iadcpe~~dence
between
verbal ability and moral zcasoning among adolescents identified as highly gifted by their

pedormance on either the Scholasric Aptitude Test or the Amcricm College Test The
researchem used a stepwise multip1t regression analysis with a number of noncognitive
and cognitive mcssmcs to conclude that the Defining lrsues Test is "simp1y another way
of measuring verbal ability, probably the most salient m a r k of general inteIligcnce"(p.
502). Although these studies raise important questions about the validity of vabal ability

and moral reasoning as distinct psychological constmcts, they do not run completely
counter to cognitive devclapmcntd theory (seeGmber, 1985 fix a cogent discussion of

this issue as it ~~lates
to the area of gifkdness). Theorics of hpman development, such as
Kohlberg's thcory of moral reasoning, have not been conccmed with psychometrically
derived constructs such as intelligence per se. Rather*stage theories of development
attempt to reveal age-rtlatd changes in the underlying mctllnof thought across content

domains* Within this con-

c o n ~ c t in
s which individual diffkrences may be

revealed, such as intclligtncx, provide a maas with which to test the extent of the
universality and imrariate sequence claims of a developm~~lcal
theory. Conversely,

developmental thmrics prwide the mans with which to examine individual differences

in terms of relative position along the developmental trajectory they descrii.

Very little of the research on moral reasoning and giftedness has focpsed on the
debate that has cmcrgcd in the general psychological litcrannt conccming moral

orientation. Dana and Lynch-Brown(1991) included both the justice-based and the carebased orientations in outlining how developmental stage theories can provide the

theoretical -work

for using limatme in the moral education of gifted learners.

Chovan and Fiemnan(1993) posed the rhetorical question of whetha the presence of a

care orientation may have been at play in their findings that Offer's Social Relationship
scale and giftedness predicted principled moral reasoning on the Defining Issues Test,

and that gifted f d e s scored higher than average females on the O&r scale. Worthen
and Hemy (1996) studied age and gender diff'ncts in level of morality among average
and gifted adolesccflts and adults (age range b m 12 to 82 years). Level of morality was
determined from responses to sentence stems devised by the authors to reflect low,

medium, or high levels of care or justice. They found that level of morality increased
with age for both groups. Although they also found gender diffcrcnces for both average

and gifted p u p s the gender differences in the gifted group only appeared when care and

justice were combined and only in younger individoals. Andneni and P a m (1993)
adeptai Rest's mchodo10gy to study the ztIatioDships among l

d of httll.ig~~~:c,
f i

reasoning, acativity, and level of m d judgment in high achieving students aged 15 to
17 in Italy. For the gifted group (defined as high inteuigcnce and high creativity

combined), they f o d an age by gcada intCf8Ctjonf
atwo types of m o d judgment
differing in content and value orientation. Younger frmales showed a gttater mdency to
respond with the type ofjudgment concaning respecting norms, taking care of others,
and valuing fiiendship than with the type of judgment that concerned calculation of

differential bee&& forecasting COI~SCQOCLIC~S,
and balancing rights. It is inmestiag that

these researchers explicitly rejected Gilligan's proposal of a cambased orientation in
interpreting their findings. The reason for the ~cjectionwas their inteqmtation of

Gilligan's position as requiringthat the orientations be considered as rnutpally exclusive,
polar opposites, a stance they were unwilling to adopt with nspecr to the two types of
judgments they had identified in their smdy.
Several content analyses have been conducted on moral dilemmas generated by

gifted adolescents. It has been obsmcd (ColaageIo, 19882;Yusscn, 1977)that the gifM

generate moral conflict s e e s involving social relationships, include both male and

female protagonists, and deal with issues 0 t h than those contained in Kohlberg's
diiemmas. The seWgencratcddilemmas shared some similarity with Kohlberg's
dilemmas in that they contained an identifiable protagonist and identifiable subsidiary
characters who set up the conflict, The protagonist was most often of the same gender as

the writer and the subsidiary character was as likely to be a fiend as a family member.

The most fkquencly reprcsentcd content involved inte~pcrsonalrelations. Colaogelo
(1982) reported that solutions to moral problems presented by the gibed, especially

younger adoescents, most oftcn involved a social perspective, focusing on a p u p or
society as a whole. rather than a personal peRpective, focusing on the needs of self.

Baldwin (1988) found g m k di&nncts for the age and sex of the protagonist and for
the type of solution chosen for dilemmas genetatad by 15 and 16 year old gifted students.

Although in most cases, the gender of the protagonist was consistentwith the gender of
the ~limat~r,
none of the f d e paztQwnts wmte about male protagonists whereas 14%

of the male participants wmtc about fernale protagonists. Most fcmale students rem1vcd
their dilemma with a personal paspectivt whereas males chose a personal solution only

slightly more often than a social solution.

To summa&c, most of the literature on moral msoning and giftcdncss focuses
on m o d sensitivity as one of the aspects of the construct of giftedness, on moral
education for the gifted and on the question of wherha the giftad are advanced in their
justice reasoning compared to their age-peers. Renewed interest in domain specificity

question has also recently emerged within this body of literature.

MOMReasoning and Self-Concept

The connection between morality and self is far from new and has been noted in
most imrestigations of moral exemplars but the nature of the connection remains unclear

and thus the issue lingers on many agendas for hture research (Gibbs, 1995; Walker.
1995).

Damon (1988) pointed out the integral comedon between the self and taking
responsibility for one's moral actiom. He noted that "amongphilosophas the concept of

personal identity is an essc~tialcomponent of accounts for rational planniag and moral
respomibility." @. 124). He went on to suggest that the continuity and distinctness self-

awarenesscs in his model of self-understandingarc dcvant to morality because

individuals assume that they will be afforded credit or blame as individuals for their
moral choices.

Both GilIigan (1977) d Lyons (1983) made an explicit wnnectioa between the
m o d masoning stance adopted by males and fanalcs and their concept of the selt Table

3, adapted h m Lyons (1983), shows a diffczc~ltiationbetween the moral collSidCLatio11~
depending on the way in which the selfis defined. The implication is that Mercnces in
the basis of moral reasoning arise, in part, from gender-m1t stcrwtypts. Puka (1991a)

an intcIconntCttd web of mutually dcpendcnt relations. In this web,cognitivemoral orientation depends on social orientation and social orientation depends on
seE-concept SeIfancept, in mm, depends largely on gender identity, which is a
function of early childhood socialization @. 65).
et aL (1988) contirmed the relationship between a c ~ ~ e ~serw
t e dof self and the
cafe-based orientation, and a separate sense of self and the justice-based orientationfor

adults- In a mare tentative vein, Gilligan and Attanucci (1988) suggested that preference
for a particular orientation may rdlect a dimeasion of seIfaefinition, advocating firher

research on the relationship between the two. There is some empirical evidence that care-

based moral reasoning is linked to ego-identity status as derived f h m EriLsontstheory
(Skoe & Marcia 1991; Skoe, 1994) and sex-role orientation (Skoe,1995).
This liuk i s both most hdamcntal to,and most problematic for the concept of

care-based moral reasoning. It is fundamental to the criticism that traditional theories
have ignoxcd the uniqueQvelopmtntal experience of females. It is problematic because
it is largely based on a psychoanalytical perspo*ivt, a perspective alien to the cognitivedevelopmental model which is the foundation of both Kohlberg's theory and much of

GilIigan's reformulation (Vreekc, 1991; Walker, 1995).

The problem of attempting to integrate two theoretical traditions without
explicitly acknowledging the philosophical assumptions of both nccd not completely
deter research into the cotltlcction between selfconcept and moral development hsted,

as pointed out by Smctana (1984) it is poss~Tbeto base a hypotbcsizcdconnection on the

cogn.itivedcv~lopmt~ltal
essrmPption thatmaDLjudgmcnts are constructedfrom the

individual's intaaction with the rnvirall~~l~llt
and on tbe notion that areas or domains of
social cognition arc distinct but intcrcomcctaL Smetana

suggested that it is

necessary to "identi@and separate components of each domain and then analyze their
coadimion" (p. 346) in order to meal the intcirtlatrrlncssof d i f f i t domains. Tbe

cognitive mode1 of seE-g

posited by Damon and Hart (1988) and used in the

present study makes such identification and analysis possible. A h e w ofvarious

approaches taken i0 studying the self construct is presented before the Damon and Han
model is fully described

Table 3

Relotionship Between Conceptions of Se&fCUI(IMoral Conskhations

Self defined
Views others

Uses a morality of

as sep~objcctivein
relation to others

others

as one would like to be seen
by them, in objectivity

in their own context and

of justice as fairness that

of care that llltsts on
understanding relationships as
responses to others in their

nsrs on u n m d i n g the

relationships and reciprocity
betwetuseparateindividuals

Problems defined as

as coanected in relation to

issues or decisions of

situation

tums

issues of relationship or

conflictingclaims between

=WOW

society

issues of how to respond to
others in their particular tmns

invoking impartWrules,
principles, or standards

the activity of care

self and others, including

consideringrole-related
obligations, duty or
commitment
4

conside6ng how one would
Weto betftatcdif inthe
othds place

considering maintenance of
relationships and response

promoting the weIfare of
others or pmenting their h a m
relieving the burdens, hurt, or
suffering of others

Problems evaluated by considering how decisions are considering what
happcncd/will happen, or how
thought about aadjustified
things worked out
considaing wherba values
or principles were maintained, considcriag whether
especially fairness
relationships were maintained
or restored

Identity Development

Theodes of cognitive development such as Piaget's, Kohlberg's and Selmads

discuss the matter of identity and stIf-conccpt from a paspcetive-taking approach
(FlavcU, et aL, 1993; Bemdt, 1992). These approaches necessarily infaknowledge

about the individual from their knowledge of others andthus the sense of self is viewed
from a distance. Damon and Hart (1988) have developed a model of ~t~undcrstanding

that fauses mom directly on the dcve1opingQfinition of self. It also provides a vehicle
through which to examine the possiity that the gifted fact complicationsin developing

their seIf-conceptin that it can reveal whether hctioning is developmentally advanced,
asynchronous or both. It was chosen for the prcsent study f a scvcral reasons. Fit, it
examines the definitional h u e rather than focusing on evaluative issues, such as selfesteem, in the study of seIfancept Secondly, this model was chosen with the

expectation that the nlationship between this domain and the domain of moral reasoning

may be more clearly disccmible as both theories arise from the same cognitivedevelopmental tradition.

The Damon and Han (1988) model is organized along two dimensions: self-asobject and seU-as-subject Within each dimension arc subdimensions: the physical, active,

social, and psychological self-schemes within the self-asobject dimension; and the
continuity, distinctness, and agency sllbjective awarenests or serises of self within the sew
as-subject dimension. It is suggested here that gifted cbildrcn and adolescents may focus on

the psychological scheme of seKas-object and the distinctness awareness of self-as-subject
undentadhg because of the cmpemphesis placed on theit cognitive difference and distinctness

in their educational experience.

Before examining the madel in cb2, two broadperspectives used extensively in
psychology to examine the

of self will be outlined. This is necessary to draw a

distinction between the meanings of selfzstccm and seIfeo~~cept,
and to clarify the origins
of the many tums that have b

m t a part of our v c m a a h for the self wmrmct

The

pefspectivcs that w i l l be considaedarc the psychoanalytical perspective and the social

cognition pcnpdve. 'Ibc cogaitive model suggested by Damon and Baa (1988) will thm
be described in detail, Finally, research on sell-concept and gifteantss will k reviewed

Alvino (1991) described ego as "a naMal construct that differtntiatesour self

from other selves and the worldn,stating that it is mostly a result of social interactions
and that it is during adokscence that identity is cryStaUized in transition to young
adulthod While this definition would likely receive the approval of most, the tams
"ego","self',"self-concept", "self-esteem","identity",and "scIf-undmtanding"are often

used almost inmchangeably, at least in modem vamacular, and thus theoretical and
empirical confbsion is created regarding the construct as a psychological entiv (Bourne,
1978a; Jackson & Bosma, 1992; Lslvoie, 1994).

The idea that adolescence is the tim

when the self develops is also commonly accepted (Bourne, 1978b Lavoie, 1994). And
yet, most psychological theories recognize that some conception of self develops both
before and ahcr the adolescent period.

Both the terns and the suggested developmental process have their foots in
diffmnt traditional paradigms of psychological theory although those roots have come to
receive little explicit attention. However, for the plnpose of psychological iaq*

into

the construct, it is necessary and informative to examine those nwns canfully. The

theoretical roots of the self construct stem b r n various di&nnt, although not

nccwarily distinct, pcnpcctives on human name. fimctioning. and devdopmc~~t
and
thus cauy diffimnt umnings and assumptions.

The Psyc-c

Tradition

The psychology of self has been appmchal pahaps most often fmm the
p s y c h d y t i c Paspective as identified by the work of Freud and EriLEon (SamueIs,
1977). Within this paspective, the ogm "self'is distinguishedfrom the term "ego". Self

is a structure consistingof the id, ego, and q m c g o . It develops h m au unconscious,
~differcatiatedstate into an integrated cohesively expaienced structure. The sets of
self images that arc fim WercntiatPA and then integrated are: body images, dealing with
i n s r i n d need satisfactioa; experientialimages,which both separate the self h m other

and inttgratc otha into self through identification and intcrnalization; and idealized

images, which consist of an omnipotent seJf and idealized images of significant 0th-

A

realistic self emerges as a modified grandiose selfimage is integrated with body and
experiential images-

Therefore, the self c o d of a conscious,aware aspect that can be called the "I",

and preconscious aspects that can be called "selves"and which can be made conscious by
the "I", if allowed to do so by the ego. The tam ego is reserved to refa to the

~mconscious.se@as-process acipact The 'T'and "selves" aspects of self were largely
ignored in the psychoanalytic tradition until they becam the focus of Erikson's
modification and extension of Fmd's conceptions- Erikson termed these aspects "selfidentity"(Samutls. 1977)or 'tego-idcntity"(Muuss, 1988). For -on

(1980), identity

.,

"expresses a mutual nlation btwcen self aud others] in that it connotes both a
persistent sameness within oneself (seIfsamcness) and a pasistent sharing of some kind

of essential charactez with others." (p. 109).

knower, and the tam "Mc" to refa to the known, or empirical, self. Thus, the T'in the
psychoanaIyticaI tradition becomes the "Me" in the socialpsychological paspective. In

James1initial fonmulstions, the "Me"was thought to consist of a spiritual, a material, a
social and a bodily self. The spiritual selfis the some of interests, aftention, effort,will.

and choice. It consists of concrete conscious~~ess,
psycbic powas and dispositions. The
mat&

self conskm of the individual's property, clothing, horn, family,and body. It

was thought that thereare many social selves within the individual that grow out of the
recognition of others. The bodily self concerns the need for nollrishrnent and physical
well-being. Although James, thmugh his conception of the ''Me", considered self as

aware of self, he did not address how the selfcomes into being.

The Emergence of the Social Cognirion Perspective
Social psychology focuses on interpersonal behavior and the role of social forces

in governing behavior (Weiten, 1992). It overlaps to a considerable degree with the

social cognition area of psychology with its focus on thought applied to the social world.

The conception of self suggested by Erik Edltson and termed identity has perhaps had the
most influential impact on the psychological study of self and its development Uvoie,
1994). Erikson's wolk also provides a bridge W e e n the psychoanalytic tradition and

the socialcognition perspective by emphasizing the socialaspects of development

(Bourne, 1978a; EriLson, 1980, Muuss, 1988), and to the socialpsychology pQspcctive
by emphasizing the role of culture in detamining the goals of development (EriLson,
1980). Although both the psychoanalytic perspective and the social cognition paspective

recognize the importance of others, society, and culture in development; the lattet

perspectiveplaces a gream emphasis on coIlSCious awareness than does the forma

(Sarnuek 1977).
Consistent with the psychoanalytic prJpectivt, Eriluon coasidered the sclf, or
identity, as a conscious aspect,and the ego as an unconscious aspect of the construct of

self although he considered idcntity formafon as a relatively unconscious process
(Erikson, 1980). According to Erilrson's model, identity is defined by the cultme
(Erikson, 1980; SamutIs, 1988) and thus is neither universal nor static. However, the

process through which idcntity deve1ops is @genetic @&son, 1980; Muus, 1988) and
depends on the society providing the necessary conditions for fulfilling the psychological
needs related to identity formation (Samuels, 1977). Ego identity can be understood as a
developmental product resulting fkom the accumulation of earlier experience, as the

individual's adaptation to the prevailing society's role structure, and as the stable fram of

reference firom which the petson participates in society (Erikson, 1980; Boume, 1978a).
Muuss (1988) pmvides a succinct description of EriLsontstheow. A mature
identity structure arises through a series of normative social crises, each with two possible

opposing outcomes* If the conflict is resolved in a satisfactory manna, the positive
outcorn becomes part of the ego and development can proceed.

If, however, the crisis is

not resolved satisfactorily, the negative outcome is incorporatedinto the pmondity
structure and development is impeded.

Successful nsolution of the crisis present at each

stage depends on others providing consistent and mcaninghlzccognition of

accomplishments and achievements, indicating the social nature of the devcIopmentd
process. For healthy resolution of each crisis, the parent grants the child an incrca~ing
degree of trust and autonomy that rtflects the parents' own sense of faith,dignity and

independence @rikson,1980).

The developmental stages in Erikson's model can be charactcrizcd by the nature
of the crisis and the conviction about self, or selfcstecm, that m g e s from its resolution

(EsiLson, 1980). The d

t of successfhlresoIation of these crises will be used to outline

the deve1OprncIltal stagts. The first m e involves a crisis between trusting and
dstcdng old reJohs in a conviction rhat "
pm
I what I am given"(Edcson., 1980, p. 87).

The aisis of the second stage is between autonomy and shame or doak Resolution

results in the conviction that "Iam what I will"(Erikson, 1980, p. 87) that reflects the
positive attributes of pride, control, s

t

E

autonomy,
~
and cmainty praeqaisite

to the latadcvelopmnt of a mattlre ego- or self-identityt The third stage is characmized
by the crisis between initiative and guilt. Successfbl resolutionresults in a conviction

that "Iam what I can imagine I w i l l be" @&son,

1980, p. 87). k u g h the ft~~lution
of

the third stage conflict, individuals dcve1op a conscience which regulates theit actions

and ensmes their dependability, £irst to self and later to others @dcson, 1980).
Stage 4 entails the resolution of a conflict between indusuy and inferiority. The

conviction that emerges is that "Iam wbat I will leam or what I can make work"
(Erikson, 1980, p. 87). Erilrson (1980) points out that at this stage the role of cdhlre

becomes more explicit in that the child is given systematic insmctionin the use of the
tools of the culture. By employing these tools, the child develops a sense of participation

and usefulness in the adult world, at least in a token sense. In western culture, the process
occurs by way of formal schooling although in more primitivecultures it may be less
f o d

The conflict between identity and identity confusion tbat characterizes Stage 4 is
resolved during the adolescent period. Individuals co~solidatctheir &a1 roles.
developing an ego identity that "isthe only safeguard against the marc@ qfdrives as

well as the autocracy of conscience" @ & o n , 1980, p. 99). 'Lhe positive resolution of
this conflict results in a conviction that self is c o ~ e c t e d
to both the past and the fiatme,

includes a personal ideology or philosophy that can provide a friunc of nfcrtnct for
decisions and behavior, and is accepting of its sexuality @&son, 1980). Identity can

thus be defined as "asense of continuity that gives adoIesccnts a link to their past and a

direction for thcir fbtim? (Bemdt, 1992, p. 531) as a persoaification of the cdture's ideals
(Erikson, 1980). This stage has ken exambed at some h g t h in extensions of Eriksan's

theory (&mdt. 1
mMuuss, 1988; Skoe & Man5a, 1991).

Four identity statuses have k e n identified that indicate the amount o f e x p l d o n
into various a1tcmati.cviews or roles and the degree ofcommitmnt the individual has

undertaken (Skoe & Marcia, 1991). An individual can k categorized as in the status of:

diffusion (may or may not have explored but has not made commitments), foreclosure
(no exploration but has made comtrribntnts), moratotium (amently in an identity crisis),
or achievement (has explored and made seIf'hosen commitments).
Only after h a d g achieved a personal identity can the individual move on to

saccessfuny resolve the fifth stage crisis between intapersod intimacy and isolation
(Erikson, 1980; M u w , 1988). Positive resolution of this aisis means that the individual

can engage in rehtionshipswhge each party holds the conviction that 'We are what we
love" (Muuss, 1988, p. 64). Dllring adulthood, the next develop~~~tlltal
crisis involves

achieving a sense of generativity and the conviction that "Iam what 1create or can
produce" (Mrmss, 1988, p. 65) rather than the outcome of stagnation where no further

development can oam.From satisfactoty negotiation of the developmental task of the
last stage, integrity versus despair, emerges the conviction that "a
I
m what SUNives me"

(Muuss, 1988, p. 65).
Another theory that can be positioned within this "emergence"perspective is

based on Maslow's well-knowntheory of self-aCtu8lizationthat has received very little
attention in the developmental psychology literatme. The basic premise of Maslow's
theory is that humans have a fuadamental need for seE-actualization,or fulfillncnt of
their potential, and that this is achieved through having a hierarchy of needs mec Jensen,

Huber, Cundnick and Carlson (1991)have posited a developmental self theory which

incorporates 12a s p a s of self into a hieratchy analogous a Madow's med theory.
Although these authors claim that their thrce-tierhierarchy is not age-specific, it is similar
to Piaget's stage model of cognitive deveIopmctlt (FIavd aaL. 1993) in that

developmnt of lower lcvcls provida the basis for higher levels.
Tier 1 shows a progression f h m having no awareness of tht selfas differcntiatrA

f h n others to a knowledge that tk self exists as a unique entity, and on toward the
development of seIf-estccm (feelings and emotions about sew aad seIfancept
(knowledge about W y , paf'ce and amibutcs). The elements of this tier are
acquired by the way the child is treated by others. In Tier 2, the sequence of seIf-control,

self-confidence, seIf-rcflectionand self-identity emerge as a person moves into the formal
operatiomd level of cognition. Tfa 1 is developed during idmcy aud childhood and the

second tier ewrges in the preschool years, its lataelements appearing during late
childhood and eady adolescence. kr this model, sewidentity refers to "anindividual

composite view of all aspects of behavior and personality1'@525) and is necessary for

development of the third tier where an identification with others emerges and then allows
the development of a moral self and finally self-integrity.
This model can be seen as a bridge to the final paspective to be considered, the
social cognition perspective.

The Social Cognition Perspective
Social cognition refers to thinking about and understandingthe social world,

including thoughts about self and other pcopk (Bemdt, 1992; Muuss, 1988). It is thought
to differ fkom cognitive development in the traditional sense because humans are diffmnt

than objects or concepts in the physical world. From the social cognition paspeaive,

self is understood through a process of reflection.

Although not directly addressingthe developmentof self, SeIman's model of
interpessoclal andastaadiogvia social pmpcaive taking @andt, 1992, Muuss, 1988;

Selman, 1980) necessarily includes the concept of thinlcing about and undemandingthe

self. Like Piaget's theory of cognitive develapmcntand Koblkrg's model of moral
deve10pmcot, Selman's model suggests that developmentoccurs through a series of
lopically related and hit~arr:bically
organized stages of thought s t ~ ~ c t u which
rc
can be

distinguished h m the cwtmt of that thought. The stxuctmt develops in a way such that
content is understood and thought about in a qualitatively =&rent way at each stage.

The four content domains in this modcl arc the individual,fiendship, pea-group, and
parent-cbild. Within each domain, various practical issues meal the s o d cognitive
stage of the individual's thought The issue of self-awarenessis gamane to the present

discussion. Initially (Stage 0), children arc aware of their quasi-physicalattributes but
h e r experienceis not diffbrentiarrd from cxmnal expcric~~ce
Children functioning at
the first stage are aware that intention and behavior are diffe~entthings but believe that
i n t e n d falings will eventually be manifested in overt action At the second stage,

children kcom aware that their inner psychological ztality is distinct from outer
physical reality and they judge inner self-awareness to bc more important than external

appearances. By the third stage, the individual differentiates and undmrandsthe
relationship between the ~ t ~ a s - o b j e(the
c t self-awarc sew and the seM-as-subject(the
mind). This capacity dcvtlops between late c m d and mid-adolcscenct. At stage

four, appearing between adolescence and adulthood, the individual becomes aware of the

unconscious mind that influcncts actions and behavior.

Although not yet fuJly developed as a developmentalmodel, the muhidimensional, multi-theoretical pcFspectiveapplied to selfconcept by 4rryt and
Mendaglio (1994; Mendaglio & P y l y ~1995) does rtflcct the complexity of the construct
and its fomation. The thtotttiical foundations for this perspective (LC. reflected

appraisaL social comparison, and attribution) place it loosdy within the area of social

cognition According to this view, the dimensions of tbc self w ~ i n c l n d academic,
c

social, athletic, andaadduative concepts of the sclt These various concepts an thought to
be formd through a cambination of the individual's paccption of fdcdback 6Lom others
(reflected appraisal), compruisons of the self with external rcfircnts (social comparison),

and i n f i a s based on observations of behavior of the self and the outcomes of that

behavior (attribution). The valence the individual attaches to the various dimensions and
referents affects thcir influence on the conception of self @lcndagkio Bi Pyxyt, 1999.
The model of seIf-understandingthat is describai in detail in the next section is similar to

this view in that it conceptnabsthe self as a multi-dimcnsioaal construct that is defined
in a social context The SCM-undasraodingmode1differs from this view in its &toretical

underpinnings, its identification of the dimensions of the self, and in its claim that the
formation of the self has aa identifiabIe developmental trajectory-

opaating within the social cognition paradigm, Damon and Han (1988) have

posited a developmental model of self-understaading based on James' suggestion of two
intercotmectcd components of self, the 'Tand the "Me". To capture the cognitive nature

of their model and distinguish it from the affective comotation that has developed around
the &mnscIf-concept, thesc authors call their conceptual system "self-understanding".

The model is o r p i z e d along two dimnsions: the understanding of self-as-objectand
the awareness of selGas=subjcct,each consisting of several subdimensions.

A S e m i - s t r u m self-understanding intuvicw protocol was devcIoped to meal
the understanding of self along these dimensions (see Apptndix A). Cross-sectionaland

longitudinalstudies using the instrument w a e conducted as an initial test of the
components of the m&L

Intcntiew data was collected at 18 month intervals over a

period of three years Attrition rates in these inirial studies were cpitc high, with the

sample size-

*

*

-

- g h x n 1U)boysand~bctweentheagesof6and16yearsin

the Qst year, to 82boys and girls by the secoad year, and to 52 boys and girls in the final
year of the study- The developmental nature seKunAcrst91.rriingis demonstrated by the

correlations between age and dmlopmtntaf level in each aspect of the modcl that wcn
found in the final stage of the initial series of studies. The conelations were: Self-asObject, rs = -67. p < -01; agency, rs = .5 1, p c .01; continuity, rs = 254,p c .01;
distinctness, rs = -78, p < .Ole The intercomectcduess of the various aspects of the

modeI are evident h m the relationships reported from the fkal stage of the initial
studies. The correlations between Self-as-Object and Sew-as-Subjectawarencsses were:
agency, r , = -42, p < -05; continuity, rs = -57,p < -0% and distin~messrs = 59, p c

.01. The co~~lations
between awartnesses of Self-=-Subject understanding wae:
agency and continuity, rs = -24(non-significant); agency and andtinctnctn, rs = .S2, p <

.01;and continuity and distinctness, rs = 55,p < .01.

Within the self-as-objectdimension are four self-schemes: physical, active, social
and psychologicaL Table 4 srunmarizcs the schemes and developmental levels of self-asobject undentmdhg. Damon and Hart (1988) w
r
t theoretical support for their finding
that development within this dimeasion progresses along a synchronous path. 'Ibat is.

children always have some understanding of themselves in a l l four sel€-schemesthat

makc up the subdimensionsof =If-as-objjact The physical self-scheme is made up of
physical and mataial attributes of self such as size, gender, body f-

and

possessioas. The active self-schemeconsists of actions and activities. The social self-

scheme defims the self in tams of relationships with others. Thc psychological self-

scheme includes internal abilities, knowledge and related emotions and attributes. Each
of these schemes is understood on a different basis at each developmental leveL

Table 4
Reasoning Development in Understanding Self-as-Object

Level 1: early childhood

Level 2: mid-late childhood Level 3: early adolescence

bvcl4: late adolescence

physical

body po@es

capability-relatedattributes physical athibutes
mfluencing social appeal
and social interactions

physical attributes
reflecting volitional choices
or personal or m o d
standards

active

typical behavior

abilities nlative to others, active attributes
self or normative standards influencing social appeal
and interactions

active attributes reflecting
choiccs, personal or moral
standards

social

fact of membership in
particular social relations
or groups

abilities or acts consicfed
in light of others' reactions

social-personality
characteristics

moral or personal choices
concerning social relations
or social-personality
charactenstics

knowledge

social sensitivity
communicative
competency
psychologically dated
social skills

matenal possessions

psychological momentary moods,
feelings, pnfemnces, and
aversions

Me. From Damon & Hart, 1988

cognitive abilities
ability-related emotions

belief systems

personal phiosophy
klfs own thought pmesscs

T h ~are
t increases in Pndersrandiag of self+u-objectthrough fom imls, even
though a child may not move lock-step from one l m l to another in each of the schemes.
Developmental changes involve concepcnal nqgmhtions in all of the four schemes

rather tban a prefkrcntial shih h r none to another as suggested by others (e-g. FlavelI et

at, 1993). Ibc dcvclopment path is hierarchical, early l m l s bdng incorporated into
lataones but paforming new purposes at each higher kveL The four Ievels can be
briefly cbaractaiPed by the general features evident in mdmtaading at each: (1)

categorical identifications, (2) comparative assessments, (3) interpersonal implications,
and (4) systematic beliefs and plans (see Appendix B for descriptions and examples of

mdcrstanding of self-schemes within each level).
At h e 1 1, self is mderstood as a number of separate categorical identifications

without underlying significance. No relational links are made between the various

categorical identifications that indicate fiuther meaninmess. Level 2 selfunderstanding focuses on implicit or explicit comparisons of the perfoxmanas and

capabilities of self versus the pcrfbmances and capabilities of dor imagined others
within a particular cultural conten. If comparing the self with a norm, issues of approval

or disapproval may emerge. At Level 3, the self-schemes consist of chlnactcrstics of self
(categorical identifications and stable &ts

or propensities) that determine the naaue of

one's intermions with othas. ThQe is a transformaton h m drawing analogies between
the self and others to idcntirying one's manner of intaacting with others. This is the stage
that is usually associated with the development of a "social seIf" because of the social
nature of the IcveL

However, within this model, b e 1 3 is neither limited to the social

self (instead it gives a new perspective on all aspects of self-as-object), nor does it

exhaust the domain of the social self. At the fourth devclopmcntal level the meaning of
one's identity is understood through cognitive constructions such as bclief systems,
ideological choices or personal goals. This creates a new cohmnce in self-understanding

witbin a l l four self-schemesbecause seIfacfining categories arc selcctcd and rchai to

one another in a manner consistent with a belief or p k Thus, a conscious, systematic
conception of self is first 8cbieved. That conceptionreflectspersonal philosophy, m o d
or ideological beliefs or life plans and goals.
Within the self-as-subject dimmsion are three subwve awamesses or senses of

self: continuity, distinctness and agency- Table 5 summarizes the awareness and
developmental levels of undcrstandiag stbs-sum
These awarcnesses are
conceptions of the self-as-subject,not the seE-as-subject itseIf, aud are not intended to be

a direct measure of tbe influence they have on a person's actions. Although these
awarcnesses have been considered in many analyses in psychology and philosophy, they
have neva been considend as a unifiedsystem. As mentionedearlier, Damon and Hart

(1988) found that no syachronous devclopmntal sequence applied although they posited

links to the self-as-objectsequences. It was o h e d that development of this dimension
lags behind the understanding of ~e~as-object
It is thought that the lag may be due to

the increased dcmand for introspection and reflection in undemtanding self-as-sabja
The continuity Pad distinctness components together fonn an individual's sense of

personal identity in that "one'ssmse of oneself as a person derives from the twin
experiences of seEsameness o v a time a d of being a unique individual" (Damon &

Hart,1988,p. 123). Pcmaal identity plays a role in rational plaaning, moral
responsibility, commitment,expectations, and beliefs. Damon and Hart suggested that

personal identity includes, but expands upon, EdLson's and Marcia's notion of identity.

The links between seKas-subject and sehs-object mdentanding can be spelled out
within the concept of pasod identity from a philosophical and a psychological stance-

From a philosophical perspective, it is the personal identity concept that links the model
to conceptualizations h m other traditions. For example, Erikson assumed that temporal

and contextualcontinuity are key to the inner cohesivenessof an achieved identity

Table 5
Reasoning Development in Understanding SeFar-Subject

Level 1: earlv childhood

Agency

supernatural, bioological
or social forces

Level 2: mid-late childhood Level 3: early adolescence

Level 4: late adolescence

one's talents, abilities,
communication with others personal or moral
wishes, effort or motivation
evaluations of life

possiblities
Continuity

simple categorical
identifications

permanent capabilitiesand
permanent characteristics

the ongoing recognition
of self by others

relation between earlier self
and pnsant characteristics

of self

Distinctness categorical identifications

Note, From Damon & Hart, 1988

comparisons between
self and others dong
isolated dimensions

one's unique combination

one's unique subjective

of psychological Bt
physicai characteristics

experiences and
inteqretation of the world

(Bourne, 1978a). From a psychological stance, two obsavatiom concaningthe link
become evident, F i i the connection with self-as-subject nndastandinglargely accounts

for the dcvelopmeotal progression in sclf-assbjsct The substance of the ~ e ~ a ~ - o b j c c t
stages could not progress without a seost of continuity and distinctness- For example, the

development of beliefs and ideologies with which to &fine oneself (~e~as-objpc),
and
thus one's place in the world in the CXiStetltiaJistsense (Bomne, 1978a; Samuels, 1977),
depends on the notion that thaeis a connection between the self of today and the seSf of

tomorrow. Second, the stKas-object provides the substance, although not exclusively,
with which self-as-subject continuity and distinctness are shaped. For example, people
often suppan the belief in their continuity and distinctness with refcrence to seKas-object
characteristics.

The agency component of seKas-subject tlntle,rstandingnfgs to the process of
self-formation. It gives rise to the sense of volitional control ova one's own destiny and
thus to a sense of personal W o r n and seIfdetCrmination- Because the sense of agency

is what allows individuals to choose a path without specific or neocssary regard for selfas-object, it is more detached h m that aspect of s~~mderstanding
than art distincmess

and continuity. Indeed, agency awareness may be rtlareA to ~ t ~ a s s b j eunderstanding
ct
in an orthogonal or even antagonistic way.

It is noteworthy that James included a fourth awareness in his conception of the

T'or knower, that of scJf-&Idon,which is not rcprtstntcd in the present model as a
developing awareness. This omission was made for mthodologicai reasons not

conceptual ones. In their original empirical tests of the model, Damon and Hart (1988)
found their attempts to interpret children's statements about this component

unsatisfactory. It is quite possiMe that recent study in the area of metacogoition, the

process of reflecting on one's own thinking, could ovacome the methodological
difficulties so that the model could be expanded to include this awareness and its unique

ptopatits in terms of self-lllrlicrstanding. Appendix C contains descriptions

specific

examples of the devclopmtntal progression within each component of ~e~as-subject

understaabag.
With respect to the continuity awareness, r c f i i s made, at Level 1, to sirnple
categorical ideatifications; at Level 2, to pcrnranent capabilities or- c

. .cs; at

Level 3, to the ongoing recognition of self by others; and at h e 1 4, to the relation

between earlier and prescnt chraecmisrics or how the selfs charaaaisrics evolve ova
time. Dis~ctncssis defined at Level 1 in tams of simple categorical identifications; at

Level 2 through comparison with others dong isolated dimensioas; at Level 3 by a

unique combination of psychological and physical charactcristic~and at Lcnl4
reference is made to one's unique subjective enpaiences and interpretations of the world.
W1th.nthe agency awareness, Level 1reflects the belief that sclf is detcnnioed by

supernatural, biologicai or socialforces at Level 2 self i s influenced by talents, abilities,
wishes, motivation or efforts; at Level 3 by cornmecation with others; and at Level 4 by
personal or moral evaluations of life.
sllmmaY

The underpinningsof the various terms used to desciibe the construct of interest
can be summuid as follows. The terms "ego", "self',and "identity"d have mots in
the psychoanalytic perspective to psychology andcarry duough into the social cognition
perspective. The tam identity variously refas to a "conscious sense of individual
identity ...an uxtconscious striving for a continuity of personal characta ...the silent

doings of ego synthesis ...[or] as a maintenance of an inner solidarity with a group's
ideals and identity."(Erilwn, 1980, p. 109).

The rams "self-concept"and "stLf-understandingt'are rooted in the social
psychological and the social cognition perspectives. Although the notion that the self is

thought about in an evaluative sense as well as in a dtfinitional sense is id-t

in all of

the perspectives, seE-estdcm is not txplicidy discussed a length in any of the litnatllre

reviewed on the self. SeIfanapt is oftea broken down into various dimensions, such as
the cognitive self, the physical self and the social self, and it has b&n suggested that selfesteem be cansiderrd one dimamion of~~If-concept.
It is, however., suggested here that

such inclusion would save no parpose except to maintain the kind of consm~xconfosion
that exists in the vanacular use of the various tums. Even though self-esteemis most
certainly important, it can be rendered rather meaningless unless there is an

understanding of what is being evaluated
It is suggestedthat the cognitive model posed by Damon and Hart (1988) provides
a fr;imeworkthat integrates many of the concepts outlined separately in the theories of

self described thus far. Further, it docs so &om within the socialcognition perspective
and thus it bas the potential to allow examination of the possible hilarities in
development witbin this domain and that within the domain of moral reasoning as
outlined by Kohlbeg. Whereas many conceptualizationsof the link between identity
dcvelopmnt and moral development have involved drawing upon diffclz~ltparadigms or

traditions in psychology, the Damon and Han model offers the opportunity to examine
that link fmm within a consistent theoretical paraciigm

Thus, the terms adopted for the present discussion arc: "self"to describe the
overall construct; "seIf-dctstanding"to describe the definitional, or cognitive, approach
to the construe$ and "sclf-estccm"to describe the evaluative approach to the const~~ct.

As pointed out in the next section. most psychological inquiry into the construct of self
within the field of giftedness has focPscd on seIf-esfcem,the evaluative approach. There

is a need to focus research amntion on the self-understanding approach within the
context of giftedness.

A common &am indevt1opmcntaI literatme and in the gifted education literature

is that children must incopmtc thcir abilities into their perception of themselves if they
can be arpected to utilize all those abilities towad a making contribution to the wodd
they livc in, as wen as to achieve a sarisfying life f a themselves as individuals (e.g.

FtIdhuscn, 1995; Reis, 199% Tolan, 1994). Attempts h v e ofkn been madc to relate

identity dcvelopnmt to other areas of hctioning such as seIf'tecm, academic
achievement, and moral reasoning (Borne, 1978b). There is recognition that the process

may be particularly complicated for gift#l chilrlnn because their abilities are considered
unusual. Indeed, their unusualabilities in various domains are used to identify them for
diffcz'tlltiated educational prognrmming.

Much of the reseruch in the arca of self-conceptfocuses on affect and evaluation,

overlooking some impoaaat elements,namely the cognitive dimension and any

deve1opmcntaI uniqueness that nsults b m the fact that the self is engaged in
understanding itsel€rather than something external (Damon & Hart. 1988). Similarly, the

manner in which children define and understand themselves is largely supplanted in the
gifted education literame with the study of what kiDd of evaluation these children make

of themselves with nspect to their achiwtmcnt and the evaluations made of than by
others. Thus, the trend of conccp-g

sclf-conccpt as scIf-auern is again evident.

Attention to affective neads and characteristics is generally recommended in
s p e d education programming for the gifted (Shorea al., 1991). Notable within this

domain, is the historical conam about whether diffmnt models of gift& education
adversely or positively affect students' sense and value of self. For example, a meta-

analysis of published studies concerning giftedness and the evaluative component of self-

concept, revealed thne typcs of studies: those comparing the gifted to average-ability
peers, those comparing the gifted exposed to different types of educational programs, and

those comparing seIfanccpt bcfm and

Re&

1993).

exposmz to special programs (Hop &

A mriew of the litefllftltt shows wnflictiugIS&S h m rrsearch on the

effects on seE-estetm of p r o m models such as acctkation (Schricva & M&r,

1991;

Benbow, 1991), autonOtlEbuslearning @etts, 1991), ability grouping (Shore ct aL 1991;

Kulik & Kulik, 1991; Schntidet, Clegg, Byme,Lcdhgham & Crombie, 1989),pull-out
programs (Colcmstn & Eults, 1985), eady sdmission (Shorc a aL, 1991), enrichment
(Feldbuscn, Saylcr, Neilsen & Kolloff, I-),

integration into regular classsooms

(Schneidera aL, 1989), and summerprograms @e1dhusen, 1991;Kolloff & Moore,
1989).

The gifted are gcncrally favorcd over average-ability students with respect to
global seKconcept (EIoge & Renzulli, 1993; Pyryt & Mendaglio. 1994; Williams &

Montgomery, 1995). Using their multidimensional (academic, social.athletic, and
evaluative), multi-theoretical (icflectbd appraisals, social comparison, and attribution)

measure of seIf-concept, pmt and Mendaglio (1994) found that gifted adolescents
differed h m their average ability peas on the academic dimcnsioa and to a l e s s
degrec h r n the social and evaluative dimensions. Gifrtd adolescents were favored over

those of average-ability in their academic self-concept on a new version of this scale,
revised to measllrr five k e t s of self-concept academic, social,athletic, physical

appearance, and honesty/austworthincss (Pmt & Mendaplio, in press). 0x1the new

scale,the honesty/trustworthinessscalereplaced the evalU8Cive scale, originally intended
to reflect the individual's pcrccption of being a good person, because examinationof the
psychometric propaties of the sale mealcd questionable

. ..

t validity.

The

authors noted that there appeared a be some relation between the social and
honesty/trustworthyfacets of this revised model and suggestedthat further refinement of

these dimensions is required, The physical appearance facct was an addition to the scale.

Wfiams and Montgomery (1995) usedthe finrmc of rcfiffncc theory to test the effect of

achievement on acadcmic seIfkoncept in the specific content domainsof language and
mathematics. According to fiamc o f r t f ~ l t ~theoryT
l ~ e scadnnic stEkonoept is

detmmhed through iatcmal (&e. pcrccption of one's dative p d n c e m s s conteat

domains) sad cxmnal

perception of one's pdommce fclative to that of others)

comparisons. A path analysis was used to provide suppm fm the theoy in that, f'highability students, both intcmal andtxtcrnal rcf&re~~xs
were used to fmulate verbal and

mathematics seIf-concepts. Howcva, verbal seIfkonceptwas wasmare influenced by
external and less by htcrnal cornpadsons than was mathematics stIf-concept, Using a

sample of giftcd cbildrm in grades 5 through 8, Hoge andMcSheEtcy (1991) tested for
relative indcpcndcnct and for evidence of deveIopmenta1 creeds among the components

of selfconcept measmcdby the Harm SeIf-krception h f i l e for Childrca They found

that the cOmPOnenD (ie. scholastic competence, social acceptance, athletic competence,
physical appcaranceTand behavioral conduct)wexc relatively independent, This finding
is in agreementwith studies of the general population and with a study comparing gifted

and average childrea in grades 5 and 7 (Li, 1988). However,Hoge and McSheffrey
(1991) found no developmental treads in the components for the gifted sample, contriuy

to prehninary studies wnductcd by the scale developer and to Us study (1988). Ii
(1988) found that younger students felt more positive about their physical appearance and

behavioral conduct than did older students. She also found that, relative to averageabifity smdcnts, the gifted had a higkr pc~ceptionof their scholastic competence and

behavioral conduct, and a lower paception of their athletic competence. With regard to

ability differences in scholastic c o ~ ~ cthae
c ,was an ability by sex interaction

whereby gated females scored higher than both male groups as wen as the avaageability fcmalc p u p .

The gifted may have ctiffidty balancing their view of themselves and what they
perccive to be the view of them held by others The reason may be found in their empathic

sensitivity combined with a heighmed awareness of the psychological dimension of self
and others, as well as an awareness of their own diffizenca. 'Ibe research nportrdearlier
concerning the emotional development of the gift& suggess that the affective or evaluative

aspect of self is relatively well studied within the gifted education field However, the
definitional aspect of sdf'oncept is ahnost never Scudid along with, or above, the
evaluative companent, Y e this definitional aspect may k particularly revealing when
studied in those whose cognitive abilities ae clearly 00nsicEcrable in other domains. In ordcr

to understand the basis for selfcvaluatiou, and f a the behavior toward others that depends

on the understanding of self., it is impoztant to lmdemandthe way in which cognition in thc
various domains may interrelate and or have reciprocal influences.

Chapter Summary and Overview of the Prc~ject
Emotional sensitivity and empathy appear to be common aspects of giftedness as
conceptuaked within a b a d definition that includes more than intcnctual ability as

measured on intelligence tests. It also appears that this aspcct of gatedaess may
complicate the development of a secure sense of s e l f that acknowledges and celebrates

the entirety of exceptionalpafomance and potential This complication has traditionally
been m o m for adoicsccntand adult gifted f d c s but there is bcrcasing concan
about the samc issue for adolescent and adult giftcd males. Moral maturity and
responsibility have also leoeived considerable attention with respect to giftedness.
Concem centers around individual well-being and the potential the gifted have to
influence society and social institutions because of their exceptional intellatmi and
creative ability. In the contact of emotional sensitivity and giftedness, this study

examined the two anas of moral reasoning and the selfconstruct from a developmental

perspective.

The relationship tretwe~llmora.Lden10pm~nt
and identity dmlopment bas long
bcen recognizedwithin psychology. The variety of pcrspti'vcs from which these

domains have been examined has made it diftisalt to discern whether the develop~~lc~ltal
processsharrs~similariticsamossbothdonnrinlf_'hisstudyattcmptedto
address this issue by examining both domains within the sam cognitive-developncntal

tradition.

Emotional sensitivity, d m r c l ~oft the self, and moral devclopmtnt have all

been discussed and -had

exfcIlSivtly within the context of gender di.fferences.

There has been lively &bate over the existence, extent, and nature of gender differences
with regard to the *ton and considerations iafluencing development as well as the

tapestry surrounding development in these azcas. This study examined the possibility that
the issue may not be so much one concerning gender, as one concaning the influence that

other factan, in this instance the emotional sensitivity associated with giftedness, have on

development Because of the evidence that there is a considcrabie degree of emotional
sensitivity and cmpathy in the gifted both male and female, they may be less likely to
demonstrate pme gender difFcrences.

In summary, the issues addressed in the prcscnt study were four-fold. First,
cognitive devdopment in the domains of moral reasoning and self--ding

wen

examined for simhitics in cognitive development It was expected that, if the two

domains wae studied within the same cognitive-developmental paradigm, developmental

parallels would be evident. Second, gifted and average-ability children and adoIesccnts
were compared on the basis of dcvelopmc~ltallevel and orientation in moral nasooing. It

was expected that thc @kdwould dtmonstratt a higher level of reasoning and adopt a
care-oricntation more readily than their rcspcaivc average-ability age-peers. Third the
groups were compazlcd in mms of dcveIopmcotal level and synchronicity in self-

understanding- The cxpectaoion was that the gifted would show a higher developmental

level, and a greater emphasis on the psychological aspects of sesas-objact umkmmdhg

and the distinctness awareness of -g

seEas-subject, than their avaage ability

age peers. Ftnslly, tbe relationship between mosPlorientation and scE-g

emphasis was examined.

It was expecPd that the care-based orientation would be related

to a diffmntial emphasis on the psychological seIf-scheme aud distinctness self-

awarmess of sew--g

among the gifted.

It is important to note that the present study is exploratory and descriptive in

nature and thus did not attempt to explain the source ofeither emotional sensitivity in the
gihcd nor gender and individual diffczltnces in &velopmcnt Adopting the assumptions

of the cognitivedevelopmental tradition may imply au intra-psychic some. However,
the cognitivedevelopmentaltradition also acknowledgesthat many f&tors, intra-psychic

and environmental, impactdeve10pment Comprehensive discovery of the q x d i c
factors and their some is beyond the scope of this study. Ijkcwise, the pIbcise
mechanism by which those factdm influence development is beyond the scope of this
study. Instead, the study attempted to suggest that t

k search for influential factors, their

source, and influencing mechanisms be expanded in future rc~carch.

The study sample was drawn from the student population in grades 6,9, and 12 of
a large public school disrdct (student population approximately 93,000)

in a Western

Canadian urban center (population approximately 750,000). The school disaict is

obligated to educate a l l smdcDts regardless of race, economic status or religious
aflihtion, unless that student choosds an alternative educational institution.
G@ed

Gifted participants were drawn from students attending, or who have attended, a
full-time speciaI education program designed to meet their scholastic needs. Students in
this prograrn receive a l l instruction in the core academic areas with their gifted peas and

are integrated with the general school populationfor optional subjects. The program is
open to gifted children in p d e s 4 to 9, and the cuniculum is differentiated through

enrichment, scIf-directedlearning and independent study. Students attending the
program for grades 4 to 6 are dism'butedbetween two elementary schools according to
proximity to their horns. Students in grades 7 to 9 of the program attend a centrally
located junior-senior high schooL Upon completing the program studcuts attend a variety

of high schools, taking part in International Baccalaureate, Advanced Placement, Honors
or general classes. All but three of the grade 12 students in the present study had chosen
to continue attending thejunior-senior high school housing the gifted program.

For the purpose of the special education program, giftedness is defined according

to the Alberta Education (1986) guidelines which include outstanding performance or

potential in any or aIl of the foIIowing mas: gmarl intellectual ability, speciiic
academic aptitude, cm&e orproductive thinlring, Visppland~ormiagam,leadaship

ability and psychomotor ability- The program places less emphasis on visual and
perfoming p r r ~and psychomotor ability than on theother elements of the definition.

Identification is done though psycho10gicaI ~SSCSS~CII~,
product emmimion,
and a checkbt of gibed behaviors completed by rhe lefeaing teacher aed thepanna.
Childftn are refened to tht gifted program b m schools throughout the district and an

accepted into the program based on ability and edpcational need. During the school year
in which the study was conducted, grade 6,9, and 12 students in this gifted program
represented approximattly 0.74% of the total school district enrollment for those grades.
Confidentiality concerns within the schaol district prevented the rclcase of specific &a

and evaluation results. However, all participants cleady fall into the gifted range by
virme of their acceptance into the gifted program,

Avmge-Ability

The avexage-ability students were dramfrom the general student population in
the schools that house giftcd programs, as well as two local schools which do not provide

gifted programs (one elementary-juniorhigh school and one high schd). The Iaaa
schools were chosen for mauitmcnt because they appear to draw students from a similar

range of socio-cconomic levels as do the scirmls housing @
programs.
hi
This study
required that none of the average-ability participants had beea referred for any type of
special education identification or pgramming- Howeva, this requirement docs not
guarauta that there an no unidentified gifted students or students with other unidentified

special education needs witbin the general school pmgrslm, It is usual however, that any

special education needs of students in general c~sroomsare considered to be of a
relatively &or nature. Thus, the classrooms from which this sample was drawn are

hctttogcnm~sin term of learning necds but probably arc dodnatcd with students of
avnage learning ability.

Participationin this study was voluntary andrequired thc info&

consent of

both participants and their parents or g u a d h s Information packages including lertas
of introduction and conscnt farms for the paxcnts or guardhs and the potential
participant wcze provided to each of the participatingschools. Appendix D contains

samples of the letters and forms contained in the information package. The package was
maiIed by the participating school to the homa of smdtnts in the target grades who bad

expressed some interest in participating. Notice of the oppatPnity to participatt involved
contact by resource teachers or achmmmors, or a class announcement made by school
-

0

guidance counseling staff. Consat forms wen returned directly to the researcher in a
self---

stamped envelope provided with the information package. No

remuneration was offered to participants- The participation rate was approrrimateIy 30%.

The original sample consistedof 43 average and 47 gifted participants. Of these,
two cases were excluded fhm a l l analyses because their rcsponses could not be recovered

due to tape mading problems Both of these cases were average females in gade 12-

Table 6 shows the final sample breakdown by ability, gender, and grade- The number of

participants used for each comparison in the study, was the number for which ttme was
complete data for the particular analysis.
Table 7 shows the average age of participants by group and grade level. It will be
noted that the average age was identical for grade six; and only minimally different for

the other two grade levels. These witbin-grade diff'ncts were not coosidaed impOaant

because d e v t l o p ~ist not thought to change crcmcndO11sly over such a short paid of
time*

-

Table 6

Sample Groqings by Abiliw Gender,tand Gra&

Graddl

SEiiUu

mal

M

E

M

E

M

E

MIF

Total

Gifted

I1

8

7

9

6

5

24/22

46

Average

7

7

7

10

6

5

20/22

42

44/44

88

Bh3ior

Total

22

33

33

Table 7
Average Age of Pmriciponts by Abiliv Md Gr&
-- -

-

-

-

-

m4M
Sbil[a!

X

E

maw
a

n

~

~

ciraIw2
M

o

n

t

Gifted

11

6

14

6

17

6

Average

11

7

14

11

17

9

Overall Average

11

6

14

8

17

8

Hypothetical Moral Dilemmas
Four hypothetical dilemmas w a e used, two inviting a justice-oricnted rtspon~c

and the other two inviting a care-orientedrtsponse* The dilemmas and probe questions

h

s

~

~

are presented in Appendix E. Robe questions used inthe present study w a e designed to
PI~COVCThow the child collsatlcted the problem, what they c o ~ * c k a
ini inrrsohring the

dilemma, and how they tvalaatcd their jtxdpcnt,

Thejustice-based dilcxnmas were adPpPed from Fam A of Kohlberg's mdltal
judgment intendew (MJI). The dilemmas w n e constn~cted
on the basis of individual
rights versus societal obligation and wnt designedto mal how a child thinks about
moral issues in tenns of rights, duties andjustice. Responses are! scad according to the
characteristics of fwe developmental stages: (1) Heteronomous, (2) Individlralistic,

Instrumental, (3) I n v n a l l y Normative, (4) Social System, and (5) Human Rights,
Sociai W e h e (Colby & Kohlbag, 1987).

-

The Mn has well-establishcd levels of intenam reliability (88 100%agreement

-

within 1/2 stage; 75 88% exact agreement), test-~testreliability (90%+ agreement),

alternate form and intgnal consistency reliability (Cronbach's alpha 0.92 - 0.96). as well

as construct and predictive validity (Coiby & Kohlkrg, 1987). A weighted average score
(WAS), on a continuous 500 point equal-intcrval scale, was derived from analysis of the
two hypotheticaljustice dilemmas.

The cart-bascd dilemmas WCIC adaptedfrnn examples presented by ColangcIo
(1982) because of their emphasis on intapmod relationships. It was e x p t e d that they

would elicit care-based reasoning because they introduce the fctlings and situation of the
people involved in the dilemma The study from which these dilemmas w a e drawn was
descriptive only and thus did not provide a means for ascssinglevel of moral reasoning.

Thertfon level of reasoning was cstablishcd according to the method &veIoped for the
Ethic of Care Interview (Skoeand Marcia, 1991; Skoc, 1993). The Ethic of Care
IntCNiew is basedon Gilligan's stages of moraldevelopment and includes the five levels
of care shown in Table 2. These rcprrsent 3 primary levels with cransitioaal levcls

following the first and second Moral reasoning moves fiom a position of selfconcern,

to one of questioning tbc "self"focus as a criterion, to excltlsivt conam with "other", to

a questioning of the "othcf focus to a final position of balancedself and other concern.
An ovaall kelopxnental I

d sane, ranging from 1 to 3, is dcmmincd by dividing the

total score by the number of dilemmas and then rounding to the nearest -5 leveL Scoring
guideiints for detamiaing the dcvcIapmcntailevel of care-based zmsoniag arc contained

in Appendix F.

Skot and Marcia (1991) nponedintcrratcr reliability fm the ECI as ranging fiom

r = 0.78 to r = 0-95,p < .0001 (kappas .63 to -94 based on interrater differences of no
gnater than one quarter of a level) in the initial test of the instnmmt with a sample of

adult females. Thne subsequent studies employing the ECI have reported the following

in-

rtliability i a f e o n : (1) r = -76 to r = -87,p c .0001, agreement 90 - 10096,

-

and kappas -82 1.0, with a sample of male and f d e early adolescents ( S h e &

-

Gooden, 1993); (2) r = -74to r = -94,
p < .00001, agreement 90 la%,
kappas -83

-

1.0, with a sample of male and female adolescents and adults (Skoe & Diessner, 1994;

Skoe, 1995); and (3) r = .76 to r = -84.p c .001, agreement 85 to 95%, kappas .78 to
-93, with a ssmple of male andfemale matme adults. Intcrnaj consistency of the measure

was assessed by i a ~ l a t i o n bawecn
s
the dilemmas presented (r = -86 to -92; r =
-47 to -65, Cronbach's alpha -8% r = 36 to -92, Qonbach's alpha -97;and r = .73 to -84,

Cronbach's alpha .% for the above studies respectively) and correlations between the

dilemmas and totaI score with the effects of the dilemmas removed (r = -94to 96;

r = -63to .74; r = -94to 97; and r = 32to -87tespcctivcly).
Serf-snerated Dilemma Nmratve

The following instructions fbm Colangclo (1982) wae used to elicit a scIfgenerateddilemma nauative:

I am intCLCStbd in finding om what kinds of moralproblems people think are
impatant Thmt arc two pats to this nrQCiSt- firsr, write a story in which a
pason tr#ssame sort of mmd problem that is not easy to soIve. You arc
mcomaged to write a story that you COW
imagine ncmally happening, Afm you
have wriacn your story, writc how you wodd sotve the m o d problem you just
described.

No definition of m d t y or cxamp1es of dilemmas w m given as it has been shown that
this influences poduction (Yosscn, 1977; CoIangdo, 1982).

according to each of the justice and care methods describedabove. Skoe et aL (19%)
r e p o d intcnater reliability as r (20) = -82for using the Ethic of Care levels in scoring
probed red-life moral dilcxmms generated by a sample of adults-

The moral orientation (justice, we or both) that was present, predominant, and
with which the self was aligned was asJessed for the self-generated dilemma narratives

according to the guided, interpretive reading guidelines developed by Bmwn et aL (1988)

and summariEed ia Appendix 0. This intetpretive method was designed for the aaalysis
of structured intemiews about real-life moral conflicts and choices. It involves three

readings: (1) to llldcRtardthe conflict as the natrator has chosen to tell it, (2) to locate
the narrative self, and (3) to determine the moral orientation king adopted The first

reading involves attending to how the conflict in the narrative is consU~ctCd,to the flow

of events, to the relational context ofthe conflict, and to shifts in the naaative position.
The second reading involves locating the moral agent and scar~bingfor though&
feelings, actions or wolds tbat reveal mediation between and choice of orientations. The
third reading involves searching the nauative for cxprcssion or undm~andingof the wo

moral orientations. Finally, the narrative is coded for the orientation (or combination)
that is azticulated, that predominates, and with which the self is aligned. A Narrative
Type score is then derived from this combination of codes. me present study used

presence, predominance, and alignmentcodes for analysis. Appcdx G contains the
guidehcs used fix idcntifyiag each orientation and f
adaclmining 8RiCulation and

alignment. Infinmation on the psychomttric propenics of inmpretive ftamGwork is taken
fiom the nading gakk (Bmwn eta& 1988). Inter-madcragnmmt for three expert
readers basedon 14 interviews ranged fiom 64 to 86% fm presence (kappa .33 to -62).

from 79 to 93%@ma -65 to -88) for prcdominma, and 6rom 79 to 86% Wppa .58 to
.8 1) for alignment Inter-readeragncment between an expen rcadcr and two readers

trained in using the method was 80% and 9046 f
apsescllce, 90%and 70%for

predominance, and 70% and 80%for alignment Betwecn the two brained readers the

agreement was 90% for presence, 70%for pndominana, and 80% for alignment,
Examhation of gender diffezitnccs was used as a preliminary attempt to establish
construct validity because the theory underlying the method suggests that justice and care
voices are gender-related. The hypotheses that both genders would show evidence of

both orientations and that the justice orientation would predominate among males

whereas the care orientation would predominate among females were supportedContrary to predictions, no gender diffkzenccs w a e found in the orientation with which
the self was aligned.

Tbe s~~underscaading
interview protocol developed by Damon and Hart (1988).
and used in this study, is included in Appendix A. Results we= coded according to the
guide provided in the m&L

This f%stimrolvcs idcntifyiag "chunks",defined as

responses that include a charactaistc of self accompanied by som explanation of its

meaning or importance. The chunks are then plead within a scheme and finally matched
to the appropriate developmental level within that scheme.

Using a testing-the-limits

approach, a chunk that seems storable at more than one level within a scheme is assigned

only the highest applicable IeveL If a chunk can be a-Iy

placed within mare

than one scheme or awareness, it is placcd within the applicabledcveIopmenta1level in

each of those schaoes. Best-level, modal-level, andpacentage of chunks arc calculated
far each self-as-obpct sesschemc. O v d modal-lard, weighed average level and

modal-scheme is then caldatcd. Best-level and pacentage of chunk in each selfawareness is dctamhedfor the seKas-subject dimension. No summary scolw are

calculated for this dimension as there is no evidcnct for horizontal synchronicity in this
dimension (Damon & Aan, 1988).

The psychometric propmies of the insamaent, determined from the original
IongitPdinal study, appear adequate with i n m apcmcnt ranging h r n 71% to 90%

depending on the typc of score being dcrivd Fmther results w a t reported for the dfas-object xo&g.

To assess for intcmal consisttncy,weighted averages for response

chunks fnnneach of the interview questions w a c calculated ard averaged to produce a

summary average. 'Ibe comelation between the weighted averages of the questions and
the summary average ranged h m r = -70 to r = -83,p c.001, suggesting the questions

asked in the interview tapped the same g e n d consrmc+ Test-retest reliability was
calculated from data cokctcd after a pcriod of one tnonth. For self-as-objectscores, the

correlation between the weighted average scores was t = .49, bewen modal-levels r =
38, p < -08, and betwan best-levels r = -43, p < .01. Codatiom between percentages
of chunks scad within the schema ranged b m r = -41to r = -60.No cornparable
results wac ~tportcdfor bre scKas-subject dimension.

Procedure
Participants were examined in two separate &om,

one group and one

individual, at their respective schools. Exceptions were 8 students (one grade 6. one
grade 9, and six grade 12 students) who completed the tasks in one session because of

scheduling conflicts. Three of the grade 12 strdents were intcrviewredin the researcher's

office, again due to schedulingconflicts- Thc =if-generated dilemma m m i v t task was
d e d out in the fint d o n . 'Ibirry minutes was allotted to complae the d v e .

The second session consistedof an individd interview lastingapproximattly an
hour mi a ha

A rest break nrid-way through was o f k d but in all instances was

declined. Only one grade 12 student showed signs of fatigue, tbh only after lengthy and
thoughthl respo~lses.The four hypothetical moral dilemmas and then the set of seE

understandingquestions were presented verbally. The hypotheticaldilemmas were
presented in random order and the self-understandiag questions were posed in the order
suggested by Damon and tIart (1988).

A typed copy of each hypothetical moral dilemma was provided to the participant

for reference during questioning. The probe questions asked were: (a) "What is the
problem in this situation?" (b) "What should [thc

consider in trying to decide what

to do?"(c) ' What should [the actor] do?"and (d) "Is that the right thing to? Why?". In
cases where no dilemma was elicited by the

question,

probes were made and

as a last resort the two alternative actions implied by the dilemma w a e suggested W

1.esponses were tape recorded and manscribedfor analysis.
IhtoAMlpsrs
ScQ&

Responses c the hypothetical moral dilemmas were coded and scored for
developmentall m l using the E U or Kohlbag method as appropriate. An overall moral
development level was assigned to each subject for the care-based andjusticebased
hypothetical dilemmas The self-generated dilemma nanafivewas coded and scored for
deveIopmenta1 level according to each of the Kohlbag and ECI methods separattly. The

presence, predominana, and alignment of moral orientations represented in the self-

generated dilemma I1SLZf8tiVt was demmined rrccording to the p r o d m described by
Brown a aL (1988). Thus, the sdf-gencratecl dilemma mmtive yicldcd two sqamc
developmental levels, crrr-boJedadjustice-bascd, and codes fm prcsencc,
predominance, and alignment of mKPlorientation.
Analysis of the scKmdcsmdbg task was done according to the method

establishedby Damon and Hart (1988). The weighted-average, modal-1-

and best-

level pdormance wcre used as developmental Icvcl scores for the understanding seEasobject rlimension. 'Ihe percentage of responses in each scheme and a modal-scheme
score across the four schemes was calculated. For seEas-subject mderstaadiog a

developmental level score, representing the highest level the participant expressed, and
the percentage of responses in each ofthe three awarenesscs was established for each

awareness separately.

Inter-rater reliability was established by having an independent rater bIiudly scare

m% of the protocoIs selected randomly and pacentages of agreementcalculafed. An
adqua= reliability was be considexed 80% or better.

For developmental level on the justice hypothetical dilemmas, interrater reliability
was 56% agreement within .5 of a stage and 83%agreement within 1 stage on the WAS

scores. For developmental level on the care hypothetical dilemmas, inmrafer reIiability
was 72% agreement within one level, 56%agreement within .S of a level, and 17%exact

agreement on the o v d ECI derived dcveloprmntal level. T k was 72% agreement
within one level, 33%exact agrecmmc and 56%agnaaent within one level, 22%exact

for each dilemma separately. Internal consistency of the ECI scored dilcmmac was
assessed by conelations between the two dilemmas, r = -63,
p < -001.

Inter--

- - v=

reliability of the intcrpzctbe hmewodr f
adctummmg

predominance and alignmentof moral orientationwas 50% agreemat for presence, 67%
agrecmnt for predominance,d 44%agrcamt for alignment,

For the s c l f - ~inmview,
g
intcmatcrnliability was as follows for the
sew-as-object dimension: between 39%and 73% agretmcntfot modal-level and between

28%and 78%agretment for best-fcvt1 in seEas-object schemes. There was 61%

agreement in the percentage of chunks in the ~ e ~ a s - o b j jdimension
ot
overall- Then was
39%agreement for the pacentage of chunks scored in the physical self-scheme, 33%

agreement for the active self-scheme, 50%a&nt

for the socialseU-scheme, and 17%

agreemnt for the psychologid self-scheme. For self-as-subjectthe values were: 89%

agreement for agency best-1~~~1~28%
agreement for continuity best-level, and 61%
agreement for distinctness best4eveL There was 17%agreement for the percentage of
chunks scored in the agency n~y~awarcness,
17%agreement in the continuity self-

awareness, and 6%agrcemcnt in the distinctness self-awareness.

The data obtained h m this study was examined h m an exploratory and

descriptive point of view. Each analysis included a l l cases for which there was complete
data for that particular comparison. In the case of correIational analyses, spear ma^ rank
correlations (r ) we= calculated whae the data dictated (e, g- modal-level, best-level

scores), The data did not always conform to the rcquirtmtnts for assumptions outlined
by Tabacbaick and Edell(1989). S p e d c violations of assumptions and the

consequences for intcrprctation are discussed in detail along with the reporr of results for
each analysis.

Developmental level was evaluated on eight variables across the two domains of

moral reasoning and self-understanding. Comlatiod analysis was pcrfomrcd to

evaluate the relationship betweenthe variables within each domain, and the nlatioaship

between donrains. Dtvtlopmental trends were analyzed separately for each domain by
correlatingthe variables with grade. An exploratory f-

analysis was pafolmed to

consolidate the vatiable set F i i y , ability, gender, and grade diffkmccs in
deveIopmentaI level were analyzedusinga multivariate anaIysis of variance

.

(MANOVA). A post hoc desaiptivt dmmmumt analysis (Hukrry, 1994) was
*

C

performed for each significant e f f a Factor analysis, multivariate analysis of variance
(MANOVA) and d h h h n t analysis are statistical techniquesappropriate to apply in

situations, such as thc present study, when thue an muItiple dependent and independent

variables

& Heck, 1991). Marc SPecifiicaIly, facmranalysis is appropriate in the

present study because of the number of developmental level dependent variables, aU
assumed to be related to one another, and to be affected by a common underlying

cognitive-developmmtal stmcture. The purpose of factor analysis is to reduce the

number of dimensions in the data to a more simplified overall structure. In the present
case, exploratory factor analysis was used because the two domains of interest were being

examined for structural s h i h i t y based on theoretical expectations.

Thus, the goal was

to allow the structure of the data to drive the faaor model. Having nduced the variable

set to its simplest structure, MANOVA is an appqriac statistical technique to use in
assessing group differences on the factors identified. This is the prefcned technique

because it is possible to test the factors, which are related to one another, simultaneously
and thus avoids the inflated risL of Type I aror that would ensue with separate tests. In

the present study, the developmental level variables and by extension the factors

emerging h m them, are conSidQcd to be continuous measures because of the continuous

nature of cognitive development. Because the developmental level variables are
correlated with one another, it is of intacst to cletetmine which contribute to the
significant effects found in the multivariate test of group differences. Descriptive

. . .

dmmmmmt analysis is a statktical pmcaimc that examines the combinations of

variables that arc amdated with p u p diffkmca (Hubmy, 1994).
An qloratory hierarchical loghear analysis flabachnick & Fidell, 1989; Rice,
1992) was p d o d to *lop

a model of moral orientation axtiahion, predominance,

and alignmat. Laghear analysis is an appmprb multivaziatc statisticaltechniqge in
this case because many of the variables of interest arc catcgarical @reJeace,
predominance, and alignment of moralorientation, ability, and gender). It is an extension

of multi-way fkquency analysis and is analogous to analysis of variance- A hierarchical

loglinear analysis includes all 1oweFordereffects contained in the highest-order

association of intaest. The procedure uses the Chi Square statistic to test the
independence of the variables. It compares the observed frequencies of all combinations
of the variables with the errpecrcd frequencies for those combinations under the
hypothesis of independence between the variables. Effects an then removed

systematically until the most parsimonious adequately fitting model is identified. The
usefirlness of the analysis is affcctcd by the size of expected kquencies.
Separate factorial analyses of variance (ANOVA) were pezformed m assess
whether the groups npesmttd the schanes and awarcntsscs of self-understanding in the

same way. The techniquecompares an estimation of the variance among scores within a
group to an estimation of the variance in scores between p u p s . A consmative level of

significance was adopted to control the experiment-wise Type I aror rate. A B o n f m n i
adjustment procedure resulted in an alpha kvel for each effect ofp = -001.

A correlational analysis was pedormedto examine relationships between the
degree to which self-as-objectschemes and self-as-subject awarcnesseswere rep~sented,
and the moral orientation that was articulated and with which the self was aligned in the
self-generared moral dilemma d v e .

Developmental i m l was cvalwcd on eight variables across the two domains of

moral reasoning and self-OIIClCZStanding. From the moral domain the variables wae:
(1) the weighted-avaagc score derived ffmm the two justice-based hypothetical
dilemmas, (2) the ethic ofcare score derived h m the two care-basedhypotbctical

dilemmas, and the two sanes derived from evaluating the seKgcnerated dilemma
according to the (3) justice-based scodng criteria and (4) we-based scoring criteria.

From the self-undastrmndingdomain the variables were:

(3the weighted-nxm scores

derived h m the four dimtasions of understandingself-asobject, and the thra best level

scores h m understanding seKas-subject: (6) Agency, (7) Continuity, and
(8) Distinctness. Codatioaal analysis was paformed to evaluate the relationship

between the variables within each domain and the rehtionship between domains.
Developmental trends were analyzed separately for each domain by correlating the
variables with grade* A fkctor analysis was pedormed to consolidate the variable set
Finally, group differences in developmental level w g c analyzed using a multivan'atp.
analysis of variance with post hoc disairrdDantanalysis-

As can be sear frnnTable 8, a l l the moral develapmtnt measures were
significantly related to one another as well as to grade. Justice and care developmental

levels were m o closely
~
related to one another within the s&generated dilemmas (r =

-631)than within the hypothetical dilemmas (r = .386). The weakest relationship was
between hypothetical and self-generated dilcmma~,(justice, r = 327; care. r = 244).

The strongest relationship with grade appeand on the hypotheticaljustice d i l t m (r =
.4U)).

Table 8

IntercortelrrtionsAmong Moral Development h e 1 on

Hypohetical Dilemmas, Se&GenetcrtedDilemmas, and Grode

Hypothetical (Justice)
Hypothetical (Care)
Self-Generated(Justice)

Self-Generated(Carc)
Grade
Nore.

* pS.05,

.386+*

.327*
.365**
.430**

2W**
.244*
.280**

.63l**

-

.307**

,303**

-

* * p S . O l ; n =82to88

Within Domain Consistency=
Table 9 shows the correlations among self-understanding developmntal levels for
the self-as-object and stEas-subjcct dimensions.

The four self=schaaeson the self-asobject dimension @hysical, active, social,
and psychological) were significantly related to one another. An o v e d developmental
level was calculated for the self-asasobject
dimension because of previous research support
for developmental synchronicity across schemes @amon and Hart, 1988). This resulted

in overall weighted mean, modal-Icvtl, and best IeveL scores. These tlnee measures of
development were significantly relami. The conelation between weighted mean and

modal-level (rs = 363,p < .001)was the strongest, followed by weighted mean and
best-lml (rS = 514, p < .001), and rnodal-level and best4tvel (rs = .442, p < XK)l).
Significant cotltlations w a e found between dtvelopmmtal levels in the three

awarcncsscs of the sc@-gs-subjcct Ainrcnsion (agency, continuity, and distinctness). The
strongest relationships w e n betweendistincmess and agency, and distinctness and

continuity.

Corrtlations between the self-schcmcs of self-as-object and the self-awarenesses
of seSas-subject w a e all significant, indicating that the two dimensions are related to
one another. The strongest relationship was between the active sclf-scheme and the

continuity self-awaxeneu (rs = 574, p < .001). The weakest nIationship was found
between the social self-scheme and the distiactntss ~e~awazc~less
(rs = -248,p = -023).

The relationship between the ovaall modal-level for seEobject and the best levels for the
agency, continuity, and distincmess awafenessses of seEas-subject were significant (rs =
.483, rs = .636,and rs = -575,p < -001respectively).
Developmental Trendr:

Positive colnlations were found between grade and weighted mean (r = 3 3 , n
= 87, p < .001), grade and modal-level score (Q = -434, n = 87, p c -001). and grade and

best-lwel score (rs = .267, n = 87, p = .013) for self-as-object. The actual distribution

of modal-level scores,weighted means, and percentage of chunks in each self-as-object
scheme are shown by grade in Table 10. The correlations between grade and the
percentage of chunks in the physical, active, social, and psychological schemes,and

between gradc and modal-schcmedid not reach significance

The three awartncsscs of seEas-subject were examined individually for
developmntai trends because of previous research suggesting that development on this
dimension does not progress in a synchronous manner (Damon & Haa, 1988).

Table 10

Percentage at modal-levels, WeightedAvetage gCe1, aiui Schemesfor Se&as-Object

Note. a Percentages may not sum to 100% due to rounding error;
underneath percentages arc actual numbers of pazticipants

Values bracketed

Significantcomlations w a t obtained b e e n grade and best-level scons for agency (Q

= -323,n = 82, p =.002), continuity (rs = -314. n = 81, p = .004), and distinctness ( r , =
.422, n = 85, p c .001) in the scIf-as-subject dimensioa A significant positive

comlation was found between gradt and the percentage of chunks in the agency

awareness (r = 343, n = 86. p = -001). whaeas a significant negative correlation was
found between grade and the pentage of chunks in the distinctness awareness (r =
-303, n = 86. p = .005). The relationship between grade and the continuity awareness

was non-significant. The actual distriiution of modal-levels and percentage of chunks in
each self-as-subjectawareness is shown by grade in Table 11.

Table 11

Perce-ge

Grade
6

9

at Best-Levels und Percentage ofChunks in Awutenesses for Se@asr-Suject

-

Agency

12

(n =31)
Continuity
(n = 27)

15

Distinmtss
(n = 3 1)
Agency

(n '333)
Continuity
(n = 33)
Distinctness
(n = 32)
12

1

2

3

4

Elasaws
of*

6
3

6

Agency
(n = 22)

Cantianity
(n = 21)
Distinctness
(n = 22)
Note. Percentages may not sum to 100% due to rounding emr.

A correlational analysis was pdonncd to assess the relationship between
developmental level measllres in the moral domain with those in the seEu1derstanding

domain. The results arc sMrmarized in Tabk 1 2 All m l a t i o were
~ ~ ~significant
except the one betweenthe self-genaated dilennnrjusticelevel and the distinctncs~

awareness on the ~c~iis-subjjst
dimnsion.
Table 12
Rel&nshr'p

Justic- Care

Between the Moral mi Se~-Understunding
Dornaim

Care Justic. WM

Mode Best

Best

Best

Best

Note- * p c -05, nonsignificant, all others significant atp 9-01, n ranged h m 76 to 88
Justic-(H) = Hypothetical Justice dilemmas; Care (H)= Hypothetical Care dile-;
lustic. (S) = Self-generated Justice score; Can (S) = Self-gcntTattd Care score;
WM (0)= Self-as-Objmweighted man; Mode (0)Self-as-Object ovaall modal level;
Best (0)= S&-asasobjecto v d best lev& Best (A) = Agency awareness best Ievt1;
Best (C) = Continuity awareness best leve1; Best @) = Distinctness awareness best kvel.

Desaiptive statistics for the eight variables included in the analysis of group

diffezc~~ces
in dcvcIopmentaLlevel are shown in Table 13. As can be rccognited frnn the
note accompaayingthe table, the scales of masmemmtare not consistent across

variables. Given the intercomlatiom among the variables that wne reported in the
previous d o n , the original van'ahIles were consolidatedinto more nplicable and
interpretable factors that take into account the relationships among variabIes.

An exploratory f m r analysis usingprincipal axis factoring extraction with dinct
oblimin rotation was perfOTLllCd usmg SPSS FACTOR. Using the eigenvalue greater than

1 mle, two factors were cmacted (eigenvalue for m t factor = 3.89; eigenvalue for
second factor = 1.20). The unrotated solution accoantcd for 53%of the variance in the
variables; 25% of residuals had absolute values >.05. Table 14 pmvides a surmnary of
the analysis. The first facan explained 438, and the second explained lo%, of the

variance accounted for by the common factors.
As oblique rotation was used, the f m loadings reported in Table 14 are

measures of the unique relationship between each factor and each variable, showing how
pure a measure of the factor each variable provides. According to Cormey (1973 cited in

Tabachnick & Fidek 1989). variables can be ranlred in tgmsof their relative purity as a

measure of the factor according to the size of their factor loading. Those in excess of .7 1
are considered excellent, -63v a y good, -55 good, -45 fair, and 3 2 poor measures of a
factor. According to these cri-

the first two variables w e n excellent xnea~uresof

Factor 1, and the next tbne variables w a c c i t k very good or good measures of that

factor. Tbe fourth variable was a fair mtasurc of Factor 1. The last two variables were
excellent measures of Factor 2. Connnunaiity values show the proportion of variance in
specific variables that was explained by the common factors.

Table 13

M e m (SMndmd DeViOtiOrs)for D e v e l o p e d Level V i l e s
By AbiIity?Gender?and Gmde

Almm

Gifted

mlak
Mak
Eemalc
V a r i a b l e 5 2 1 2 4 9 l 2 b P U 6 2 U
Milk

WAS

ECS

Just(S)

Care(S)

WM(0)

Best(A)

Bea(C)

Best@)

214

249

283

(58)
n=7
1.3
(0.4)
n=7
1.7
(1.0)
n=7
1.2
(0.4)
n=7
2.1
(0.3)
n=7
2.7
(0.5)
n=6
2.4
(1.1)
n=S
2.0
(0.6)

(M)

(m

n=7 n=6
2.2
(0.6')
n=7
1.9
(0.9)
n=7
1.4
(0.7')
n=7
2.8
(0.6)
n=7
3.0
(0.8)

1.8
(0.4)
n=6
2.6
(1.4)
n=6
1.5
(0.5)

n=6
3.2
(0.6)
n=6
3.7
(0.8)

n=7 n=6
3.3 3.6
(1.0) (0.9)
n=7 n = 5
3.0 4.0
(0.8) (0.0)

215

285

CIO) 0 3 )
n = 7 n=10
1.4 2.1
(0.4) (0.6)
n=7 n=10
1.8
2.4
(1.1 (0.6)
n=7 n=10
1 3 2.0
(0.3) (0.6)
n=7 -10
2 3 2.9
(0.6) (0.6)
n = 7 n=10
2.9 3.1
(1.1) (1.1)
n=7 -10
2.0 2.8
(1.3) (1.3)
n = 6 n=lO
2.7
3.2
(0.8) (0.8)
n=7 n = 9

314

265

298

314

254

272

331

(m

(85)
n=ll
1.9
(0.4)
n=ll
2.4
(1.1)
n=8
14
(0.5)
n=8
3.1
(0.7)

(52)
n=7
2.1
(0.5)
n=7
2.2
(0.7)
n=6
1.4
(0.4)
n=6
35
(0.4)

(61)

(58)
n=8
1.9
(0.6)
n=8
2.5
(0.8)

(34)
n=9
2.3
(0.7)
n=9
3.0
(0.5)
n=8
2.1
(0.5)
n=8
3.3
(0.4)
n=9
3.7
(0.7)
n=9
3.8
(0.7)
n=9
3.3
(0.7)

(59
n=5
2.4
(0.3
n=5
3.1
(0.5)

n=5
2.0
(0.7)
n=5
3.4
(05)

n=S

2.2
(0.6)
n=5
3.6
(0.3)
n = 5 n=ll n = 7
3.6
3 2 4.0
(05) (1.3) (0.0)
n = S n=ll n=7
4.0
3.3 4.0
(0.0) (1.2) (0.0)
n = 5 n 4 0 n=7
3.6
3.1 3.7
(0.9) (1.0) (0s)
n = 5 n=ll n = 7

n=6
2.0
(0.3)

n=6
2.5
(1.4)

n = 6 n=7
1.7
1.9
(0.9) (0.6)

n = 6 n=7
3.5
2.9
(0.4) (0.6)
n = 6 n=7
3.7
3.0
(0.5) (12)
n = 6 n=7
3.7 3.7
(0.5) (0.8)
n=6 n = 6
3.5
3.1
(0.8) (0.9)

n=5
2.4
(0.4)
n=5
3.8
(0.1)

n=5
4.0
(0.0)
n=5
4.0
(0.0)
n=5
3.8
(0.4)

n=6 n=7 nz.6
n = 6 n = 7 n = 9 n=S
Note. WAS = Weighted Avcrage Score Hypothetical Justice Dilemmas, scale is 0 to 500;
ECS = Ethic of Care Score for Hypothetical Care Dilemmas, scale is 1 to 3; Just (S) =

Justice Scot~for ScU-Gcacmtd Diltmma, scale is 1to 5; Carc (S) = Carr Score fir
SeE-GeneratedDilemma,scale is 1to 3; WM (0)=Weighted Mean f a SeE8s-Object,
scale is 1to 4; Best (A) = Best b e 1 Scolc for Ageacy AW~~CILCSS,
Scale is 1 to 4; Best
0 = Best k l S c o ~for
t Continuity Awamtss, Scale is I to 4; Best @) = Best Level
Score for Distincmess Awareness, scale is 1to 4.

F ' o rLoadings, Cormtmalities (hZ ), ami Percent of Vmiancefor
Principle Axis Factors with OMim Rot&

for DeveIbpmentaI Level VmLxnables0

Self-=-Object
Self-as-Subjact - Distinctness
Self-as-Subject - Agency
Self-as-Subjtxt Continuity
Hypothetical - Justice
Hypothetical - Care
Self-Generated Justice
Self-Generated Care
Percent of variance

-

-

Nore. Factor loadings less than -45 (20%of variance) arc not reported
The two factors w a c comlated r = -50, indicating a 25% overlap in variaace
The factors can be thought to share the underlying diaension of cognitive development
Although the variables that were unified by each of the frctors were scored according to
the same developmental criteria, they d i f f d in the degree of

conaol over the

content tbat was scored. Factor 1 (tentatively tcrmd Theoretical) was interpreted as a

measure of cognitive development on tasks with content designed to reflect the

c o n c e p ~ o ndwe1optd
s
through theory and research. Factor 2 (tentativdy termed

SeIf-Gcatrabcd) meam& cognitive devclopmcnt on content that was more cjxi..cnby the
individual whose devetopmcntwas being dcmonsoated
A 2 X 3 between-subjects multivariate analysis of variance with poa hoc
*

*

.

descriptiveciwmmmt analysis was pafomwd with the f m r s c m s CfZlcofcticaland

SeE-Generated) as dependent variables, d Ability (average and gifted),Gender (male
and fernale), and Grade (6.9, and 12) as independent variabIes. SPSS MANOVA was

used for the analysis. Total N was 75. There were 13 cases with missing data on at least

one of the variables under consideration. Of these, four cases were gifad males in grade
6,two cases w a e gifted females in grade 6, and two cases were average-abilitymales in
grade 6.

Tbge was one missing cases in each of the following groups: gifted male grade

9, gifted female &9, averageability mak grade 12, and avaage-ability female grade
9. This pattern of missingdata Ztduces the powa to detect p u p differences, particuIar1y

those involving ability and g e n e Descriptive informationfor the developmental level

factors is presented in Table 15.

Results of evaluation of the assumptions of normality, homogeneity of variancecovariance matrices, linezuity, and mnlticollinearity were satisfactory. Using Wilks'
critezia, main effects were found for Ability, F (2,62)

= 10.16, p c .001. Gendex, F (2,

62) = 5.18, p = .005, and Grade, F (4,124) = 9.83, p c -001. No interactions were found

to be significant although, given the present sample size, the power to detect diffizences
at alpha = -05 was low (.15 for the three-wayinteraction; 2.6for Gender by Grade; .51 for

Ability by Grade; and -06 for Ability by Gender interactions). The rcsults reflected weak
associations between the factor scores and both Ability and Grade (effect size = -132and
-166 respectively;powa = -98 and 1.0 respectively). There was an even less substantial

association between the factor scores and Gender (effect size = .082; power = -85).

Table 15

Descriptive IigIonnOfiOnfor the Fonor Scores used in the Developmental k v e i Analysis*

.

A post hoc descriptive dsammmt analysis (Huberty, 1994) was carried out for
-

0

each siificacant effkctto identify the factor score variables meoretical and Self-

Genmtcd) that most clearly indicated diffc~c~lces
for the three nspcctive groupings.
standardized-

*

- -

t fuaction coefficients and sbucturc coefficients an reported in

Table 16. The standardizeddscmmmt fimction coefficients, midy ranging from
-

0

-1.0 to +LO, provide an index of the relative importance of each variable in
. . .

chammabg between pups. Those with the highest absolute value contribute most to

the group diffhnce.

me stmcture coefficients, ranging b r n -1.0 to +LO, arc

cor~~lations
bctween the dependent variables and the dhxhbmt function scorrs. Thcy
are mon nplicable and an less affected by intercomlatio11~
among the variables than are
standardized discriminantbction coefficients. Variables with higher absolute values

(.So) on bothindices most cleady contribute to p u p diffkmnas. The contribution to

group diffc~cncesis more mrbigaous for variabIes with a highabsolute value on only one
of the indicts. Baahation of the coefficients identified the Thaxctical factor as most
clearly indicating d i f k m a s between the average (M = -34)and giftcd (M= 36)groups
as wellasdiffcrctlcesamongthethllcegradesQ m k 6 , M ~ 0 . 6 9gtade9,M
;
-22,gxade

12,M = -50). The SeW-Gacratcd faaor was mae ambiguous in its contribution to these
differences. The SewGencrated factat diffitiated best bctween males and females
whereas it was less c a e i n whether the Thtbrttical f-r

was involved in distinguishing

the gender difference.

Table 16
Sumwry of Manuva and post hacDiscrimi114nt Analysis

for Main Effects in Developmental Level Amljsr's

Effect
Standardized

- . -

I)lscnrmnant

F

Factor

EmaiQn

Ability

.753

10.16**

Theoretical
Self-Generated

1.24
.84

Gender

-842

5.W

Thco~tical
Self-Generated

-46
1.20

Grade

-577

9.83**

Theomticat

SclfGenerattd
Note. * p = .005 * * p < -001

1.23
-88

alignment Variables analyzed were the orientationpresented in the sesgeneratcd m o d
dilemma narrative (justice only,cartonly, or both), the orientationthat @omhated the
narrative (justice, care, or both), the alignment between the self and moral orientation
evidenced in the narrative(justice, care, both), Ability (average, g S M ) , and Gendcr
(male, female).

SPSS H L X i with BACKWARD elimination was used for the analysis.
Seventy-fivestudents provided usable data for the analysis. A total of 13 cases, f a y
evenly p a d throughout the sample, were either ebinated (n = 8) or contained missing
values. The e

m cascsresulted fnrm ranoval of the lastcategory (neither) of the

Presence and Alignment variables h m the analysis because of idhquent endorsement.

In a l l but 2 cases, a moral orientation was articaIated, a d self showed evidence of
alignment with an orientation in

but 6 cases. All two-way contingency tables provided

expccted frequencies in excess of five. Examination of the standardizedresiduals for

each ceU in the selected model indicated that none of the 108 cells was an outlier.
Step*

se1cction by backward elimination of effects produced a model that

inc1uded the first orda effects of Presence, Prcdominanct, Alignment, Ability, and
Gender and the fo11owiag five two-way associatio~~~:
Presence and Predominance.

Presence and Alignment, Redominance and Alignment, Rescnce and Ability, and
Alignment a d Gender. The model had a likelihood ratio Chi Square (83) = 39.22, p = 1,

indicating a good fit between observed and expectedfrenutncies generated by the modeL

A summary of the modcl with results of tests of significance @ardal likelihood ratio Chi
Square) and loglinear paramctcr estimates in raw and standardized form appears in Table
17.

Table 17
Summary of H i c w c ~ c d
ModelqfMord Onentarion

10-87"
2.336
4-06

Jlrstice
0-13

Care

9-02
-10

-08
so5

-23

Both Jw'ce
36
0.74
-.07 0.09
0.04

-54

Both
2.0
-47 -3%
0.28
-26

Care
-1.3

-031

Ave.
-01

GIped
-.o1

Ave.

Ability

-05

G@ed
0.05

Gender

Mule
-.04

Fern-

Mole

-334

0.32

Fem.
32

1.93
1.25
-3.18

-1.49
-.I0
2.48

-.70

l~rn'ce Care
Jrrmice
54
-,27
Care
58
0.35
-62
Both
01-13

Both Justice
-51
2.32
0.23
23
-74 -2.56

Care
-1.08

Both
-2.05
-31
125

Jmtice

Both Justice
0.29
1.50
-.I7
1-76
-46 -326

Care

.OQ

Second-order:
19.59**

Predom. by Align* 29.197**

Res. by Afign.

14.749'

Jurn'ce
Care
Both

Jdce
Care
Both

-47

-31
-.08

-36
-44
-A0
Ave.

Rcs by Ability

2.632

Justice
Care

Both

-01
-07
-.OS

Mule
Align. by Gender

5.063

Justice
Care

Both
Note. * p 5 -005. ** p < -001

-15
-.04
-.I1

-38

-23
-60

Care
-25
-27

.51
Gmd
-.08

-.I8
-.08
26

Ave.

-15

-06
-38
0.44

Fern.
9.11
-04
.07

Male
37
-25
9-62

-.07

-58
.50

-97
1
2.63
Gi@d
44

-.38

-81

Fern.
0.62

2
5
.37

0.25
.95

Both
-1.12
0.59
1.71

Effects with the largest stadmkd paramem estimates are the most impoaant in

influencing cell fkquency.
Overall, participants in this smdy m ~ l often
e
articulated both orientations (51%.
n = 38) than either thejustice orientationalone (2%, n = 22)or the care orientation alone

(20%,n = 15). 'Ihey wae somewhat more evenly divided with negard to predominance

and alignment. The C ~ I Corientationpredominated in 37% (n = 29) of the narratives, the
justice orientation in 36% (n = 27). and both orientations w a e equally dominant in 25%

(n = 19). Participants more o h aligned the self with the justice orientation only (4496,
n = 33) than with the care orientation alone (31%. n = 23) or with both orientations

(2556, R = 19).

For those who arriculatcd both orientations, both orientations also predominated
the narrative in 43% of the cases, care predominated in 37%, and justice predolninattd in

18%. Of those who articulatedboth orientations, 45%also aligned the self with both

orientations, 34% aligned the self with the justice orientation, and 21% aligned self with
the care orientation. For those who &dated the justice orientation only, the justice
orientationpredominated in 91%of the cases,and both orientations shared predominance

in 9%. Of those who articulated a justice orientation only, 9 1%also aligned the self with
the justice orientation, and 9% aligned the self with both orientations. AU participants

who aRiculateda care orientation only, also predominated their narrative with care and
aligned the self with care.
Of those d d a b g both orientations, 6396 were average and 37% were gifted

Of the students who articulated thejustice orientation only. 41%w e n of average ability
and 59% were gifted. Of students ardcplating the care orientation only, 27%were
average-ability and 73% were gifted.

Of those narratives in which the care orientation plcdomiaated, self was also
aligned with care in 76% of the cases, self was aligned with both orientations in 2196, and

with thc justice orientation in only 6% of the cases. Ofthose d v e s in which h e
justice orientation PrtQminated, self was also aligned with jllstice in 93%of the cascs,

with c a in 4% and with both orientations in 4%. Of those nanatives in which both

orientations shared pradominance, self was also aligned with both orientations in 63% of
the cases and with justice in 37%.

In none of these cases did self align with the care

orientation.

Of those who aligned the self with the justice orientation only. 73% were male
and 27% were female. Of those who aligned the self with the care orientation only, 22%

were male and 78% were female- Of those who aligned the self with both orientations,
32% were d e and 68% were f d e ,
'Lhe type of issue presented in the self-generated moral dilemma narrative was

examined. The dilemma in the Danarive was coded as involving either confliicting
relational responsibility or conflicting rights. Overall, the majority of minatives involved

p n a l conflict situations (64%). Table 18 presents the percentage of the two types of

narratives by ability, geada, and p i e .
Table 18

Percentages of Types of Moral Dilemmas Presented in the Ser-Generated Nmatives
-

-

-

Gifted

Avaaee

Male

6

2

1

2

kmak
f i 2

K

4

100

38

33

83

86

86

60

63

67

17

14

14

40

Interpersonal 71

57

50

71

90

29

43

50

29

10

Rights

Male

2

Frmale
d 9 U

U

Separate ANOVAs were pc&mncd to assess whether the groups represented the

schemes and awraeaesscs of s~~rmdcrstaading
in the same way. The dependent
measlncs WCIC

the percentage of chunks in each scheme of understanding st~as-objact

(physical, active, social, aud psychological) andin each awasmcss of Pnderstanding st%

as-subject(agency, continuity, and distinctness). The facarrs were Ability (average and
gifoed), Gender (male and f d e ) , and Grade (6,9, and 12). A Bonferroni adjustment
was made to set a conservativealpha level at p = .001 fm each e f f m in order to control

for experiment-wise Type I emn rate. The homogeneity of variance assumption was
violated for thee of the seven tests ehysical, active, and social self-as-object schemes).

On the self-essbject dimension, a significant main e f f a was found for Ability in
the psychological self-scheme, F (I, 87) = 10.92,p = -001. Giftcd participants (M =
37%) represeated this scheme to a greater degree than did average ability participants (M
= 2796).

On the se&as-subject dimension, a significant main &cct for Gaade, F (2.87) =
7.64, p = .001 was found in the agency self-awareness. This awareness was increasingly
representedwith age, grade 6 (M = 33%)).grade 9 (M = (MI%), and grade 12 (M = 47%).

A significant main effect was also found for Grade in the distinctness seIf-awareness,

F (2,87) = 7.61, p = -001. Grade 6 participants (M = 37%) rcprescnted the distinctness
awareness to a gream d e p than g d c 9 participants (M = 26%) or grade 12

participants (M = 28%).
Relationship BchDeen Moral Orientationand Self-Unders&nding

A wmelational analysis was done to reveal relationships between the degree to

which self-as-object schemes (physical, active, social, and psychological) and seif-as-

subject a-esscs

(agency, continuity, and distinctness) were xqrcsatcd, and the

moral orientation that was articulated (justice only, care only, both) and the orientation
with which the self was aligned (justice, care, both) in the self-generated moral clilemma

nanatbe. The c ~ l a t i o narc
s p m a t e d in Table 19. As is shown, them is very littk
relationship between sclf'--g

schcme and awareness representation, and moral

orientatio~~
None of the conelations were significant,

Table 19

Refatiunshipbetween Se&Xh&mtanding Schemes Md Moral Orientation

Self-Understanding

SeKas-0bject:
Physical
Active
Social

Psychological

ExEsaGC

-096
--130
-072

Alimvnent

.060

-010
.028
,032
-.055

-070

.lo2

-035
0,143

,034
-.025

Self-as-Subject:
Agency

Continuity
Distinctne~s

1. Is cognitive dcvelopmmt in the domains of moral reasoning and self-

understanding related? It was hypotheshed that, if cognitive developmnt in the two
domains was studkd within the same paradigm, a p d c l in developmental sequence
would be detectable. The nsults of s~veraIof tfic andyses conducted in the plesent study

provide support for this hypothesis*
F i i overall devt1opmental trends were found for both moral reasoning and self-

understanding. The ccmelational analyses also proviw support for both withindomain
developmenral consistency,and for an association in development between the two
domains. Second, the nsults of the exploratory factor analysis indicate that a wmmon

dimension, interpreted to be cognitive development, underlies developmental measures in
the two domains. The difference between the two factors that emerged from this

consolidation of the development variables was in-

as a difference related to

methodological issues, namely whetha the content being analysed was theory-driven or

self-generated Finally, the multivariateanalysis examiningdevelopmental level
represented by the two factors, found a significant main &kct for age in that
developmental level mamscd with grade. An exceptionto this trend was the gifted male

group in which grade 9 participants scored, on avenge, at a higher developmental kvel

. . t analysis showed that the factor that
than pule 12 patticipants. Post hoc discnrmnan
consolidated the developmental level variables using theory-driven measures contributd

most to the grade differtnces.

2- Are the gibed developmentallyadvanced in m o d reasoning and self-

=

mdcrstanding they

=fopad to be in otha cognitive arcas? It was hypothcsiztd that dK

gifted w o a be dcveIopmentally achtanccd in moral reawning as they axe in academic
ability- The results of the m a I t i v e analysis of variance pafom#l on the dmlopmcntal

level f8ctorswrcs s q p m h i s hypothesis in that a main effect fm Ability was f o ~ d
favoring the gifted

3. Does the moral orientation adopted by gifted males and females align with gender
differences revealed by Gilligan's (1977) critique aud extension of Kohlberg's theory of
moral development? It was suggested that the gifted.regardless of gender, would adopt the
care-based orientation to moral reasoning m o readily
~
than the justice-based orientation.

Hierarchical loglinear analysis provided only partial and indirect support for this hypothesis.
Compared to average-ability peers, a greater proportion of giftcd articulated the care

orientation only. However,the orientation articulated was essociated with the orientation
with which the self was aligned, which in turn was associated with gender. All those who
articulated the care orientation only also aligned the self with care. Of those aligning the

self with cam a great majority were female* Thus, the analysis revealed a complex
relationship between m o d orientation, ability?and gender.
Overall, them was a slightly greater tendency to articulate both orientations than to

articulate eitherjustice or care orientations only. Among those who articulated both
orientations, most showed either both orientations or the cart orientationpredominating* A

higher proportion of participantsaligned the self with both orientations than with either

justice or cart orientations alone. Thae was no cvidctlce of an ability by gender interaction
with respect to articulation, predominance, or alignment. G
i
f
t
e
d and average-ability

participants, regardless of gender, differed in whetba they articulated both orientations

(average-ability to a grcatcr degree than gifted)? the justice orientation only (gifted to a

&gr#

than average-ability), or the cue orientation only (gatedto a gnats degree

than average-abiIity)).Males and females, ~cgpldlessof ability, d i f f d in whether selfwas

aligned with both orientations (females to a greater degree than males), with the justice
orientation only (&a to a greater degree than f d e s ) , or with the care orientation only

(females to a greater degree than mPlcs).
4.

Do the gifteddiffczc~ltiaUyemphasize specific areas of ~eIf-~~~dcrstandiag?
It

was hypothesized that, relative to their average ability age-peers, the gifted would focus

their =If-mderstaading on the psychological seEscherne and distinctness seWawareness
over other schemes and awarentsses. The findings of the qarate analyses of variance
provided partial support for this hypothesis. Giftedparticipants repxcsented the

psychological self-scheme of mdcrstanding self+-object to a greater degree than did
average-ability participants. HoweverTageTrather than ability, was found to be important
in the degree to which the distinctness self-awarenesses of Padastandingself-as-object
was represented, The youngest participants represented the distinctness self-awareness to
the greatest degree.

5. Is thae a relationship between m o d orientationand self-understanding? It was

hypothesizedthat adoption of a carc-based orientation would be dated to emphasis on the
psychological scIGschcolt and distiocmcss se&awarcness of seSundcrsoinding- The
results of this study did not support this hypothesis. No significant relationships were found

bctween self-as-undcrsrandingemphasis and moral orientation articulation or alignment.

DISCUSSION
Scvcral t h e m raised by the present study a d its findings q u i r e M c r

discussion, both generaland m c . The first theme concerns the possible impkations
that the findings of this study have for the deveIapmcnrattheories of moral reasoning and

s e E - m g used as the basis for this analysis. The second thane concerns the
possible implications that the findings have for udammdhg the exceptional abilities of
gifted children and adolescents. The third theme involves general research con-

such

as research design, data analysis, and interptctation of results. The final theme concerns
implications that the findings of the study have for fbtureresearch. Each of these themes
is discussed in turn by way of expanding and assisting the rcader in interpretation and
understanding of the nsults.

Developmental Theory

The development of moral reasoning from a justice-based e

v

e has been

extremely well-examined both conceptuallyand empirically. The philosophical

foundations andjustifications for Kohlberg's theory of justice reasoning have been v g y
clearly outlined, Indad, nsearch stemming h r n Kohlbag's inquiries into moral

reasoning provides an admirable exampIe of incorporating philosophical concepnxal

analysis into the scientific study of complex psychological concepts (Saiven, 1988).
Then can be little argumcnt with the claim of previous research that cognition is a

developmental phenomenon within the moral domain. What have been challenged are
the assumptions of princip1edness and aersiversalism which underlie the belief that the

justice principle adespately describes the moral domain, and that justice operations arc

the primary developmental mccimims in moral zcasoaing. Oilligan's proposition of a
cambasedDaspcaive to moral nosoning implies that these assumptions of

principIcdness and univcersalism wamnt ~xamhation.E%st, based on the examinntion

of women's moralreasoning, Gilligan's research suggested that thcjusfi~tprinciple alone

may not be sufficient to adqyatc1y desctibe the m o d domain. Secondly,based on the
examinationof women's pattern of thought in ccasoning about m o d issues, Giliiganls
research suggested that the categories of judgment &fined by the operetiom of
reciprocity and equality may not be used, and may not develop, in the universal way that

Kohlberg's theory prescribes. These challenges to Kohlbcrglstheory have focused
primadly on gender and methodological issues as a mans of revealing that thae was

reason to question the asstunptions.
The present study has entered the controversy at an empirical level in tams of the
challenge to both of these assumptions. On the one hand, it posed the question of

whether a principle of cart that is nlarively distinct &omthe principle of justice could be
detectedin defining and zcasoning about m o d issua. Second, it posed the question of

whether an identifiabledevelopmental sequence could be detected in caro-based moral

reasoning as it has been in justice-based reasoning. This smdy also attempted to broaden
the discpssion beyond the issue of gender-~tlatahessby examining the questions with

respect to giftedness as we&

The findings of the present study can be intcrpfcted as generally supporthe of the
hypothesized cocxistcnce of a case-bascd psinciple of moral masoning rhat can be
distinguished fbm the principle of justice. Approxjmattly half of the participants,

regardless of gender, showed evidence of unchtanding and articulatingboth orientations
when asked to describe a realistic moraldilemma and a rcs01ution to that dilemma- This
finding indicating the availability of both oticntations to both genders is in accord with

previous research using personal or sewgenerated dilemmas (Gilligan & Attmucci, 1988;

Lyons, 1983;P m et al, 1988; Rothbart et aL, 1986; Wcinbcrg a aL, 1993). The other
half of the participants in the preseat smdy wen abom eqpelly divided in showing
evidence of UnnMStandingand a r h h t b g one or the other of the two orientations. ?he

lack of evidence of geadndiffkcnccs in Pldastandingand dculathg m
od orientation

in the present sbdy sPpports WalLM's (1995) conclusion, fnan his review of the
empirical evidence, rbat d e s and f d c s arc more sindm than d i f f i t in their m o d

reasoning. Ability, mtber than gcndcr, appeared to be an imponant factor as to the

orientation presented in the seEgenerottd dilemma. Of those showing understanding and
making use of both orientations, most wcrc of avtragc-ability. Gifwl participants w a t

more likely than average-ability participants to show Cvidcna of mderstanding aud make
use of one or the other orientation exclusively. Although not directly comparable, these
findings are m n b k e n t of suggestions arisingfrom previous research that factors such as
age and stage-level influence orientation usage (Walker, 1991). and gender differences in

moral orientation (Ran et aL, 1988).

The findings of the present study with respect to predominance can be intapracd
as relating most closely to the research reviewed regarding prderence for one orientation
over the other as a genderdated issue. Ihe results of the present study generally do not
support this conclusion. The justice orientation alone predominated in most of the moral
dilemma nanatives, followed by the care orientation alone, and to a much lesser degree
both orientations. However,there was no evidence of an association between gender and

pndominanct*

Rather than revealing gender diffmccs in understanding or prcfance of moral
orientation, the results of the present study suggested that gender may be related to the
orientation with which self is aligned. Males were more likely to align the self with the
justice orientation and females mon likely o align the self with the care orientation or

with both orientations. These Thesedings can be interpreted as bcing in accord with

Gilligaa's (1977) contentions that womn's sense of identity is infcrtwined with a

socictallydefinedmle involving care and sensitivity, and mat their orientation to moral
reasoning rdlccts that councctio~~
'Ibey arc also mqportbe of the implications from the
wark of Lyons (1983) that moral reasoning diffircnces between males and females may

arise h m gendcr-role stemtypes.
The findings of the prtsent study b endorse the suggestion of at least questioning
the assumption that a u n i v d principle of justice adeqnatr.1ydescribes the m o d

domain. However, it is also evident that the relationships among the elements of an
expanded map of the moral domain arc compiex.

The challenge of the assumption of universalism centers around whether the same

categories of judgment can be fouud in all cases of mnalreasoning and whether those
categories are comparable to logical reasoning in other content domains Developmental

mechanisms and opcratioas of thought have not been clearly explicated for care-based
moral reasoning although it has been suggested that care-based reasoning shares many
structural similaritits with the justice reasoning described by Kohlberg. The limited

scope of the present study does not allow specSc comment on the o a a a ~of those

mechanisms and operations. However, it does provide som evidence to mpport the
initial efforts being made to establish a dmlopwntal sequence in cambasedmoral
reasoning (Skoe & Diesnet, 1994; Skoe & Miuch, 1991). In the present stndy,

application of developmental scoring procedures based on the developmental progression
theorized for each orientation showed that both justice-based and caze-basd reasoning
were positively reland to age. Accum-on

of such evidence is impormat for building a

case that care-basedmoral masoning is a dmlopmental phenomenon and that the namn

of the development of this type of reasoning warrants furtbcr investigation.

It is interesting to note that developmental levcl in carc-based and justice-based

reasoning were more closely related to one another in the instance where the

dcvclopmt~ltallevel scoring procedures were applied to seIf-gacmedmoral dilemmas

than they were in htanccs of presentation of hypothctid dilemmas designed to tap

levels of reasoning. Also, within cambased andjusticebased m o d mmning in the
prcsent stndy,the developmental levels were last related when compared across
dilemma types. These findings may run counter to Walker's (1991) tinding that

developmentaldig~1~11ccs
appeared between the orientations in real-lifi dilemmas but
not in hypothetical dilemmas. It may also be inmpread to support the notion that carebased andj9stice-basedmasoning share stmctraal similarities at last at the genaal leveL

When applied to self-generated conmt, g e n d stage structure rather than detailed and
standardized comparison of reasoning units must necessarily be used to determine

developmc~ltallevel 'Ihis is possible because stage structure is not strictly contentspecific* However, it does require a greater degree of iafbeace.

This is particularly true

in the present study where reasoning was not probed aad thus developmental level
structure was scored on spontaneous,perhaps less elabomtd, responses* It seems that the

methodological and intcrprctive issues raised by the challenge to the universalism
assumption underlying Kohlberg's theory may be of considerable i m p o ~ .

In summary, results from the present sndy support the need to re-emdnctwo of
the hdarnental assumptionson which Kohlberg's themy of moral reasoning
development is based. Although the scope of the present study was limited and the
research design Limitations were considerable,its findings are in accord with the notions
that the justice principle, on its own, does not capture the entire domain of moral

reasoning,and with the suggestion that cart-based moral reasoning is a developmtntal
phenomenon sharing some structpral simil?rrity with the wcll-established developmental

sequence of justice-based reasoning. The present analysis suggests that the relafionships
between m o d orientation and factors such as gender and ability an complex ones.

Because the cognitive mode1 of JCK-lmdastandinghas nceivcd little empirical
attention, it b t d dto inmpra the d t s of the present smdy in comparison to those

found by Damon and Hart (1988) during the initial devcIopmentand test of the model.

Results of the corzclational analysis in the pnsent sWy largtiy soppart the suggestion
that the scEschema arc dcvclopmcntally coherent within the self-as-objectdimension

but that the self-awazcnesses within the s e s a s - s u ~ e c t ~are
n less d f i d
Significantrelationships were found among modal devc1opmtntal lcveIs of the four self-

schemes in stE-as-object udcmtanding. Damon and Hut suggested that, within the selfas-subject dimnsion, continuity and distinctness self-awarcnesses share commonalty in
developmentaldirecrion but that the agency seEawareness brraLs from the pattan
sufficiently to prevent conceptuaking this dimension as completely nnificd, In the
present study, the same pattern of relationships were f o d but, in all cases,the

associationsamoag awarenessts in this study were stronga than those q o a e d in the
original studies.

Results of the present study are more pmbIematic for the conceptual distinction
between the dimnsions that is inherent m the mod& Although an intcrcomection
between the self-as-objectand self-as-subject dimensions was justified in the model at a
theoretical level no cmpmcd evidence was rcpartcd to support a distinction between the
two. The findings of the present study suggested that in some cases the intercomections

between the two dimensions may be as strong or stronger than the relationships among
subdimensions within each dimension. Although this finding need not negate the

multidimensionalconceptdhtion of self posited by the self-understanding model, it
does challenge the model's suggestions about how those dimensions an to be oganizcd
at a conceptual lewd.

The findings of the present smdy were consistent with the original studies in
suggestingage trends in sdf-understanding* However, the nlationships revealed in the

present study were consistently weaker than thost rcpOrtcdin the original studies. This

may be due to the natllre of the sample used in the plesent smdy. The age range

represented in the pnsent sample was rcstdctd compared to the original studies and also
represented an o v d older population (mam age d 12 to 18 years in the present study
compared to a range of 6 to 15 years in the original study). It could be that
developmental changes in self-miemtandinglevel off during late adolescence. The
inclusion of gifted participants in the present smdy may also have dampened the relation
between age and self-understanding devc1apmcntal level. 'he highest average weighted-

mean level of self-as-objectmdcrstanding in the prescnt study was 3.49 compared to
2.84 in the second phase of the original sfudits. Also, whereas no subjects in the original
study under the age d 14 years, and only 3%of the subjects over that age, reached level 4

in self-as-object understanding; 46%of the participants in the present study reached 1-1
4, including 21%of those under the age of 14 years. It may be that the model of self-

understadng needs to be conceptually extended or expanded in order to capture a
broader range of developmental change. It could also be that the results of the present
smdy simply reflect individual diffhnces in developmental stage. Although the present

study raises these questions, fixrther research is required before suggestionsfor their

resolution can be made. The ~e~unlfctstanding
model with its cognitivtdcvelopmental
foundation requires more extensiveempirical testing, especially at the higher
developmental levels. Also, further examhation of the possibility that giftedness can be
explained as cognitivedevelopmentaldifference is required,
The results of the present study were somewhat supportive of the selfunderstanding modei's contention that developmental shifts in understanding self-asobject occur simultaneously across schcmcs rather than as sbihs from one aspect of self

to another (e. g. h r n the physical to the psych010gicaI). 'Ibe original studies rcponcd
spotty, weak relationships between age and the F t a g e of statements reflecting each

scheme Parrial support fix the interaction between dcvelapmcntal level and scheme was

found in one of the ori,shrdics but the hypothesis was unsppporadby data fkom the
replication study and longimdinal analysis. 'Zhe prtstnt smdy found no significant
relationships or main maints for grade in m

m of
~ the p6cntagc of chunks in any of the

=&as-object schemes. Also, the distribution of chunks was quite weU spread across the

schemes for a l l of the grade levds included in the present study. Thus, thae was no
evidence that participants at di&rrat devtlopmcntal levels or grades defined the self in
terms of certain +c

aspects of self o v a other aspects. However, it must be noted

that developmental shifts can only be analyzed with longimdinal data which can meal

within-individual changes. Cross-sectionaldata such as that pcscnted in the prcsent
study can only address qyestions of differences between individuals.

The picture is much less clear with respect to seKas-subject understanding. The
original studies do not report analysts similar to those above for the percentage of chunks

representingthe scKas-subject awarmesses. The results of the present study suggest that

theremay be age-related d i f f ~ ~ a cin
e sthe degree to which the agency and distinctness
awarenesses are rqrcsented in self'scription. A significant positive relationship and a
significant main &ect for age were found for the percentage of chualrs in the agency
awareness. A significant negativerelationship and a significant maiD effft were found

with respect to age and the percentage of chunks in rhe distinctness awareness. Overall,

more conccpmal and empirical work is necdcd to clarify the natpn and developmental
featmes of the self-as-subjectdimension.

With respcct to other facuns that may affect representation of the s u ~ o s i ~ n s

in understandingself-=-object, the original studies included gender as a possible source

of differences Males were found to represent the active self-scheme to a greater degree

than did females, a findingnot replicated by the prescnt study. No Mcrcnccs in
representation of the physical, active, or social s t s s c h ~ were found in the present
mdy. Ability influenced the representation of the psychologid self-scheme,with gifted
participants makinga higher percentage of statements in this sew-schcmc than averageability participants. This finding will be fiptbet discussedin the d o n addnssing the
CCSUlts of this sady in the context of ~ t s s 'Lbt
. original sndy rrportedd t s of

group diffcmces analysis only for tfie agency sclSawaracss in the sewas-subject
dimeasio~~
No gender d i f f i c e s were found. In the present study, neither ability nor
gender diffkrmces w e n found in the representation of seKawarcncssts in the seWas-

subject dimension.

As discussed with regard to deve1opmenta.lchange, it is rliffidt to disentangle
theory adequacy issues from issues relating to individual diffcrcnces with respect to

diffixential influence of the various aspects of self. Again, it may be that the model of
self-understandingneeds to be conceptuaUy adjusted in ordato capture a greater degree
of variability in the relative representation of ~e~as-object
schemes, particularly the
psychological scheme. It could also be that the d t s of the present study simply reflect
individual diffimnces. Again, it is suggested, h m the fiadings of the present study, that

further e m o n is nceded both with respect to the seGunderSMnding model and the
possibility that giftedness is a developmental issue.

The prescnt study approached the issue of whether donrains of cognitive
development are intarelated by heeding Smetana's (1984) suggestion that attempts be
made to examine the domains on a comparable basis. Alrhough the research design and

analysis limitations of the present study prevtntcd specitic, detailed examination of the
components of each domain and the coordinaoion of those components across domains,

some gcncral observations can be made about tbt comparability of cognitive

development in the two domains of moral reasoning and sew-ding.

The finding

that developmneal level in moral reasoning on hypothetical dilemmas and in scIGas-

object understanding w m the most closely dated of all bttwecn-domainassociations is
important f h n both theoretical and methodological pasps6vesCTheoretically, these
aspects of cognitive dcve1opmcnt have the most clcady &lineatad dmelopmntal

descriptions and foundations. Methadologically, all have the most cleady outlined
descriptions of developmental structure, and the most cxtensiveiy elaborated scoring
methods a d criteria. The relationships found in the prwm study support the
hypothesized connection between the two domains from a cognitive-dcvelopmntal
perspective. Further, they caa be taken to imply that it is, indeed, worthwhile to examine
cognitive devehpmentacross domains h m the same theoretical framework Although

beyond the scope of the present study, the results are promising for the general idea that it
is possible to uncover specific developmental mechanisms within different domains that
share some resemblance to those of other domains. Cognitive developmnt in the domain

of physical phenomena has received extensive rrstarch attention, beginning with the
work of Piagct and extending through to neo-Piagetian theories cmntly being
conceptualbed and tested. Likewise, the developmental mechanisms and progression of

moral reasoning from ajustice-based perspective have been extensively explored. It is
suggested hae, basedon the relatioasbips fonnd betwan the two domains of interest in

the present smdy, that this previous work can be used a model for deepeniag om
understanding of the developmental mechanisms and progression both in care-based

moral reasoning and in self-undrrstanding.

The finding that the relationships between moral nasoning on the self-generated
dilemmas and the ~e~undcrstaading
measures w a c the weakest has potential

implications for the ec010gicaI vaiidity of developmentalresearch. Examination of the

amelation maabt and the results of the exploratory f-

analysis in the p s a t study

were inmpreoed to imply that a difkmt dimension may underlie the self-generated

developmental meesmes than unddks those dcvclapcd through m m standardized and

theoretically-based methods. It could be that the dimensionis related to methodological

issues It is possible that the process ofdcve1opingpsychological theory concaning
human thought distances the content from real-world situations and issues to such an
extent that distDrtiom appear. This possibility is likcly greater in the domaim studied in
the present instance thaa it is in the physical world because of the amorphous and ab-

nature of the domains thcmsclves. It is also possible that application of formaliad

scoring methods to the mart nanaalistic nature of the self-gencratod dilemma condition is
problematic. The relative lack of specifcation of the developmental mechanisms in the
self-understanding model may dcmme the likelihood of detcrmiaingdevelopmental
level with accuracy and consistency. Given these possi'bilities, more refinement of
standardized task requirements and of soaring methods used with real-life situations is

needed.

It would e

y be prcmatm and imsponsible to conclude h

m the pnsent

study, given its exploratory nature and lesearch limitations, that giftedness is a

developmental phenomcnoo. However, the present s a y does make a beginning for

exploring that possibility, as least from within the cognitivedevelopmtntdparadigm.
This type of exploration is important because of its implications for guiding and

stimulating the child's dmlopmentalptocesses. Cansidering giftedness as a
developme~ltalphenomenon implies both qualitative and quantitative differences, in the

Piagetian sense of development (Phgct, 1%5/1925). Provision of experiences that assist

the child in con~rmctingdcvtIopmtntally advanced thought smctllres depends on those
expaienas being at an appm@a& i m l of compkxity. 'Ikse apdencts most k such

that their meaning can be comp~chcndedbut also such that Qdsting smcturcs arc
challenged Thus, cducationaLand@danccnpaicnces, discossion, Paddiscourse may
be designed mne appm@a&ly if duy are focllsed on stimulating dcvelopmcat than if
they a ~ designed
e
accordingto categorical age-relatedcriteria, especially if ciuonological

age is incongruent with dtve1opmtatal iml.

As cksxiibcd at som length in earlier piuts of this thesis, the constmct of
giftedness has incrcasingIy been conceptnlllilrrlas multidimmsionaL The obsavation

that the gifted possess exceptional leaning and scholastic ability is Psllally attributed to a
high I m l of intelligence. Evidence of advanced cognitive development, in the more

traditional psychological sense of the tam, is often i a f d indirectly from observations
that the gifted reason and leam at a level of compIexity beyond that expected by virtue of
their age. That is, the gihtd display exceptional cognitive ability. lndeed, acceleration

and fast-paced presentation of new material an two educational adjustments that depend
upon and are designed to accommodate this observation. It was not the intent of the

present study to explore the distinction b e e n cognitive ability as used in the
educational sense and cognitive ~cloprnentas used in the psychological sense, at least

in a direct way. However, it docs not appear to be unruwnabk to question. as the
present sndy did, whether the presence of exceptional cognitive ability in the inttUcctml

domain is paraUe1edby advanced cognitive ability in other domains, namely the moral
and self-understandingdodamains. It is important for interpretation of the results of the

present study to recall that it focused on girtcdness as a dcvebpmental issue and
examined the issue of exceptionalability from the m

cognitivc-deve1opmental paradigm,

v

e of the well-established

The results of the mdti\rariateanalysis of vaciaace and discritninaat analysis of
dcveIopmcntal level factotscares lmdsqualified suppat to the idea that the gifted arc
dcvtlopmeatally advanced in the moraZ and self snas of cognitive dcvelopmtat. The size
of the & s t fot ability is the primsyqpalitiato this intapretation in that it indicated

that only 13% ofthe variance in the &tor scores coufd be attributed to ability
diffksences.

me identification of the fkctor &la:ting

rcsc81c:h-baseddetMmination of

developazcntal level as the one most clearly indicating diEc~cllcesadds weight to the

intqmetation. It is interpreted in the present study to indicate that ability Merences

were diswnible in terms of well-establisbeddeveIap~lltntaltheory. The &tor based
more on expcrimnt.1and idiosyncratic detcrmination of development level did not
appear to contributeto the ability difference in as clear a manner. The question of
whether this was -use

there was no diffetena, or because the measures arc

insufficientlyrefined to detect such differencesremains an empirical question for further

research to untangle.
Overall, the findings of the present study were consistent with previous research

in the area of giftedness and justice-basedmoral reasoning (Andrcani & P a m 1993;

Bar, 1983; Chovan & Erecman, 1993; Gmss, 1993;Howard-Hamilton, 1994;Howard-

Hamilton & Franks, 199%Janos & Robinson, 1985; Narvgez, 1993;Sanders a aL, 1995;
Worthen & Henry,19%). The present study represents an addition to the literature with
respect to can-based moral reasoning and cognitive dcvclopment in self4md~taodingas
no compamble studies were found in the review of the literatme in these arcas. The
consolidation of developmental level variables thtough fhctor analysis decreased the
interpretability of the molts of the present study in terms of specific developmental level

differences in the two domains and bindas examiDation of specific deve1opmental

processes both within the domains and between domains. However,it is suggested that

these issues an worthy of hather rrsearch given that overall diffircacts in dcvclapmental

level were found,at kast to some extent, inthe pftscllt study.
Tbe findings of the pnsent study concerning gifkuhss and moralorientation and

self-mdersEanding enrpbsis are pmicdady Psefulfkom a dtscriptivt point of view.

Much of the litmature Zcviewed on thejustice-

debue was g e n d y supportive of the

idea that individuals makc use of both thejustice orientation and the care orientation in

their moral reasoning, mn if one is @&d
over the other. The results of tht present

study i n d i d that the gifted w a t under-fcprtsc~ltedamong those articulating both

orientations, whereas they were ovcr-npscnnfed among those articulatingeither of the
orientations exclusivdy. This finding does not suppan this researcher's initial,intuitive
guess that the emotional sensitivity often displayed by the gifted would be associated
with adoption of a cambased moral orientationo v a ajustice-based orientation. It does

imply that the gSM participants were more polarized in their moral orientation than were

average participants. 'Ihis interpictationmay be useful for undemanding the complexity
of moral reasoning within the gifted population. It may be that a tendency to exclusively
adopt the justice orientation, with its concern for equity, equality,and fairness, is related
to issues of the intensity of judgmnts, opinions, and reactions to moral issues (Gross,

1993; Passow, 1988; Roepa,1988; Silvamao, 1994). Exclusive adoption of a care

orientation, with its concern for maintainingrelationships and attending to the needs of

particular individuals, may date to the tendency to minimir:e abilities (Fod 1989) and
to either rcjcct an achievement orientation in favor of belonging (Bell, 1989; LRroux,

1991; Reis & Callahan, 1989) or to reject belonging and sensitivity in favor of conformity
to societal expeaations (Alvino, 1991; H&m, 1991; Kliw & Short, 1991). In any event,

the findings of the present study suggest that further exploration into the mtme of moral

reasoning would be a fiuithl line of inquiry within the contact of giftedness. Perhaps the
question is not so much o w of whether the gifted are homogeneous in their mode of

moral reasoning, as it is one of unmcting where and how heterogeneity can be
demarcated.
The tindings of the present Sbpdy with respat to diffiitntial emphasis on sub-

dimensions of sclf-u&madhg add intemthginfomation toward an inaeared
understanding of giftedness. The g i h i parricipants in the present study, male and

f d e , w a r found to emphash the psychological seIf-scheme to a greater degree than
their average-ability pars. That is, the gifted focused more on moods, fctlings, cognitive

abilities and related emotions,social sensitivity, belief systems,personal philosophy, and

thought processes. This -ding may be related to previous research findings that the
gifted paceive th~rnselvespositively in tams of acadcmic self-concept (Pyryt &

Mendaglio, 1994). It may also be infonaative regarding the issue of whether academic
self-concept is f

o

m though
~ intend W o r extemal c o ~ a r i s a n (s W i i &

Montgomery, 1995). This finding would provide s o m explanation for the obsavatious
that the gifted may feel alien because of their contemplation of issues and causes not

evident to others their age (Ford, 1989; Gross, 1993). It could be that such contemplation
constitutes a fundamental murns though which they understand themselves If it can be
confirmta that gifted children and adolescents -d

themselves particularly well

within the psychological s c ~ s c h c mit, may also be easier to interpret their d o n s to

the negative stigma attached to their diffinces (Cnws ct aL, 1991; Dauber & Benbow,
1990). It is possible that they believe the way in which they understand themselves, i-e.
with a diffinencial emphasis on the psychdogical self-scheme, is a universal phenomena.

It is possible then, that they considcr strategies such as lainimidng their knowledge.

exceptional leaming ability, and complex thinking as a p a r t i d ~ l y&@

ways to

become accepted as equals by others

It may be that comidcring the findings of the present study along with the

examination of self-conceptfirom an cvaluativc perspocrivt has the potential to advance

the o v d rmdastaadingthe natnre of this area with mspect to gifkdncss. Of particular
interest would k to consider results of the pxcsat study in light of the concept of

"vaIence"beingincarporated into the study of stIfkoncept as a multidimensional

construct within the context of the&es of d c c t a i appmhh, socialcomparison, and
attribution @fendaglio & Pmf 1994). According to that c o n c e p ~ o na,-tion
of self rated as low in an area damd to be of low imponanct terries a diffe~ent
interpretation than it would if the area was of high importance.

The findings of the present study may be intcrprcted for implications beyond the
scholarly search to understand the psycfi010gy of human developmentand the coostruct

of giftedness. However, because of the exploratory nature of this study and the many
areas and questions arising from it thatneed furttrer explication, only general themes and

interpretations are o&rrd with rrgard to the more practical areas of education, guidance,

and parenting. The advanced cognitive development found among the gifted children and
adolescents in the present sbdy suggests that adopting a developmental paradigm for

devising educational experiences and guidance strategies may be a wise choice. In terms

of the differences among the gifted in the nature of moral reasoning and selfunderstandingrevealed in the present study, it may be uscN to include these areas as
diffmntiated offerings within specialized educatio~ltiland guidance programs- At a kss
f o d but ncverthekss crucial level, the hdings of the present study may assist parents
to understand, and accept as normal, some of the diffemces they expricnce in parenting

their gifted children compared to their experiences in parenting their children of diffcriag
ability, or compared to the experiences of other parents whose children am of different

abilities-

This author advocates, as have many have done beforr, that the moral component
of girtedncss be recognized and acknowIedgcd. Further, it is advocated that m o d

reasoning be included in diffiitiated educational oppommities fot the gifted It is
suggested h a t that difkentiationinvo1.eboth o f f i g lcarning oppormnitiies that are at

an advanced dcvtlopmcntd 1wcC and that those lcaming oppormnitics rdlect the more
qualitative difchnces discllJsed in this study. For example, the findings with regard to

moral orientation would support the initiatives suggested by Dana and Lynch-Brown

(1991)that literature be wd in the moral education experience of the gifted so that both
orientations can be ackmwldgcd and legitimated, and so that childrcn ilrc atposed to
orientations to moral reasoning that they do not n e c e d y @
a

in their own retinue of

thinking pattens. In discussing the importame of moral education for the gifted Lindsay

(1988)has pointed out that good leadmhip education incorporates moral education. He

also drew a distinction between moral education and moral indoctrination, education
being teaching by discovay. and indomhation being teaching by authority. This
distinction appears to be particuhly impomt in light of both the advanced
developmental level and the polarization between moral orientations found with the
present sample of g i f i youth. As Lindsay suggests, indoctrination must be followed or

accompanied by education so that the childcan develop a valuing process. It is suggested
here that exposure to, and experience with, diffkrentways of defining moral issues and
arriving at solutions to moral pmblcms may be mcial among those who tend a focus on

one mode of reasoning to the exclusion of the other.

The tindings of this study with respect to self-understandingalso have
implications for educational planning. As mentioned earlier in this report, there has been
extensive concern over the effects that various types of educational program on self-

esteem. It is suggested h a , that the natmc and level of scEundcrsmding dcvclopment
be included when ewmhhg such issues. It is well recognized that them is no one k s t

relations. ibis curricula may rcqoirr modification or dif&mtiation if it is to k

meaningfd to the develapmtntof gifted childrm. Parrnts, teachers, and colf11~t10rs
who
realize that the gifted an deveIopmcntaUy advanced and highly aware of their

psychological schemes may choose to approach thesc issues in ways more similar to
those used with adults than with children. Peer relations arc more lihly to be approached

by the gifted from a knowledgeable psychological scheme positioa Explicit guidance
and discussion may help them to understand the diff-t

b

e of reference they bring to

the peer interaction process

In term of the implications for the emotional well-being of gifted youth in the

face of possib1e incongruities with those of average-ability, it may be particularly useful
to conceptualize these inconpities as developmental phenomena.

h this light, choice of

strategiesfor dealing with differences may become more understandable. Rather than
viewing the stratcgics chosen by gifted youth as being ones of seIfdenia.1or self-

sabotage, those strategies might better be thought of in tcrms of matme choices in the

face of situations o v a which the child or adoIescent hes little control. The implication is
that rather than striving to change the individual'sadaptive strategies per se, educators,

counselors and parents may be better advised to concentrate on changing or mediating the
conditions that require such adaptation. Altcrnativelly. or in conjmction with these

efforts,it may be to the child's bentfit to remove some of the rules aml requircmcnts, in

many instances artif"of ageism and institutional structure, that place or keep these
youth in a position of powerlessness ova their own expaicnccs.

Tbc~gsofthis~are@~ym#inin~oPdtranSfcrablem~d
application, if education, co~scling,and parenting im:considcrrd be activities that guide
development. That is, the goal is to provide appommitics fot the child to actively

construct theitundemanding of themselves and the physical and socialwosld in
increasingly complex ways. It is hoped that the infixmation provided by the hdhgs of
the present stndy, tentative as thcy arc, provides some guidaaa for achieving this god-

The complexity of the research design employed in the prcscnt study made
possible the examination of a number of importa~tissues concerning cognitive
development Inclusion of both the moral and sew-understandingdomains as interpzeted

accoEding to the same cognitive-deve1opmeatal p d g r n allowed examination of
thinking processes both within and across two broad areas of human cognition. The

cross-sectional research design provided the oppornmity to examine moral reasoning and

self-understandiog as developmental phenomena. The inclusion of cognitive ability and
gender comparisons also allowed examination of the possibility that individuals differ in
their cognitive development with respect to these two areas. However, the complexity of

the research design also brought with it logistical challenges and important limitations for
interpretation that resulted from less than ideal resolution of those challenges.

The size and nature of the samples used in the present study places restrictionson
interpretation of the results in several respecu. The o v d sample size was small given
the research design quirrmmt that it be subdivided into sampk groupings according to
ability, gender, and g d e . One effect of this characteristic for the present study, given

the number of variables under examination and the unknown magnitude of group

diffkrcnces, is to pat into question the power to detect group dif5gc1lcts when they
actually exist crypt IIemor). The c o ~ ~ e q ~
for~ intqmtation
t l ~ t
is that the present smdy

must k viewed as exp1oratory rather than definitive in natnnt.

The sample of gated smdems b m which the participants for this smdy w m
d t c d under--&

the entire gifted studentpopnlation, not only in number but

also in kind The special education program from which the participants w a e drawn is a
referral program and &us does not pmport to save all those students who could be

identified as gifted by the same criteria as those who atrmdthe program. Thus, although
it is impossible to codinn, there is a possibility that the students rtferrcd to the gifted

program may differ from otha gifted studentsin cs-

not directly defined by

the construct of giftedness. Fuaha,the gated program focuses primarily on providing
appropriate scholastic and academic challenges for gifted learners. This educational goal

means that all areas of a multi-dimensionalconstmct of giftedness are not necessarily
represented in students attending the program, The sample of average-ability students
providing data for this study was also less than ideal by virme of the definition employed.

The definition of average-ability is usually thought of as learning potential or
achievement that Ealls within that range of the normal m e containing most of the
population. In facZ the idea of average-ability is an ill&Bed and amorphous construct
Definingaverage-ability as the absence of identified special-educationneeds, as in the

present study, provides cause for caution because it gives no guarantee that these students

are indeed of average-ability,however it may be thco~~aically
defined. The implications
of these definitional issues within the context of the present sfudy are two-fold. k
t
,
generalizations of the results to otha populations must be viewed with cwsidcrab1e
caution regardless of the findingsof the study. Second, replication of the study is
rcquircd to substantiate the validity of the its findings.

AIthoagh the insopments used fot data collection in the present sndy all have at

least somc theoretical foundation,most lack CXtCllSiVt empirical evidence of validity and
reliability. Fxccpting the pmcnt studyTno evidence was found to indicate that the self~derstaadhgiafcrvitw prwcedpcc and scoring has becn tested beyond the studies with

which it was dcvtlopai. The masare llstd to assess dmlapmtntal I

d within the care-

based moral reasoningpcRpective is a new measure that showspromise h m recent
studies using the Ethic of Carr Inexview procedure for which it was designed. However,

the present study adapted not only the intCNiw procedurebut also the dikxnrnas

presented and thus the psychometric stmgth being estabmed for the ECI measure
c a ~ obe
t &erred

directly to this study. The mahods used to dcmnhe moral

orientation are v a y much in the developmental phase. Thatfore, although the guidelines
provided by the instrument developers w a c followed in the prefsentstudyTthe method

must still be viewed with caution. It will be noted that the in-

reliability

established in the present study was well below the level considered to be acceptable.
This indicates that the

possible to &butt

d i f f d in their perceptions of the scoring criteria. It is

this difference to at least two f8cm. Fit, neither of the rams had

received specific training in s c o ~ the
g i n s w n t s whaeas most previous studies have
established intcnatet reliability with expcriencod raters and in come cases the raten were
also the insmuncnt devdopcrs. The second hctor may involve inadequate descniption

provided with the scoring guides. This is partiCU18fly important to usas of these
in~trumcntswho may not be completely conversant with the models for which the

iastrwnents were devdopod. Both f-rs

point to the ~WEcultyof provided valid tests of

the models with the instruments at their present level of refinement
The reliability of rcsdts of this study must be questioned given the risks inhaeat
in the interpretive natpre of scoring d by these types of instruments. Urnliability is

an incnascd risk in the present study because the psychodic propenits of thcse

particularimtnmmts have not been wclI-cstablished by previous mpkical work This
study, then, can be viewed to be as much a test of the insoPmtn6 used as a test of the

hypotbcses put f

w 'Ihe v W t y of the d t s with rrspect a those hypotheses must

be viewed only witbin the constraints of the validity d diability of the inst~mtnts.

The multivariate statistical fecbiques employed for data analysis in the present
study are recommended for reseaxch involving multidimensionalconsuucts and multiple

comparisons (Pyryt, 1995). Because of the number of dinmuions under examiaation and

the small sample sizes in this sndy, the risk is high both of identifving significanteffeca
that may not be genuine Pype I emf), and of failing to identify significant effects that

are genuine v
ype lI arot). In recognition of these risls, ad-ts

were made where

possible and where this was not possible information was provided to assist the reader in
assessing the extcnt of risk. With regard to Type I error rislr,criteria for concluding

significance was set conservatively atp = .001 using a Bonfcrroni adjust men^ With

regard to Type IIaror risk, the power and cffax sizes were calculated to provide the

reader with information on the probability of detecting and concluding sign&ance given
the sample sizc used for the analysis. Further, this researcher accepts the risks ofcmr
but also cautions that the findings must be subjected to M e r study before their validity

can be claimed with any degree of certainty.
hrlaking use of exploratoryfactor analysis in the present study allowed the

consolidation of a number of related variables and the prtbbmy generation of
hypothesized dimemions underlying the developmntal level data. Iatcrpretive
complexity is inherent to this method of analysis. The methods and criteria chosen for
extracoing and defining factors, and for identifying underlying dimensions, is necessarily

an inmprrtive process. The rcscarcher accepts ~csponsi'bilityfor the utility of the choices
made and the inmprrtations off-

from this analysis. At the same time it is recognized

that other mcthods and intqmtationsarc possible and that then may, indeed, be greater
intcrp~ctabilityand utility f o d in altcmative solutions
Radas arc ranindedthat, as in any exploratory =search, the goal of uncovering

obsavations worthy of fpnher amhation was the case in thc present study. It is with

this caveat that the results of the psent sady have banprtsented and discussed.
Directions for Future Research

The present study offas avenues fm future research in several directions.
Relating to the issue of the sitnilarity of cognitive deveIopmentacross domains, the

models used in this study arc in need of further explication and empirical evidence for
specific developmental mechanisms and opaations. Although not addressedin the

present study, it wiU be important to establish whether the artidation, predominance.

and alignment of moral orientation is stable over time. It would also be informative to
examine moral reasoning and self-understanding development during other

developmental periods. Lwgitudinal research would be pdcnlariy useful in addressing
these issues.

There is a multitude of opportunities for fr;lrthcr development and validation of
developmental measurts in the areas of moral reasoning and self-understanding. A

combination of qualitativeand quantitativeresearch methods may allow the &velopment

of usefid and complete instrumentation. Measures an required that both capture the
compIcxity and richness of human thought and are manageable from a practical
perspective given the usual economic and tiw consuaints involved in psychological

research.

horn the paspecrive of exploring, refining, and vakiating the conanact of
gifttdntss, fmtha research focedng on the construct as a dcvdapmcntal phenomenon

would be tdbL Although the cognitivedcvcllopmcntalpadigm that info-

the

present study i s not the only dtvtIopmcntal modcl that holds pormtial for research in this
regard, it is a ilseful one. It would also be idonnative to consistently include a broad
range of domains in which g i b h c s may occm. M o d reasoning and scK
undastandingoffa such possibilities.
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Appendix A

Se~-UrtCtprtOndjng
I r r t e Protocol
1. (SCIf-dcfiniitin)

What ~ I Cyon like? What W of person an you? What arc you not like?
Robes: What does that say abom you? W h y is that impommt? What differcnct does
that (cbonrctcdstEc) make? What would be the diff~cllceif you were (WQC not)

like that?
2. (seIf'aluation)

What are you cspaially proud of about yourself? What do you like most about
yourself? What are you not proud of? What do you like least about youneli?

Probes: What does that say about you? W h y is that important? What diffctence does
that make?

3. (self in past and future)

Do you think youll be the same or Mizent five yean from now? How about
when you're an adult? How about five years ago? How about when you were a
baby?

R o b : What will be the ylme? What will be diffent? W h y is that imponant?
4. (self interest)

What do you want to be like? What Lind of prison do you want to be? What do
you hope for in life?

If you could have thnc wishes, what would they be? What

do you think is good for you?
Probes: W h y do you want to (be that way, have those things you hope for, have those
wishes? What else do you (hope for, wish for, believe is good for you)? Why is

that g o d for you?

5- (conauiy)

Do you change at atl h m ycar to year? How (how not)? If you do change h m
year to year, how do you h o w it's still always you?

Probes: Inwhatwaysdoyoustoythesrme? L s t h a t a n ~ t t h i n g t o s a y a b o u t
you? Why?
6- (qw=Y)

How did you get to be the way you are? How did that make you the kind of

pason you are? How codd you bccome diffcrcnt?

Probes: What difhcnce did that makc? Is that the only reason you turned you like
you did?

Is that the only reason? What eIsc could make you different? H o w

would that work?
7. (distinctness)

Do you think rhae is anyone who is exactly Like you? What makes you M e ~ n t
from anyone you know?
Robes: Why is that important? What difference does that make? In what other ways

are you different? Are you completely diffcreat or just partly diffe~nt?How do
you know? Are you different fmm everybody orjust from som people? How

can you be sure that y o u k ~~t

frmneverybody else even when there are

many people in the world that you don't know

Appcada B

Desmitibns und Exompies ofDevelopmerrtal Progtessioon
in Sera-Object UnderStanding

physical self-scheme: Physical and mamialattributes of self that are impoltaat in and
of t h e ~ l v e s .(size, gender, ract, distinctive bodily featmcs, age, dress,
possessions, physical environment)
Wbst b d of a penm are you? I have blue eyes. Why is t h t important? It
just is
active self-scheme: Typicalactivities one performs, is expected, allowed or not

allowed a perform.
Wbat can yon ten me abut the kind of person you are? Yesterday I went to
visit my cousins at their new house. Why is that important to say about you?
'Cause I never went to their house before.
social self-scheme: One's association with family, fiknds or other social figures, or
by one's mmbgshipd in defined socialgroups.
What kind of persoa are you? I'm Catholic* What does that say about you?
I'm Catholic, and my mother is, and my father is, and my grandmother, and my
pdf8ther, and I'm Catholic too,
psychological stSscheme: Moods, thoughts, feelmgs, and attributes, unrelated to
pamanat dispositions abilities or beliefs, have &heir
own significance,
What kind of a person are you? I'ma happy pason. W h y is that important?
I don't want to be a sad pason.

physical schchem: Attributes of self reflect or influence one's capabilities
What are you We? I'm bigger than most kids. Why is tbat importoat? I can
run faster than evetybody.

active self-scheme: Compatd with ectiom and abilities of others, norms or self in
Ciiffi~rt~lt
circ-cts.
Describe y d . I'm good at doing things. What thine? In school, like in

mathandhist~~yaadrcading.
ButFmnotsogcmdatmorgym.
social stKschtmt: Abilities an considacd in light of the reactions of othen.
What makes you icd pmud? When my Mom and Dad come and watch a game
aud I play d y well, like I hit a Lot of homers, and I can hear them chcaing
really loud. Why doce that make you fCCl proud? 'Cause they're letring me
know how I did good.
psychological ~ e ~ s c h e m eOne's
: cognitiveabilities, ~cIativtknowledge, or abilityrelated emotiom.
What are you like? I'm not as smart as most kids. Why is that important? It
takes me longer to do my homewok

physical self-scheme: Reflect personalappeal, social rrlations, or detamine p u p
~ m b c I S h i por assocjatiom.
What tiad of a person are you? A four-eyed pason. What does that nmm? I
wear glasses. That's what all the kids cali m. Wbat Merence does that maJce?
They mala f
bof me.
active self-scheme: Reflect one's interpersonal appeal, social relations, group
mcmbcrship.
Wbat kind of person are you? I play sports. Why is that important? Because
all the kids Iike athletes.
social sewscheme: Social personality characteristics that reflect or influence one's
interactions, inteqmsonal Pppcal or group membership.
What are you like? I'm an honest pason, and I was raised that way, and people
trust me because of it.

psychological scsschcmc Psychological attribates that reflect social skill or
influence social intezactions.
What are pap like? I know a lot about thc world and how it works and I have a
gnat &sire to leam more. Why is that important? M y teachers respcct i t h e
had v a y good relations with my teach- and I've gotten a lot of things,a lot out
of it.

physical self-scheme:
What are you like? I don't have many things. Why is that important? It's not
fair to have a lot of things when some people don't have anything.
active seE-scheme:
What are you like? I go to church evay Sunday. Why is tbat important?
Because I want to be a faithful Chistian.
social self-=ha:
What else is important about you? I'm a Girl Scout Why is that important?
Because we do good things. We help people and stuff. If more people did what
we did, the world would be a better place.
psychological self-scheme:
What kind of p e m are you? I believe in world peace. Wby io thrt
important? I don't think wars solve anything and I think we should try to keep
from fighting.
From Damon & Hart (1988)

AppadhtC

Descriptions d Ercspfes of Developmental Ptogressr'on in
Serf-as-Subject Uiubstclnding

Level 1: Selfis dctambed by snpematud, biological or socialforces.
Hwdidyougettobethewayyouue? Ijtastgrew. Wbatdoywmeanby
that? My body just got bigger.
Level 2: Selfis influt~lcedby talents, abilities, wishes, motivation or &om.
Howdidyougettobelikeyouuunoa? Iaicdreallyhard. Whatdinemme
does that make? Well, I tried really had a,be like I am now.
Level 3: Self is influences by communication with others.
How did you get to be the way you are? By tallring with my parents. They help
me understand things better, wen if1 don't always do what they say.
Level 4: Selfis influenced by personal or moral evaluations of life.
How did you get to be the way you ue? We& I decided to be kind to people
because I've seen lots of kids hurt other kids' fkelings for no reason,and its not
right or fair. Nobady should try to hurt another person's falings or be man to
them. Any other ways? No,not d y .

Level 1: Refmce is made to simple categorical identifications.
If you keep changing fmm year byear, how do you lmoait's always you?
'Cause I have ndhair. Why is that important? I don't know.
Level 2: Rcf'crcnce is made to permanent capabilities or characteristics.
How do you know it's sill you? I know me because 1still h o w the things I
knew five years ago. b that important to you? Yeah, because I'll never forget
them-

Level 3: Rcfkmce is made to the ongoing nmgnition of self by others.
Horr do you know you'rc ahvays you? Ill still haw my family* Why does that
make a ~
~ to you?cWell,thcy'rt
e
the ones who brought me up and taught
m right fim wrong. Thcy always know rm m andnot somebody elseh e 1 4: Refmnce is madc to the relation between earlier and present chamct&stics.
Selfs c-s
evolve over timeHow do gar lolow it's always you? By the way 1f e l iasidc. I think, yeah.
What do polr m m "by
~ ~the way you f d insidem?You just know that you're
the same pason. You know yourself*

Level 1: Defined in texms of simple categorical identifications.
What makes you different from everybody else in the world? My fingaprints.
Anythiag else? My voice. 'Causenobody has the same voice.
Level 2: Comparison are made with others along isolated dimensions.
What makes you diff't frola everybody else in the world? Well. no one
could know just what I know, or they couldn't & just what I could do. They are
either a little smarter or a little worse.
Level 3: Unique combination of psychoiogical and physical c-stics
define
distinctiveness.
WeU, if there somettring about you that just sets you apart &om anybody
else? The way I act. The way you act? To some things, some people. One
thing else, I woay a lot You worry a lot? Yeah,I wony too much and a lot of
things that a lot of kids don't care about, you know,rd worry about Okay, dothat set you apart
other Lids? In some ways. But there'sreally a couple
of people that arc, you know aWEe in a few ways, but nobody's exactly somebody
else.
Level 4: Ref'crcnce is made to one's llnispe subjective expcdences and interpretations of
the world
What makes you different from everybody else you know? Nobody else sees
things or feels the same way about things as I do.
from Daman and Hart (1988)

Introduction Letters and Consent Forms

M y name is Elaine Fodkcs. I am a gmduate stldcnt in the Dcparmmt of
Educational Psychology at the Uaivasity of Calgary wndpctiag a nsearch project unQr
the supemision of Dr.Michael Pyryt as pert of therequhmcnts for a Master of Science

degree. I am writing to provide i a f d o n ~ g a d n my
g rmeazh p r o j a Moral
Reasoning and SewUndcrstanding Development in Adolescents h m Regular and Gifted
Educational Programs.
?bepurpose of the study is to cxplotc what people consider important when
making decisions about issues in their socialword and to explore how people's
understanding of themselves dmlops through childhood and adolescence Finally, the
study will examhe whether there is a mlationship b e e n these two areas of human
deveIopmcnt,
As part of the study, your child will be asked to Wtitt a d v e in class
describing a moral dilemma they can imagine really happenhg. Then your child will be
intaviewed individually by the researcher and asked to respond to several hypothetical
moral dilemmas and to set a set of s
&
gquestions. The narrative will take
thiay minutes of one class period and the interview will last appn,ximatP.ly an hour and a
half including a rest break You shodd be aware that even if you give your pamission,
you or y o u child are h e to withdraw at any time, for any reason, without p e a t y .

Participation in this study will involve no greater risks than those ordinarily

experienced in daily life.

Data will be gathered iu such a way as to c ~ s m anonymity.
e
All responses will be
coded with a participant number and any identifying information win be kept separately,
in a locked file cabinet at dK university, accessible to the researcher alone* All files will
be destroyed two yeam after completion of tht sndy. Once collected, responses will be
kept in the strictest confidence and only p u p Wts w i l l be reported in any published

form.

Upon completion, a brief summary of the study will be mailed to your home
address*

If you have any questions, please feel fire to contact me at 220-5728 or 281-0062;
my supervisor Dr.Michael Pyryt at 220-7799; thc Chair, Faculty of Education Ethics
Committee, at 220-5626; or the Office of the Via-Prtsidcnt at 220-3381.
re=

Please comp1ete both copies of the enclosed fom~,retain one for your records and
the otha to me in the eoc10sedenvelope.
Thank you for your coopaatio~~

Sincerely,
Elaine Foulkes

MyaamisEIaincFoullrcs. I a m a g r a d u a t e ~ t i n t h e ~ t o f
Educational Psychology at the University of Calgary conducting a research project olda
the sllpavision of Dr.Micbael qrryt as part of theraphmenrs for a Mastsof Science
degree. I sm writing to prwide infannation regardingmy research project Moral
Reasoning a d SesU-g
Development in Adolescents from Regdar and Gifted
Educational hgrams.
The putpose of the snDdy is to exp10rt what pa& comkk impaaaDt when
making decisions about iswegin their socialw d andto explore how people's
naderstaadingof thtl~l~elvts
develops thmugh childhoodand adolescence. F a y , the
stuciy will examine whetha there is a dationship betweenthest two m a s of human
develop men^
As part of the study, you win be asked to write a narrative in class describing a
moral dilemma you can imagine really hnppeniag. Then you wiU be intcmewed
individually by the rescamher and asked to w a d to several hypothetical moral
dilemmas and to set a set of self--g
questi011~.The narrative will take thirty
minutes of one class period andthe interview will Iast approximaally an hour end a half
iacluding a rest beak. You should be aware that evca if you give yom pamission, you
or your pannt(s) an free m withdraw at any time, for any reawn, without penalty.

Data will be garhered in such a way as to ensure anonymity. All responses wiU be
coded with a participant number and any identifying informatiion will be kept separately,
in a locked file cabinet at the university, accessible to the researcher alone. All files will
be destroyed two years afm completion of the study. Once collected, responses will be
kcpt in the strictest confidence and only group d t s w i l l be reponcdin any published
form,

Upon completion ,a brief sunrmary of the smdy will be mailed to your home
address.

If you have any questions,piease feel fbe to contact me at 220-5728 or 281.0062;
my sllpavisor Dr.Micbael pmt at 220-7799; the Chair, Faculty of Education Ethics
Committee, at 220-5626; or the Office of the Vict--t
at 220-3381.
Please complete both copies of the enclosed form,retain one f a your records and
retlan the other to me in the enclosed envelope.

Thank you for your aooperatior~.

Elaine Foulkes

CONSENTFOR RESEARCH PARTICPATION

VWe understad that such consentmeans that

will

write a narrative in class and be tape recorded during an individual inmview condacttd
by the researcher and lasting appmximately an horn aad a WincIuding a rest break.

W e understand that participationin this study may be m m h t d at any time by my/om
request, my/om childs request or drat of the -her.
Participation in this pmjcct
andlor withdrawal &om this project will not
q / o mr ~ ~ u eor
s treceipt of Scntices
fram the Calgary Board of Education or the Univexsity of Calgary.

W e understand that this study will not involve any greater risks than those otdinariy
occurring in daily life.
V\He understand that the respollses will be obtained anonymously and kept in the strictest
confidence.

W e 011derstmdthat only group data will be reponcdin any published reports.

UIHt understand that all mw data w i l l be kept in locked file cabinets and destroyed two
yean afm publication of study results

W e understand that, upon completion, a bricf sammary of the study will be mailed to
mylour home address.

W e understand that if at any time @wehave questionsT&e can contact the researcher at
220-5728 or 281-0062; her supavisoq Dr.Michael Pyryt at 220-7799; the Chair, Faculty
of Education Ethics Carrrmi#ee, at 220-5626; or the Office of the Vice-Resident at 2203381.

Signature of Parcnt/Guardian

Signature of Parcnt/Guardiaa

Date

Date

Please complete both copies of the form, main one for your records and return the other
to me in the enclosed envelope.

CONSENT FOR RESEARCH PARTICIPATION

I, the rmdasigned hatby give my consent for to participate in a research pjcct entitled
Moral Reasoning and Self-UnderstandingDevelopment inAdolescents from Regular and
I undthat such consent rrmns that I will write a d v e in class and be tapt
recoded during an individnal iatCNicw conducted by the -her
and lasting
approximatc1y an hoar and a half including a lest brral.
that participation in this study may be taminated at any time by my request.
at the quest of my parmt(s) or that of the scsauchu. Participation in this project

I un-d

and/or withdrawal h m this project will not adversely affect min any way.

I understand that this study will not involve any greater risks than those ordinarily
occun5ng in daily life.
I understand that the responses will be obtained anonymously and kept in the strictest
confidence.
I understand that only group data will be reported in any published reports.

I understand that all raw data will be kept in locked file cabinets and destroyed two years
afrer publication of sady results.

I understand that, upon completion, a brief s ~ n n a r of
y the study will be mailed to my
home &ss.
I understand that if at any timc I have questions, I can contact the researcher at 220-5728
or 28 1-0062; her supavisor, Dr.Michael Pyryt at 220-7799;the Chair, Faculty of
Education Ethics Committee, at 220-5626; or the miaof the Vice-President at 2203381.

Date

Signature

Participant's Printed Nam

Please complete both copies of the form, retain one for your nxords and re-

to m in the cncloscd envelope.

the other

Appendix E

Hypotiietical Morai Dilemmas

Heinzd i l w
In Ellmp, a womau was near death fkom a special kind of cancer. There was one
drug that the doctors thought might save ha. It was a farm of a radium that a druggist in
the same town had recently discovered The drug was expcasive to make, but the
druggist was charging 10 times what the dmg cost him to makc. H e paid $400 for the
radium and charged $4,000 for a small dose of the drug. The sick woman's husband,
Hcinr, went to everyone he knew to borrow the money and mied every legal means, but

he could only get together $2,000, which is half of what it cost. He told the druggist that
his wife was dying, and asked him to sell it chtaper or let him pay later. But the druggist
said, "No, I discovered the drug and I'm going to make money from it" So having tried

every legal means, Heinz gets desperate and considers breaking into the man's stare to
steal the drug for his wife.

Judy dilemma

Judy was a 12-year-old g f i Her mother promised h a that she could go to a
spacial rock concert coming to their tom if she earned the money to buy a ticket to the

con=

She managedto save up the $15 the ticket cost, plus another $3. But then her

mother changed h a m i d and told Judy that she had to spend h a money on new ~ 1 0 t h ~

for sch001. Judy was disappointed and dccidcd to go to the concat anyway. She bought
a ticket and told h a modm that she had only been able to save $3. Tbaf Satmday she

went to the concert and told her mother that she was spending the day with a friend. A

we& pas& without h a mother -ding out Judy then told her olda sister, Louise, that

she had gone to the cancar and hadlied to her motha about ir

Mike Dilemma
Stcve and Mike were two good fiends. One Friday night a f k the football gamc
Steve bought some bea for him and Mike to clrinL. Steve was

that Mike wouid go

along with this and drink the beer with him. This was not so! Mike told Steve that he
didn't believe in drinLing alcoholic beverages. Steve got terribly mad and aied talking

Mike into drinking with him. Mikc listened to Steve's arguments, but still said no.

F M y Steve told Mike that he didn't ever want to go any place with him again. This was
it for Mike,

Nancy Dilemma

Nancy is a bright eighth grader in a small junior high schooL She relates well to
people and is active in many organizations. Nancy is also fairly new to the school having
been there for only a Iirde over a year. Nancy's fkicnds include both boys and girls b m

a l l thne grades. One fiend Nancy has become close to is Dave. Although Dave is only

a 7th grader, Nancy enjoys his company and shares many of his athletic intensts.

Unfortunately Dave is also the only native studcnt atteading the small school. He too is
very popular with all the students. Still, the students in the school begin to talk about

Nancy and Dave. Severat of the students tell the others that Nancy is mcrely trying to
prove a point, she is demonstrating her lack of prejudice-

Eventually of cuurse, this gets back m Noncy and she is faced with a difficult

pmb1cm. Nancy can try to ignore thcse stories and the pea pmme or she can stop
spending tim with Dave.

1.

What is the problem or problems in this situation?

2.

What should (the pason with the dilemma) mink about or consider in deciding

(what to do) or (whether to X or not)?
3.

What should (the person) do?

4.

Is that the right thing to do?

5.

Why? or What makes that the right thing to do?

Scoving Gw*&fiws for Care-basedRemoniisg
el 1: Smviva
pragmaticconurn

OtlCiiffif h m "want1'
protect sclf
empn own happiaess

avoid suffering or hm
Iittle evidence of caring for others
no consideration of absuact ethical principles or values

self5!shness criticized
aware of nceds of othcrs
cares for self in context of others
move towad responsibility that entails attachment to others
concepts of selfishness and responsibility first appear
caring for self to casurt SUNival is criticized as selfish
same -ding
of connection b a n self and others is reflected by more
struggle with the conflict
aware of the nads of others but stilI basically ~ e toscare for self in the context
of relationships with others

"good" defined as self-sacrificing caring for othm
care and protection of 0th-

at the expcase of self-assdon

concept ofresponsibility etabonted and Mwith mammal morality that seeks to
ensue care for the dependent and unequal
"right"defined externally by church, Bible,parents, society

shift to "goodness" to "truth" about relationships
mhinLs caringfm others at the expmse of scEascrtion
shift in concem from goodness a truth and honesty
questions the goodness of protecting othes at own expe~se
psychological Smvival, h o w seemingly selfish or hmmal in convcntioaal
tams, rcnrrn~to paramount cancan
responsibility to others and comrrdmmt to other people is still important but now
mae flexl'bility,thoughtftrlaess, a
d struggle with dilemmas

.

el 3: E w of r a
intcnomection of people
no tension between seIfishncss and responsibility
concern with relationships
universal condemnation of h u t and exploitation
concerns dynamics of nlationship
dissipates tension between selfishness and ~sponsi'bilitythrough a new
txndastanding of intcrcomcction between self and others
judgment rrmains e c u l a r in its concan with relationships and response but
becomes universalin i condemnation of exploitation and hurt
takes responsibility for choices, Le. the criteria of goodness moves inward
both self and othcrs considered in an ethic of care
Adapted from Skoe (1993), and GiUigan & Atmucci (1988)

Appendix G

Reading For Cme And Jusrire Orientations

1. Self as a protagonist in the story told by the llraratorrepresents the moral agent in the

conflict
2. h rdlecting on or describing actions in the story, sclf aligns with (takes on as its own)
one or the other orientation (or both)
3. Injustia dominated contexts, read for can fmt; in samples wheze care is expected
read forjustice first Readingfor orientation involvesplacing Merent lenses or
filters on the text therefort miding for one orientation may makc it diECU1t to see the
other
4. There are no phrases or buzz words that indicate a particular orientation. All words
may be used inboth orientationsand the meaning of words shifts depending on the
perspective. Attend to the context for clues.
6. Underline a phrase as both care andjustice when it fits into both perspectives even
though it is understood diffmntly ftom the nvo peqectives. Mark ambiguous
responses with vertical lines in blue and red along the side. Ambiguous: unclear, for
which there are no clarifyingrefknces in other parts of the intCNiew. Score using
"bothcare andjustice
7. Distinguish when d e c t s :
a. societal conventions of male and female behavior
llarrow and distorted by gender stereotypes
-justifies distancingTneglect, subordination, or oppression
b. healthy, fkeing, empowering relationships
8. Rememba moral conflicts often occur in relationship. Therefore, the hallmark of both
justice andcare is how the problem in relationship is viewed. Do not make the
mistake of thinking that only the c m orientation is associated with relationships

~~

-

1. Calls attention to hurt as a mnalproblem.
2. Web of intadepeadenct is an organizing image.
3. Need to actively maintain relationships people can dcpend on:
a concepts of "being there"
b. listening as a moral act
c. b~gandsustainingollstovertime
d. being hurt or troubled by another's pain
e. shamed responsibility for each others' safety and welfare
f. bowing another wen as a resnit of shed history
g. disagrtcmtnt as stzmgthcning a secure relationship by providing evidence of
listcninganddcpenaability
4. Value placed on maintaining comection, not hurting, atteading and xcsponding to
need are centtal to what is seen as moral actiona. must know the pason'sterms and relational context in order to judge
b. listming as a way to help someone figme out what s/hc W o w s but doesn't' know
she knows"
5. Draws attention to pf0bIems of attachment and abandonment and holds up an ideal of
attention and response a,need
6. Attends to the pareicuk penons in the story
a attempt to rtc0gniEe and include the needs of those involved
b. tends to focus on the specifics of the situation and attard to the particular needs of
others involved
c. emphasis on dialogue or communication
d. obligation to know and uedastaad as much as possible
Vulnerabilities
1. paralysis
a understands too much about the other and his/hcr citcumstance
b. cannot define a standpoint or ground upon which to act
c. no action that docs not cause someone hurt or pain
d action may jeopardize the nlationship leaving self or other abandoned

2. unable to acknowledge that another will be hurt
a can't achowlcdgc or realitt that one cannot always meathe needs of others
ie. avoid hurting somtonc
b. doesn't claim a paspective
3. self left out or excluded
aw
a
r to be scEsgcrificing

1. Carries the injunction not to treat others UHfairly*

a attends to problems of inequality and importance of treatiug self and others with
equal=spcct
2 "Scsrles of justice"is an organizing image or metaphor.
a. central notion of weighing, Mancing, or qualizing claims
b. recipmdty
c. ndress of grkvancts

d.justified punishment
e. earned reward
f. punishment in proportion to the crime
g. contractual obligation
h. equal or impartial application of the d e
i fair exchange for mutual benefit
j. equal or fair chance
k. right m tell one's "own side of the story" to maintain or redress a balance
1. weighs competing claims
m. deciding whether potential negative consequences outweigh positive benefits
3. Emphasizes the desire to be impartial and fair.
a. uses "impartial " logic based on impersonalstandards or universal principles
b. isolates the most mmal claim as deteTmined by some objective or fair standard
c. arrives at one "right"or "best" answer
4. Strives to adopt an impartial standpoint favoring no pason over any other.
vulncrabilitia
1. mistakes personal or traditional paspective or conventional standard for an objective
truth

2. loss ofpcrspcctive in the sarice ofjtm&ation
a protects h m paralysis by appealing to a hierarchy of rules, standards, or principles
to justify ones action as the right action of one that any rationaI pason would

dam to be the best action
b. shutting out or becoming blind to the consapcnccs of decisions in the service of
justifying principles or stPndads
c. viewing individuals as separate, equal selves may make blind to diffimmces, special
needs, or particulat CoIlSCQuenCes
cL judges othas against some standad of right and wrong as though these standards
have become pasod criteria for right behavior. Rotects self from any sense of
nalmoral dilcxmna by neglecting any consideration of mitigating circumstslnces
3. loses sight of 0th- or relationships with than in the sesuch forjusdfication or the
right solution or answer
a. doesn't attend to or care for the other
b. recognizes the other is excluded or hurt and responds to an obligation to protext or
attend to the inequality with macy or benevolence, i e-,0th- is seen as less
f o e pointing to an inequality of the relationship, a dimension of relationship
more often emphasized in the justice orientation

Passages that have been double marked (blue for justice AND red for care).
1. passage can k seen in two diffant ways
2. justice and care are "integrared"in parts of the luurative
a aspects of each can be identified and if taken alone or without reference to the
other would not be cohaent or completely understandabIe
b- a general rule of behavior helps locate the problem
e. g. a n t i o n to both the mutuality of the dationship (care) or loving in the
sense of mutual connection A N D a belid that there should be qua1 sharing of
responsibility (justice), or loving h m d Isciprocally
c. has joined elements of the two pcrspectivts in such a way that the full
understanding of the passage depends on attention to both voices
3. unable to distinguish whether is EITHER care orjustice
a ambiguous in terms of which voice is being used,i e., sidebar sections

SCORING

1. C1CarIy A f t i e

a one compIctt idca that can con5dcntty be chamct&d as the orientation
- either in m & s own words or in nf-ccd summary statements
- rnultipk glinrmm or %impses of the orientation that cmtrgt in various places
throughout the tm
- narrator repeats advia given to him or h a by another
2. Not Clearly Articulated
a. ambiguous responses with little summding information or mpportivc evidence
b. places whac you would expect to find the orientation but it is absent

- higher level of iafmnce
- flowsfirom individual intexpretationsof care andjustice to ovaall summary
1. One Orientation RedominstP-c

a. one orientation hums the conflict
b. one orientation is more elaborated
c. self begins by articulating both but mores to a more complete description of one
2. Neither predominates
a represented in similar amounts
- no connection between the two
- both used tojustify or suppa a single action, ie. do not challenge or oppose
each other
6 llmes~lvcdtension between concepts of justice and can
c. both appear to be inptgrated
- throughout entire interview
expression of the ways in which care and justice an intmvoven to create new
maniogs, npnsent conflicts and solutions that would be impossible with
either voice alone
- awareness of tensions, contradiction, diff~rencts,paradoxes that result fkom

-

knowing both penpdvcs almg with the possi'bility for amtive meanings
and so1utions that arc lost with the exclusion of either set of moral terms

1. indicates the importaaae of one or other perspaive to the person
2. person mny h o w a moral voice but not nptscllt it as his or h a own voice, the
orientation may be something expcctod or demanded of them but they do not belkve
iQ it
3. active, explicit
a. has presented alternatives and actively chosen one voice as PFCfkrable or better than

another
4. implicit, interpretive (attunemat)
a has not presented alternatives and actively chosen
b. has narrated from a care paspective, talked in that voice
c. care is tcaccted in the acting, desiring, or lmowiag that you interp~tas a caring
action

